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Introduction

This work is a compilation of known items related to newspaper history in Australia. It is the second edition of a publication first published in 2004. The Second Edition incorporates items from Bibliographical Notes for the Press in Australia and related subjects by Professor Henry Mayer, 1964, typescript; a printed version was published by the Australian Newspaper History Group in 2005. It also includes all items published in the First Edition (August 2004) and in the Supplement to the First Edition (February 2005). The compilers have considered publications to the end of December 2008.

This is a vastly enlarged edition of the first edition bibliography.

The compilers would be pleased to hear of additional entries and corrections. Please send these to Victor Isaacs, by email to abvi@webone.com.au or by post to 43 Lowanna St, Braddon, ACT, 2612.

Every issue of the Australian Newspaper History Group Newsletter from its establishment in October 1999 contains a cornucopia of articles, chronologies and reviews about Australian newspaper history and current developments. Only the longer articles are indexed here.

The Australian Newspaper History Group Newsletter is available free by email, or by set subscription fee for hard copies (ten issues) by cheque payable to R. Kirkpatrick (ANHG). For further details, write to the editor, Rod Kirkpatrick. Email address is rodthejourno@uqconnect.net and postal address is 59 Emperor Drive, Andergrove, Qld, 4740.

The Compilers

John C. Russell has interests in the history of colonial printing and publishing especially newspapers and periodicals and the role of women. He has initiated two books: a 2005 transcription of Bibliographical Notes for Henry Mayer’s The Press in Australia (Brisbane: Australian Newspaper History Group) and a 2005 compilation of Early Printers of Melbourne: An Index (Brisbane: Australian Newspaper History Group).


Victor Isaacs has interests in newspaper, political and railway history. He is the founder of the Australian Newspaper History Group. His recent publications include Looking Good: The Changing Appearance of Australian Newspapers and How We Got the News: Newspaper Distribution in Australia and New Zealand.
Henry Mayer was Senior Lecturer in Government, Department of Government and Public Administration, University of Sydney in 1964 when he produced his seminal work *The Press in Australia* and the related *Bibliography*. He was Professor of Political Theory when he retired.

**Abbreviations and conventions**

*ADB* is the *Australian Dictionary of Biography*, Melbourne: Melbourne University Press.

*ANHG Newsletter* is the *Australian Newspaper History Group Newsletter*


*PANPA Bulletin* is published by the Pacific Area Newspaper Publishers Association.
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1 Australia-wide

N.B. Articles with no nominated author are in alphabetical order of first main word (i.e. excluding ‘A’ or ‘The’)

1.1 Historical


Age Education Unit (1998), Newspapers – A Source of History: Selected Articles and Front Pages from the Age, 1854 to 1983, Melbourne: Age Education Unit.


Butler, Roger (2007), Printed Images in Colonial Australia 1801-1901, Canberra: National Gallery of Australia. Contents include: Artisans and artists; illustrations for books and periodicals; the illustrated press & wood engraving printmaking & the application of photography. A detailed history with quotes from original sources and extensive notes, and lavishly illustrated.


Connor, Michael, ed. (2003), Pig Bites Baby: Stories from Australia’s First Newspaper 1803-1810, Duffy and Snellgrove.


Cryle, Denis, ed. (1997), *Disreputable Profession: Journalists and Journalism in Colonial Australia*, Rockhampton, Queensland: Central Queensland University Press. Contains a variety of articles from around Australia.


‘Gentlemen, The Press’ (1923), *Triad*, 8 (4), 10 January, pp.37-38. An item ‘The Press’ (8 (1), 10 October, 1922, p.45), announced ‘a series of articles’ but this general one was the only one printed, marked ‘To be continued’, it was not continued.


Greenop, Frank S. (1965), ‘The Historical Background of Australian Journalism’, *First Summer School of Professional Journalism*, February, Canberra, pp.3-12.


Miller, E. Morris (1940), *Australian Literature from its beginnings to 1935. A descriptive and bibliographical survey of books by Australian authors in poetry, drama, fiction, criticism and anthology, with subsidiary entries to 1938*, Melbourne.


NSW Government Printing Department. (1881), The, Historical and Descriptive Notes for the Period Ending 31 December, 1880. Sydney.

New South Wales Legislative Assembly (1835), Report from the Select Committee on the Conduct of General Darling. Folio, 1835. Includes the inquiry into his treatment of the Public Press, together with papers explanatory of the charges brought against Lieut. General Darling by William Charles Wentworth, Esq. Folio, 1830.


‘On the Principles that should govern Public Writers, Illustrated from the Recent Libel Cases, Hill, v. Parker, etc.’ (1851), Politician, April, pp.13-18.

‘Our Opening Page’ (1851), Politician, April, p.1. Functions of newspapers vs. magazines.


Putnis, Peter (2007), ‘Overseas News in the Australian Press in 1870 and the Colonial Experience of the Franco-Prussian War’ in History Australia, vol. 4, no. 1. Examines content and forms of overseas news in Australian press in 1870; considers the way the production of such news was determined by the available channels of communication between Australia and rest of the world.

Reid, J. Arbuckle (1882), The Australian Reader. Selections from Leading Journals on Memorable Historic Events. Melbourne, pp.8-10: J.A. Reid ‘Newspapers Past and Present’ includes numbers in relation to population.


‘Sunday Papers’ (1887), Bulletin, 23 April, p.4. Defence of their sale.


1.2 Press and Media: General


*Australia Invaded – exposing the invasion of Australia by cheap, vulgar imported syndicated comic strips and press material*, n.p., 1941.


Baker-Dowdell, Johanna (2006), 'Newspapers vs the others: When readers and advertisers are spoilt for choice', *PANPA Bulletin*, June, pp.14, 16. Many community newspapers are now fighting with metropolitan dailies and glossy magazines for readers and advertisers, with some publications willing to steal stories and advertisers to get ahead in the market.


Blair, Tim (2001), 'Print’s Parallel Universe: the strange world of Australian newspapers online', *Australian*, Media section, 24-30 May, p.12. Includes many web addresses.


Newspapers have their faults but remain essential, writes a former *Age* journalist.


Bray, Sir Theodor (1965), *A Newspaper's Role in Modern Society*, University of Queensland Press.


Commonwealth of Australia (1992), *New and Fair Facts*, Report from the House of Representatives Select Committee on the Print Media, Canberra: AGPS.


Cryle, Denis, and Osborne, Graeme, eds. (2002), ‘Australasian Media History in 2002’, special issue of *Media History*, vol. 8, no. 1, June.

Cunningham, Stuart (1992), *Framing Culture: Criticism and Policy in Australia*, Sydney: Allen & Unwin. Provides an introduction to studying media from a cultural policy studies approach and the role of cultural and media policy as a key link between government and culture.


Curthoys, Ann, and Schultz, Julianne (1999). *Journalism: Print, Politics and Popular Culture*, University of Queensland Press, 331 pages. Investigates the history of print journalism in Australia in all its aspects - the lives, working conditions and consciousness of journalists, and the newspapers and magazines they produced. Investigates the inventiveness of the journalists and the changing patterns of ownership and readership to which they adapted. Articles are:

-- British press traditions, Colonial Governors and the struggle for a ‘free’ press (Clem Lloyd)
-- The provincial press 1825-1900 (Rod Kirkpatrick)
-- Black Wednesday (Victoria 1878), and ‘the manufacture of public opinion’ (Elizabeth Morrison)
-- Popular journalism 1860-1930 (Denis Cryle)
-- The radical press (Frank Bongiorno)
-- The Bulletin from 1880 to Federation (Sylvia Lawson)
-- Journalists, gender and workplace culture 1900-1940 (Paula Hamilton)
-- The Home in the 1920s (John Docker)
-- The shadow of the photographer (Kathryn Evans)
-- Cadet training at Consolidated Press in the 1940s (Bridget Griffen-Foley)
-- The investigative tradition in Australian journalism 1945-1965 (David McKnight)
-- Newspaper feature writing 1956-1996 (Mathew Ricketson)
-- Editors as intellectuals (Pat Buckridge)
-- Polling, politics and the press 1941-1996 (Stephen Mills)
-- Journalism and technology since the Second World War (Rosslyn Reed)
-- Business journalism in the 1980s (Jennifer Kitchener)
-- The Australian journalist as historian (Prue Torney-Parlicki)
-- The many paradoxes of independence (Julianne Schultz)


Bibliography.


Includes studying media.


‘Magazines. The *Bulletin* and its Red Page; the *Bookfellow*; the *Lone Hand*; the *Triad*. Political and Other Magazines; *Art in Australia*, pp.719-736. ‘Newspapers. Effects of the New Journalism’. The *Age*; the *Argus*; the *Sydney Morning Herald*; the *Daily Telegraph*; Other Newspapers. Vol. II ‘Magazines. The *Bulletin*; *Southerly*; the *Economic Record*; *Oceania*; Other Magazines’, pp.1240-1251. ‘Newspapers. Ultra Modernity: The Country Newspaper; the *Sun News-Pictorial*; the *Sydney Morning Herald*; Other Newspapers’, pp.1382-1399.


The eleventh Arthur Norman Smith Memorial lecture in journalism.


McKnight, D. (2001), Australian Media History, Australia Key Centre for Cultural and Media Policy, Nathan, Queensland.


Mountain, Alexander (1962), *I Protest (In a hundred thousand words ...).* The (150), Letters and Articles (To the Press, Etc.), of ‘Sandor Berger’. Sydney.


Muller, Denis (2005), ‘Media Accountability in a Liberal Democracy: an examination of the harlot’s prerogative’, unpublished PhD thesis, Melbourne: Centre for Public Policy, Department of Political Science, University of Melbourne.


‘Our Opening Page’ (1851), *Politician*, April, p.1. Functions of newspapers vs. magazines.


Phelan, Philip (2008), ‘News on paper needs a rethink’, *Australian*, Media section, 22 May, p. 32. Quote: ‘Newsrooms like to think of themselves as providing a social good that floats above and comments on a changing society. The reality is that papers are in the thick of it just like the rest of us and, just like other media, they are subject to the shift in social structure from mass to individual.’

Pollard, Ruth, and Noonan, Gerard (2007), ‘Into the web with Captain Kirk’, *Walkley Magazine*, Issue 44, April/May, pp.13-14. Fairfax management sees a profitable future integrating its newsrooms for web and print, but will it be so positive for the journalists?


Putnis, Peter (2007), ‘Overseas News in the Australian Press in 1870 and the Colonial Experience of the Franco-Prussian War’ in *History Australia*, vol. 4, no. 1. Examines content and forms of overseas news in Australian press in 1870; considers the way the production of such news was determined by the available channels of communication between Australia and rest of the world.


Williams, John (1999), *ANZACS, the Media and the Great War*. Sydney: University of New South Wales Press.
1.3 Media: Economics, ownership, management


Australian Journalists Association (Vic.), (1932), A Journey into Journalism. Melbourne


Baker-Dowdell, Johanna (2006), ‘Newspapers vs the others: When readers and advertisers are spoilt for choice’, PANPA Bulletin, June, pp.14, 16. Many community newspapers are now fighting with metropolitan dailies and glossy magazines for readers and advertisers, with some publications willing to steal stories and advertisers to get ahead in the market.


Chulov, M. (2002), ‘Hacks or Flacks – Media economics are blurring the lines between journalism and public relations’, Australian, 22 August.


Commonwealth of Australia (1992), New and Fair Facts: The Australian Print Media Industry: Report from the House of Representatives Select Committee on the Print Media, Canberra: AGPS.


Cryle, Denis (1999), ‘Niche markets or monopolies? Regional media, government policy and the cross-media review’, *Media International Australia*, no. 88, August, pp.79-88.


Left Book Club, NSW (1940), ‘Newspapers’, in *Monopoly*, issued by the Research Department, pp.8-39.


McKenzie, Nick and Bartley, Patrick (2008), ‘Nags to Riches: how to make a fast buck’, *Sunday Age*, 11 May, pp.1, 10. Details the recent sale of *Best Bets* and *Winning Post* magazines.

McQueen, Humphrey (1977), *Australia’s Media Monopolies*, Camberwell, Vic.: Widescopic.


Muller, Denis (2005), ‘Media Accountability in a Liberal Democracy: an examination of the harlot’s prerogative’, unpublished PhD thesis, Melbourne: Centre for Public Policy, Department of Political Science, University of Melbourne.


Pollard, Ruth, and Noonan, Gerard (2007), ‘Into the web with Captain Kirk’, *Walkley Magazine*, Issue 44, April/May, pp.13-14. Fairfax management sees a profitable future integrating its newsrooms for web and print, but will it be so positive for the journalists?


Newspapers are currently the printing industry’s hotspot, with takeovers, mergers and buyouts in the air, the internet to deal with and new technologies to consider.


‘Sydney Newspaper Uproar’ (1953), Bulletin, 23 September. Summary of part of court case between John Fairfax and (an unofficial agent of), Consolidated Press, over the acquisition of Associated Newspapers.


1.4 Bibliographies & selected archives


Argus, Argus Law Reports 1895 to 1959.

Argus & Australasian Ltd. (1924?), Argus and The Australasian 1846-1923, Melbourne, 2 vols: Historical Records and General Information; Men Who made The Argus and The Australasian

Arnot, Jean Fleming (1944), A bibliography of the newspapers filed in the Mitchell Library and the general reference collection of the Public Library of New South Wales. Sydney: Public Library of NSW.


Gilmore, Mary papers – National Library of Australia Manuscript Collection, MS 958.


Graham, Elise C., Births, Deaths and Marriages from the Argus newspaper 1846-1853, 4 volumes.


Isaacs, Victor et al (2000), 'Indexes to Australian Newspapers', ANHG Newsletter, 4 (February): 4-8. An extensive list with town, newspaper, who prepared the index, years indexed and location(s) of the indexes.

Jefferson, Bruce, Melbourne Argus Index to birth notices 1914-1925 (fiche).

Jefferson, Bruce, Melbourne Argus Index to marriage notices 1931-1940 (fiche).


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2008), ‘ANHG: What Has Gone Before’, ANHG Newsletter, 46, (February), p.15. A table listing all the issues of the ANHG Newsletter, the dates of issue and the number of pages in each issue.


Launceston Public Library (1933), List of books on the early history of Australia and Tasmania, almanacs and Tasmanian newspaper files. Launceston.


Mayer, Henry (1963), Bibliographical Notes on the Press in Australia and Related Subjects, Sydney: Dept of Government, University of Sydney, typescript. A printed version was published by the Australian Newspaper History Group in 2005.


Mercer, Peter (1999), Two centuries of Printing and Communications. A history of printing and news gathering with emphasis on the Mercury’s printing museum. Mercury, Hobart.
Miller, E. Morris (1940), *Australian Literature from its beginnings to 1935. A descriptive and bibliographical survey of books by Australian authors in poetry, drama, fiction, criticism and anthology, with subsidiary entries to 1938.* Melbourne.


'Newspapers', *Australian Encyclopaedia,* Vol. 6, pp.312-338. Bibliography.


Noel Butlin Archives Centre, Archives of Business, Industry and Unions, Australian National University. At <www.archives.anu.edu.au/nbac/html>, or email butlin.archives@anu.edu.au

Nugent, Ann (1991), 'Print news', *National Library of Australia News,* April, pp.4-7. Insights into the treasures held by the Newspaper Reading Room at the National Library through an interview with two of its custodians.

Pelosi, Janette (2007), 'Discoveries at State Records NSW', *ANHG Newsletter,* 45, (December), pp.17-18. Eight issues of NSW newspapers previously not known to be extant and a further three new titles not previously known to be extant. Details given.


Smith, Beverley (1976), 'Heyday of the goldfields', *Westerly,* n.3, pp.57-75. Includes W.A. goldfields journalism, bibliography of goldrush newspapers.


1.5 Newspaper directories, listings & indexes


Arnot, Jean Fleming (1944), A bibliography of the newspapers filed in the Mitchell Library and the general reference collection of the Public Library of New South Wales.


Button, Marion Button Index, Useful for Victorian people in mid 19th century, many references to items in the Argus.

Commemoration of the boon of the separation of the province of Victoria from the colony of New South Wales ... 1850. Includes chronology of newspapers published in Victoria, 1836-1850.


Cooper, C.A. Port Phillip Gazette, Melbourne, Index: October 1838 – April 1845. On cards.


Darragh, Thomas A. (1997), Printer and Newspaper Registration in Victoria, 1838-1924, North Perth: Elibank Press, 464pp. Provides transcriptions of registration documents required under various acts for Port Phillip and Victoria from 1838 to 1924. Full names, addresses and professions of all personnel mentioned are given. Titles, proprietors of publications, firms, printers, publishers, places of printing, sureties, and witnesses to documents are fully indexed. A substantial introduction provides a history of the development of legislation in NSW to control printers and the publication of newspapers and its application in Victoria.  
Department of Immigration (1951-1956), Newspapers or Periodicals in foreign languages published, or authorized for publication in Australia, by consent granted under the Publication of newspapers in foreign languages regulations ...; 1951-1956. Canberra.  
Fitzgerald, F., comp., Index to the Age newspaper. 1900-1909. Public Library of Victoria, on cards. Compilation suspended.  
Gordon & Gotch (1903), A Retrospect, Gordon & Gotch, the world’s press agency: established fifty years, 1853-1903, Brisbane: Gordon & Gotch.  
Gordon & Gotch Australasia (1920), World’s press agency: Australasian newspapers list. Melbourne?  
Gordon & Gotch (Australasia Ltd.) (n.d.), Australasian Newspaper List, Sydney (about 1923).  
Jefferson, Bruce, Melbourne Argus Index to birth notices 1914-1925 (fiche).  
Jefferson, Bruce, Melbourne Argus Index to marriage notices 1931-1940 (fiche).  


Launceston Public Library (1933), *List of books on the early history of Australia and Tasmania, almanacs and Tasmanian newspaper files*. Launceston.


McNair, W.A. (1937), Radio Advertising in Australia. Sydney. See its Index under ‘Newspapers’, and under name of particular papers.

Margaret Gee's Media Guide. Melbourne: Crown Content. 3 issues per year.


Moore and MacLeod (1882), Victorian Press Manual and Advertisers' Handbook, containing an alphabetical list, with particulars of all newspapers published in the Colony of Victoria .... Melbourne: H. Bryan Moore and MacLeod.

Moore-Robinson, J. (1933), Chronological List of Tasmanian Newspapers from 1810 to 1933, Hobart: Monotone Art Printers.


Morrison, Ian, Perkins, Maureen, and Caulfield, Tracey (2003), Australian Almanacs 1803-1930: A Bibliography, Hawthorn East: Quiddlers Press (PO Box 16 Hawthorn East, 3123). Early Almanacs were often published by newspapers.


New South Wales Parliament Library (1900), Index to Sydney daily and Sunday newspapers (late editions), and a selection of entries from the political weeklies. 1900.


Pacific states newspaper directory (1892), originally published San Francisco, Australian section reprinted by Riverina Archives.


Pooley, Grace Hendy (c.1920), Subject index of newspapers, British and Foreign. (n.p.c.1920). Typescript. Indexes items relating to Australia in eighteenth and early nineteenth century newspapers, overseas and Australian.

Pong, Alfred, comp. (1985), Checklist of Nineteenth Century Australian Periodicals, Bundoora, Victoria: Borehardt Library, La Trobe University.

Public Library of Sydney (1951), List of papers etc. filed in the City of Sydney Public Library, Sydney.


Public Library of N.S.W, List of newspapers received in the newspaper room, 1894, 1899, 1900, 1902, 1905.

Public Library of Victoria (1891), *Catalogue of newspapers, magazines, reviews, publications of societies and government periodical publications currently received at the Melbourne Public Library*.

Public Library of Victoria (1905), *Catalogue of Current Periodicals Received at the Public Library of Victoria*, Trustees of the Public Library, Museum and National Gallery of Victoria.

Public Library of Western Australia, *Early Western Australian Newspapers*. Research Note 139. Typescript.


Public Library of Western Australia (1949), *West Australian, Perth, Index: 1850-1884, 1949-*. Compiled by the State Library of Western Australia. On cards.


Commonwealth of Australia and the States, *72-74*.


Suter, Geraldine (1990), *Index to The Argus* 1860, State Library of Victoria.

Suter, Geraldine (1999), *Index to The Argus* 1860-1869, Argus Index Project.


*Tasmania. State Archives (1957), Alphabetical list of Tasmanian newspapers held in Tasmanian Archives*. Hobart. Typescript.


Weston Co. (1923), *Australasian Advertisers’ Manual and Newspaper Directory*, Sydney: Weston Co. Includes:
1.6 Press conferences, Press Council, Press Union

(For Provincial Press Association, Country Press Co-operative, Councils, etc, see 8.1 Provincial Newspapers, General)


Australian Newspapers Council (1949), First conference of Australian editors at Melbourne, November 11th and 12th, 1948. Sydney.


Australian Press Council (2006), Australian Press Council: State of the News Print Media in Australia, Sydney: Australian Press Council, October. At http://www.presscouncil.org.au/snpma/. Chapters: Do newspapers have a future?; Five major trends; Audience: circulation; readership; News content analysis; Economics, Press Ownership, History; New media; online; blogging; Education & training of journalists; Press law & practice; Freedom of the press; Contributors: Alan Deans, Jack Herman, Sharon Hill, Ken McKinnon, Sam North, Inez Ryan, Lindsay Simpson, Stephen Tanner, Margaret Van Heekeren, Cathy Wilcox (cartoonist), Ron Tandberg (cartoonist).


Cunneen, Chris (1986), ‘McIntosh, Hugh Donald (1876-1942), entrepreneur, newspaper proprietor’, ADB, vol. 10. Sunday Times company (Referee and other papers) 1916-1927; president Weekly Newspapers’ Association of NSW.

Dafoe, John Wesley (1925), Under Southern Skies. A series of articles conveying the impressions of the writer during the course of a visit to Australia and New Zealand as a member of the Imperial Press Conference, Winnipeg, n.d.
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Ferguson, John Alexander, *True Colonist and Van Diemen’s Land Political Despatch and Agricultural and Commercial Advertiser*. Hobart, Tas. 1834-1844. Folio. Hobart Town. Printed by Andrew Bent, for Gilbert Robertson, the Proprietor. No. I was issued August 5, 1834. This paper was published in continuation of the *Colonist and Van Diemen’s Land Commercial and Agricultural Advertiser* (q.v.). From January 2 to March 20, 1835, the paper was published daily. Ferguson states that ‘the *True Colonist* was therefore the first Australian daily. The *Sydney Herald* did not become a daily until October 1, 1840’. Ferguson gives a brief history. (Ferguson no. 1858a, vol.2, 1831-1838).

Godfrey, Margaret (1967), ‘Robertson, Gilbert (1794-1851), editor, agriculturalist’, *ADB*, vol. 2. Editor & reporter *Colonist* (Hobart) (first issued 6 July 1832, owned by T.G. Gregson & George Meredith, printed by Andrew Bent). Published on 5 August 1834 *True Colonist and Van Diemen’s Land Political Despatch & Agricultural & Commercial Advertiser*. From 2 January 1835 became Tasmania’s first daily (after 20 march 1835 reverted to semi-weekly/weekly) Last issue 26 December 1844. Editor *Victoria Colonist & Western DistrictAdvertiser* (Geelong, Vic) (?-5 September 1851).


Bonython, John Langdon (Sir)

Boursiquot, George D'Arcy


Bowser, John (Sir)


Boyce, Charles and Thomas & family


Boyd, William Alexander Jenyns


Brady, Edwin James


Bradley family


Bradley, Luther


Brisbane Newspaper Co.


Brodzky, Maurice


Brooks, Samuel Wood


Brown, John


Prospectus of The 'Southern Australian', a weekly newspaper ... Adelaide, 1838. Also in its first issue, 2 June, 1838.

**Browne, Eyles Irwin Caulfield**


**Browne, Thomas**


**Burgoyne, Thomas**


**Button, Henry**

Button, Henry (1899), *Memories of Fifty Years of Courtship and Wedded Life*, 1847-1897, Launceston. 332pp. Printed at the *Examiner* Office, Patterson Street, Launceston. Portrait of Mrs Button and 6 other illustrations. (Ferguson no. 7745a, Vol. 5, 1851-1900).

**Buzacott, Charles Hardie**


Kirkpatrick, Rod (1980), ‘If at first you don’t succeed, start another four newspapers’, *Morning Bulletin*, July, p.6. [Charles Hardie Buzacott].


**Cahill, W.F.**


**Calvert, Samuel**


**Campbell**


**Campbell, Donald**


**Carrington, Tom**

M. (1896), ‘Popular Pressmen, No. 7: Tom Carrington’, *Free Lance*, 1 (8), 11 June, p.3.


Casey, James Joseph

Cavenagh, George

Chevalier, Nicholas

Clark, Alfred Thomas

Clark, William Nairne


Clarke, Joseph Augustus

Cockburn-Campbell, Thomas (Sir)


Colebatch, Hal (Sir)
Colebatch, Hal G. P. (2004), Steadfast Knight: A Life of Sir Hal Colebatch. Fremantle Arts Centre Press. Contains material about the history of the Northam Advertiser especially during World War II.

Consolidated Press

(Books and articles about Consolidated Press and the Packers provide detail about the Daily Telegraph, Sunday Telegraph and the Australian Women's Weekly. See also '2.2.2 Individual Proprietors and Publishers' re Packers and '10.7 Women's Press'.)


Consolidated Press Holdings Ltd., Sydney, Notice of a Meeting of Members, Annual Report and Accounts, 1 (1954/55). See also Consolidated Press Ltd. and Consolidated Press Ltd.

Consolidated Press Ltd. (1954), Sydney, Prospectus.

Consolidated Press Ltd., Sydney, Subject index to all Sydney metropolitan newspapers, 1940. In 1964 located in the office of Consolidated Press Ltd.)

Cusack, Dymphna (1951), 'Mystery of a Novel Competition', Meanjin, 10 (1), Autumn, pp.55-60. Her troubles with Consolidated Press and Brian Penton with Come in Spinner.


Keane, Kim (1953), 'To Granny – A Sun but is it legitimate? A.M., 15 September, pp.60-61. Battle between John Fairfax and Consolidated Press over the acquisition of Associated Newspapers, publishers of the Sun, told from Consolidated Press angle.

'Sydney Newspaper Uproar' (1953), Bulletin, 23 September. Summary of part of court case between John Fairfax and Consolidated Press over the acquisition of Associated Newspapers, over the acquisition of Associated Newspapers.

Teleus – Produced by the cadets of the Australian Consolidated Press.

Cooper, William


Courtney, Victor Desmond


Courtney, Victor (1962), Perth – and all This!: Sydney. ch.49: 'Gentlemen of the Press'.

Cumberland Newspapers


Daily Telegraph Newspaper Co. Ltd. – see 'Daily Telegraph Newspaper Co. Ltd.'

Darlow, Thomas


Darwen, Douglas James (Jim) & family


**Davies Brothers Ltd.**

**Davies, John**

**Davies, John George (Sir) and Davies, Charles Ellis**

**Davies, Michael John**

**Day, Mark**
Day, Mark (2008), ‘For a brighter future, tabloids could look to the past’, *Australian*, Media section, 21 August, p.38. At launch of Sandra Hall’s, *Tabloid Man: The Life and Times of Ezra Norton*, 2008, Day explains that he is ‘the spiritual, if not genetic, descendent of Norton’. Day was *Truth*’s last owner before it ‘died unhappily in my arms in 1995, aged 105’.

**De Hamel, L.V.**

**Demaine, William Halliwell**


**D’Emden, Henri James**

**Denison, Hugh (Sir)**


**Derrington, Edwin Henry**

**Detmold, William**
Douglass, Alfred D.

Douglass, Henry Percival

Dumas, Charles Morris Russell

Dumas, Frederick Lloyd (Sir)

Dunn, Andrew & family


Dunn family

Dwight, Henry Tolman

Eggers, Karl Friedrich Wilhelm

Ellis, Edward

Engisch family
*Torch* About to Enter 85th year: just five editors in all that time’ (2004), *Mediaweek*, 29 November, p.8. The Engisch family has owned the Bankstown *Torch* (Sydney) for all of its 84 years. This article provides an historical snapshot of the family and the paper.

Fairfax family & company

Clune, Frank (1960), *Journey to Canberra: by road from Sydney, with deviations in search of history, geography and curios along the Canberra Highway*, Angus & Robertson. Chapter 12 is a deviation discussing the Fairfax family and *SMH*.


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2006), ‘When the gloves are off: The Central Coast newspaper fight’, *Australian Journalism Review*, 28 (2), December, pp.53-65. An examination of the daily-newspaper war between Fairfax and News on the Central Coast of New South Wales.


**Fairfax, James Oswald (Sir)**


**Fairfax, James Reading (Sir)**


**Fairfax, James**


**Fairfax, John**


In Memoriam. *Obituary Notices and Funeral Services having reference to the late Hon. John Fairfax, Esq. MLC who died 16th June 1877*, by members of the literary staff of the Sydney Morning Herald, J. Reading and Co. Printers and Foster and Fairfax, 1877.

John Fairfax and Sons, Ltd. (1927?), *The ‘Sydney Morning Herald’ and ‘The Sydney Mail’: The Two Greatest Papers in Australia*. Sydney: John Fairfax and Sons, Ltd.. A record of the years from 1831.

John Fairfax and Sons Ltd. (1931), *A Century of Journalism: The Sydney Morning Herald and its record of Australian Life 1831-1931*, John Fairfax and Sons Ltd, 1931. A massive history of the Company and of Australian history as recorded in the SMH up to 1931.

Johnson, Stuart (2006), ‘The Shaping of Colonial Liberalism: John Fairfax and the *Sydney Morning Herald*, 1841-1877’, Thesis. School of History, University of New South Wales. One examiner commented: ‘This thesis convincingly establishes the broadly liberal character of the *Sydney Morning Herald* and rescues its reputation from those historians, myself included, who have too readily labelled it conservative. It also makes a valuable contribution to colonial historiography in calling for re-examination of the labels placed on political actors and for a more nuanced characterisation of the colonial polity.’

82
Another said the thesis ‘will be the starting point for any future analysis of liberalism and conservatism in colonial Australia’.

Simpson, Caroline (1977), *John Fairfax*, Sydney: D.S. Ford. Some genealogy of the family of the patriarch of the Fairfax newspaper dynasty and their descendants, written to commemorate the centenary of his death.


**Fairfax, John Fitzgerald**


**Fairfax, Warwick**


**Fairfax, Warwick Oswald (Sir)**


**Fallick, Edward Henry**

Lea-Scarlett, E.J. (1972), ‘Gale, John (1831-1929), journalist’, *ADB*, Vol. 4. Includes started *Golden Age & General Advertiser* (Queanbeyan, NSW) 1860 (*Queanbeyan Age & Recorder* from 1864) – 1887 sold to 4 of his children; started *Braidwood Independent* (NSW) 1867; started *Gunning Leader* (NSW) 1876; started (with Harold Stephen) *Manly Spectator* 1887; started *Democrat* (Junee, NSW) c1890-1894; editor *Queanbeyan Observer* 1894 (owned by his son-in-law Edward Henry Fallick). Includes Annie Mercy Gale (Fallick).

**Fawkner, John Pascoe**


Ferguson, John Alexander, *Melbourne Advertiser*. Printed and published at Port Phillip, by J.P. Fawkner. From 1 January to 23 April 1838, began as a handwritten sheet. Ferguson notes ‘This was the first printed issue of the first newspaper published in Melbourne, Victoria. The issue was contemporaneously produced also in manuscript. The paper is notable as being the first printing done in Melbourne, March 5, 1838.’ He also gives a history. (Ferguson no. 2547, Vol. 2, 1831-1838).


**Federal Capital Press - See Shakespeare**

**Fink, Theodore**


**Finlayson, John Harvey**


South Australian Register (1899), *Farewell to Mr. John Harvey Finlayson*, Adelaide. Editor and part-owner of *South Australian Register*. Mitchell Library, Sydney. Mitchell 079/S.
Finn, Edmund

Fitzpatrick, Brian

Fitzpatrick, John Charles Lucas

Fletcher, James

Forster, William Frear

Forster, William Mark

Gale, John & family
Lea-Scarlett, E.J. (1972), ‘Gale, John (1831-1929), journalist’, ADB, Vol. 4. Includes started Golden Age & General Advertiser (Queanbeyan, NSW) 1860 (Queanbeyan Age & Recorder from 1864) – 1887 sold it to 4 of his children; started Braidwood Independent (NSW) 1867; started Gunning Leader (NSW) 1876; started (with Harold Stephen) Manly Spectator 1887; started Democrat (Junee, NSW) c1890-1894; editor Queanbeyan Observer 1894 (owned by his son-in-law Edward Henry Fallick). Includes Annie Mercy Gale (Fallick).

Withycombe, Susan (2001), Gale Force: John Gale and the Siting of the National Capital, Queanbeyan and District Centenary of Federation Committee. Includes details of Gale’s involvement with the Queanbeyan Age and other newspapers.

Gallard, Mark Edward

Gardiner family

Garrett, John

Garrett, Thomas

Gearing family

Gibbons, William Sydney

Gilbert, George Alexander

Gill, Henry Horatio

Givens, Thomas

Gocher, William Henry

Goodwin, William Lushington
‘Goodwin, William Lushington (1798-1862)’, in Kerr (1992), Dictionary, pp.309-310. Included briefly editor Independent (Launceston), owner, editor Cornwall Chronicle (Launceston) April 1835 then also printer, publisher and illustrator; launched The Trifler and Literary Gleaner (Launceston) 1842 with his wood-cuts as illustrations; 1853 printed his newspaper on first steam printing press in the colony. Remained editor Cornwall Chronicle to his death – his widow continued to produce the paper to 1869.

Gordon and Gotch
Gordon & Gotch (1903), A Retrospect, Gordon & Gotch, the world’s press agency: established fifty years, 1853-1903, Brisbane: Gordon & Gotch.
Gordon and Gotch (A’sia), Limited (1953), Centenary. Melbourne, Specialty Press.

Grayson family
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2008), ‘Clifton: Courier Sold After 41 Years’, ANHG Newsletter, 46 (February), p.12. After 41 years the Graysons have sold the weekly Clifton Courier on the Darling Downs.

Gregson, Thomas George
Green, F.C. (1966), ‘Gregson, Thomas George (1798-1874), politician’, ADB, vol.1. Also supported the anti-government newspaper Colonial Times until, under the Press Licensing
Act of 1827, the lieut-governor (Arthur) withdrew its licence. Launched his own newspaper, the *Colonist* (July 1832), financed jointly with George Meredith. Godfrey, Margaret (1967), ‘Robertson, Gilbert (1794-1851), editor, agriculturist’, *ADB*, vol. 2. Editor & reporter *Colonist* (Hobart) (first issued 6 July 1832, owned by T.G. Gregson & George Meredith, printed by Andrew Bent). Published on 5 August 1834 *True Colonist and Van Diemen's Land Political Despatch & Agricultural & Commercial Advertiser*. From 2 January 1835 became Tasmania’s first daily (after 20 March 1835 reverted to semi-weekly/weekly) Last issue 26 December 1844. Editor *Victoria Colonist & Western District Advertiser* (Geelong, Vic) (?-5 September 1851).

Hodgson, David (1967), ‘Meredith, George (1777-1856), settler’, *ADB* vol. 2. Included strong connections with the Tasmanian press in 1820s and 1830s, including *Colonist* with Thomas George Gregson.

**Groom family**


**Groom, Henry Littleton**


**Groom, William Henry**


**Groom, William Henry George**


**Grosse, Frederick**


**Hackett, John Winthrop (Sir)**


Kimberly, W.B. (1897), *History of Western Australia. A Narrative of her Past Together with Biographies of her Leading Men*, F.W. Niven, Perth. Pages-93 comprise a biography of John Winthrop Hackett.


**Hall, George Wilson**


Hall, George (1879), *The Kelly Gang or The Outlaws of the Wombat Ranges*, Mansfield, Vic.

**Haller, John Friederick**


**Ham, Thomas**

Collings, J. (1943), *Thomas Ham, Pioneer Engraver, Publisher, etc.*, Melbourne.
Discussion includes *Illustrated Australian Magazine* (Harn’s Magazine).

**Harper, Charles**

**Harper, Robert**

**Harris, Alfred**

**Harris, Henry**

**Harris, Leonard Burnie & family**

**Harris, Robert**

**Harris & Son**

**Harrison, James**


**Hawksley, Edward John**


Haynes, John


Henderson, Rupert Albert Geary

Hines, William

Hocking Sidney & family


Holland, Henry (Harry) Edmund
James, B. (1886), Anarchism and State violence in Sydney and Melbourne, 1886-1896, Newcastle, NSW.


O'Farrell, Patrick (1983), ‘Holland, Henry Edmund (1868-1933), Labor leader’, ADB, Vol. 9. Also joint-owner (with Tom Batho), editor Socialist (Sydney) later Socialist Journal of the Northern People (Newcastle, NSW); editor People (Sydney), Queenbeyan Leader 1905, launched International Socialist Review for Australasia (Sydney) 1907

Holmes à Court, Michael Robert Hamilton

Hood, Major Lloyd
‘Manly, John Henry (1843-1871)’, in Kerr (1992), Dictionary, pp.508-509. Included co-proprietor (with Major Lloyd Hood) & drew majority of cartoons in Tasmanian Punch (21 July-29 December 1866); Hood proprietor of re-named Hobart Town Punch from December 1866. Manly set-up Fun, or, the Tasmanian Charivari (Hobart) 13 April-28 September 1867.

Howe, George Terry
‘Howe, George Terry (1806-1863), printer, publisher’, ADB, Vol. 1, p.559. Included founded Tasmanian & Port Dalrymple Advertiser (Launceston, Tas) 1825; re-established Tasmanian (Hobart) 1827 (handed over to J.C. Macdougall later that year).

Howe, Robert


Ferguson, John Alexander, Australian Magazine; or, Compendium of Religious, Literary, and Miscellaneous Intelligence, Volume I for 1821. Sydney: printed by Robert Howe, Government Printer. Ferguson notes ‘A poor production from a literary stand-point, but notable as the first magazine published in Australia. … The editor was Rev. Ralph Mansfield, afterwards
editor of the *Sydney Gazette* and the *Sydney Herald*, and ultimately secretary of the Australian Gaslight Company. A criticism of the magazine will be found in *Literature of NSW*, by G.B. Barton, Sydney, 1866, at p.68. (Ferguson no. 804, vol.1, 1784-1830).


Hunt, Thomas

Hussey, Henry

Hussey, H. (1897), *Colonial Life and Christian Experience*. Adelaide. Experiences as printer of *Observer* and *Register* and his own religious papers.

Irving, Clark

Isaacs, Benjamin


Isaacson, Peter
Isaacson, Peter (1953), ‘War Hero’s New Life: for Peter Isaacson the air force motto, Per Ardua ad Astra, means ‘Success, the hard way”, *People*, 4(14), 9 Sept, pp.15-17. Isaacson ran Melbourne suburban papers and trade magazines.


Ivess, Joseph

Jones, Auber George
Jones, Richard

Kelly, John Edward

Kemp, Charles

Kemp, Charles and Others (newspaper proprietors and editors) ([1842]), Petition to Governor Gipps and Council. Sydney. Petition complained about the various laws affecting them. (Ferguson no. 3429a, Addenda, 1784-1850, Vols. 1 to 4).


Kentish, Nathaniel Lipscomb

Kessell, J.H.

Kirwan, John Waters (Sir)

Klein, Louis & family

Kruse, J.

Lake, George Hingston

Lang, George Dunmore


Lang, John Dunmore


Lockwood, Alfred Wright, & family Lockwood, Allan (1985), Ink in His Veins, Melbourne: Allan Lockwood. A biography of Alfred Wright Lockwood, pioneering country newspaper owner and editor in Natimuk, Victoria. His newspaper, the West Wimmera Mail, moved to Horsham and outgunned the Horsham Times – with a little help from a friend called Rupert Murdoch. Started career at Lancefield Mercury.


McCarthy, Brian Myers, Paul (2008), ‘The culture that shaped Brian McCarthy’, Australian Media section, 4 September, p.32. An important article written by a former high-flying Rural Press insider. It provides insights into key figures in Rural Press and its culture.


McCourt, William Joseph

McDonald, Charles

Macdougall, John Campbell
E., W.S. (1848), An Acrostic. The first letter of each line spelling the name of the late John Campbell Macdougall, Hobart Town, printer. Hobart Town. Broadside. Printed on satin. (Ferguson no. 4753a, Addenda, 1784-1850, Vols. 1 to 4).


Macfarlan, Colin William Buchanan

McGie, Charles

McIntosh, Hugh Donald
Cunneen, Chris (1986), ‘McIntosh, Hugh Donald (1876-1942), entrepreneur, newspaper proprietor’, ADB, vol. 10. Sunday Times company (Register and other papers) 1916-1927; president Weekly Newspapers’ Association of NSW.


Mackay, Angus
Crittenden, Victor (2008), ‘The Three Editors of The Atlas, a Sydney Journal 1844-1849’, Margin: Life and Letters of Early Australia, no. 75 (July/August), pp.4-7. The three editors were Robert Lowe, James Martin and Angus Mackay.


McKay, Claude Eric Ferguson

McKinley, Alexander

McKinley, James

Mackinnon, Lauchlan & family


Macleod, Alton Richmond

Mcleod, William

McMillan, Robert

McNair, George

McPherson family
Day, Mark (2008), ‘Reclusive media moguls the quiet achievers’, Australian, 22 September, pp.33, 36. Focuses on five families that have carved out successful media enterprises. One is the McPherson family, involved in the Shepparton (Vic) media since 1888.

Magrin, Léon

Manly, John Henry
‘Manly, John Henry (1843-1871)’, in Kerr (1992), Dictionary, pp.508-509. Included co-proprietor (with Major Lloyd Hood) & drew majority of cartoons in Tasmanian Punch (21 July-29 December 1866); Hood proprietor of re-named Hobart Town Punch from December 1866. Manly set-up Fun, or, the Tasmanian Charivari (Hobart) 13 April-28 September 1867.

Mann, Charles


*Prospectus of The 'Southern Australian', a weekly newspaper ....* Adelaide, 1838. Also in its first issue, 2 June, 1838.

**Manning, Henry John**


**Manning, William Joseph**


**Mansfield, Ralph**


Ferguson, John Alexander, *Australian Magazine; or, Compendium of Religious, Literary, and Miscellaneous Intelligence*. Volume I for 1821. Sydney: printed by Robert Howe, Government Printer. Ferguson notes ‘A poor production from a literary stand-point, but notable as the first magazine published in Australia. … The editor was Rev. Ralph Mansfield, afterwards editor of the *Sydney Gazette* and the *Sydney Herald*, and ultimately secretary of the Australian Gaslight Company. A criticism of the magazine will be found in *Literature of NSW*, by G.B. Barton, Sydney, 1866, at p.68.’. (Ferguson no. 804, vol.1, 1784-1830).


**Martin, A.E.**


**Martin (Martin-Cremière), Marcellin Louis**

‘Martin (Martin-Cremière), Marcellin Louis (1841-1908)’, in Kerr (1992), *Dictionary*, pp.517-518. Included founded & illustrated *The Rockhampton Laughing Jackass* (Qld) 1881-1882, H.G. Eaton its occasional lithographer; founded & illustrated Rockhampton *Punch* and *Mosquito* (only one or two manuscript copies).

**Martyn, Norman Lindsay**


**Mason, Cyrus**


**Mason, Walter George**


Maxwell, George

Mellifont, William Peel

Melville, Henry

Meredith, George
Green, F.C. (1966), ‘Gregson, Thomas George (1798-1874), politician’, ADB, vol.1. Also supported the anti-government newspaper Colonial Times until, under the Press Licensing Act of 1827, the lieut-governor (Arthur) withdrew its licence. Launched his own newspaper, the Colonist (July 1832), financed jointly with George Meredith.

Godfrey, Margaret (1967), ‘Robertson, Gilbert (1794-1851), editor, agriculturalist’, ADB, vol. 2. Editor & reporter Colonist (Hobart) (first issued 6 July 1832, owned by T.G. Gregson & George Meredith, printed by Andrew Bent). Published on 5 August 1834 True Colonist and Van Diemen’s Land Political Despatch & Agricultural & Commercial Advertiser. From 2 January 1835 became Tasmania’s first daily (after 20 March 1835 reverted to semi-weekly/weekly) Last issue 26 December 1844. Editor Victoria Colonist & Western District Advertiser (Geelong, Vic) (?-5 September 1851).

Hodgson, David (1967), ‘Meredith, George (1777-1856), settler’, ADB vol. 2. Included strong connections with the Tasmanian press in 1820s and 1830s, including Colonist with Thomas George Gregson.

Miller, Maxwell
‘Miller, Maxwell (1832-1867), journalist, politician, author’, ADB, vol. 5. Published Tasmanian Daily News (Hobart) 1855-1858 when incorporated in Hobarton Mercury.

Mitford, Eustace Reveley

Moore, E.C.


Morgan, Arthur (Sir)


Morgan, Godfrey (father & son)

Morgan, James

Mott family


Muecke, Carl Wilhelm Ludwig


Murdoch family


Murdoch, Keith Arthur (Sir)


‘[Murdoch, Sir Keith] (1952)’, Herald, 6 October, obituary and tributes to Sir Keith Murdoch.


In 1931, Canberra was rocked by a news story involving leaked cables, a political rift and
allegations of treachery. The author researched the relationship between Prime Minister Joseph Lyons and newspaper proprietor Keith Murdoch. He uncovered tantalising evidence that provides insights into the political scandal involving the politician and the media mogul.


Zwar, Desmond (1980), In Search of Keith Murdoch, Melbourne: Macmillan. A brief but very readable biography.

**Murdoch, Rupert**


Browning, Julie and Critchley, Laurie (2001), Dynasties, ABC Books.


Cryle, Denis (2007), ‘A Wild Idea: Rupert Murdoch, Maxwell Newton and the foundation of the *Australian* newspaper’, Media International Australia, no 123 May, pp.49-60. Outlines the particular difficulties faced by the Australian in its critical start-up period and documents the competitive forces and dominant personalities which shaped its dramatic birth.


Kiernan, Thomas (1989), Citizen Murdoch, Robert Hale.


Lunn, Hugh (2001), Working for Rupert, Hodder. Partially about his period producing the Brisbane supplement of the *Australian*.


path to Iraq. An edited extract from this article appeared in the *Weekend Australian*, 16-17 July 2005, p.31, along with responses from Tom Switzer, the *Australian*’s opinion page editor, and Greg Sheridan, its foreign editor.


Murdoch, Rupert (1961), ‘Newspapers must provide news’, *Copy*, May, p.3.


Schulze, Jane (2004), ‘More than five decades of newspaper history’, *Australian*, Media section, 28 October, p.18. Includes a Rupert Murdoch chronology – scratchy for the early years, but useful for recent years.


Nathan, Benjamin


**News (Corporation) Ltd**

(See also Murdoch, Rupert)


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2006), ‘When the gloves are off: The Central Coast newspaper fight’, *Australian Journalism Review*, 28 (2), December, pp.53-65. An examination of the daily-newspaper war between Fairfax and News on the Central Coast of New South Wales.


News Ltd., Adelaide, *Annual Reports*, 1923 -.

News Ltd., Adelaide, *Chairman’s address annual general meeting*, 1950 -.


**Newton, Maxwell**


Cryle, Denis (2007), ‘A Wild Idea: Rupert Murdoch, Maxwell Newton and the foundation of the *Australian* newspaper’, *Media International Australia*, no 123 May, pp.49-60. Outlines the particular difficulties faced by the Australian in its critical start-up period and documents the competitive forces and dominant personalities which shaped its dramatic birth.

Newton, Maxwell (1989), ‘It was a wild idea, a mistake, a dream of such compulsion...a once-in-a-lifetime chance’, *Australian*, 15 July. The launch of the *Australian*.

Newton, Sarah (1993), *Maxwell Newton: A Biography*, Fremantle, Western Australia: Fremantle Arts Centre Press. A biography of an unusual person who was involved with an unusually large number of newspapers.

**Niven, Francis Wilson**


Smith, James, ed. (1905), *Cyclopedia of Victoria*, vol. 3, Melbourne. Includes biography of F.W. Niven.

**Nixon, Francis Hodgson**


**North Queensland Newspaper Co. Ltd.**


**Northcliffe, Lord**


Lowther, Fred L. (1927), *In Northcliffe's Service*. Sydney, Right Wing.


**Norton, Ezra**

Day, Mark (2008), ‘For a brighter future, tabloids could look to the past’, Australian, Media section, 21 August, p.38. At launch of Sandra Hall’s, Tabloid Man: The Life and Times of Ezra Norton, 2008, Day explains that he is ‘the spiritual, if not genetic, descendent of Norton’. Day was Truth’s last owner before it ‘died unhappily in my arms in 1995, aged 105’.


Gunn, Nancy, Papers, Richard V. Hall Collection, MS8725, Section 12, Manuscripts Section, Australian National Library. Memoir of Ezra Norton by his pre-WW2 secretary.

Hall, Sandra (2008), Tabloid Man: The Life and Times of Ezra Norton, Fourth Estate. Tells the story of father and son John and Ezra Norton and the tough and ever-changing world of Sydney newspapers.


**Norton, John**


Day, Mark (2008), ‘For a brighter future, tabloids could look to the past’, Australian, Media section, 21 August, p.38. At launch of Sandra Hall’s, Tabloid Man: The Life and Times of Ezra Norton, 2008, Day explains that he is ‘the spiritual, if not genetic, descendent of Norton’. Day was Truth’s last owner before it ‘died unhappily in my arms in 1995, aged 105’.

Hall, Sandra (2008), Tabloid Man: The Life and Times of Ezra Norton, Fourth Estate. Tells the story of father and son John and Ezra Norton and the tough and ever-changing world of Sydney newspapers.


**Nott, George**


**O’Connell Pty Ltd**


**O’Connor, Joseph Graham**
Included owner *Balmain Reporter* (Balmain, NSW) 1867 (an early suburban newspaper),
editor, printer *Catholic Association Reporter* (Sydney) 1870-1871.

**O’Sullivan, Edward William**
Sydney. Bibliography.
politician’, *ADB*, vol. 11. Included founder of evening newspaper *Tasmanian Tribune*
1871; president Melbourne Typographical Society 1881.

**Packer family**
Griffen-Foley, Bridget (1999), *The House of Packer: The making of a media empire*, Sydney: Allen and
Unwin.
Griffen-Foley, Bridget (2000), ‘Writing about the Packer dynasty’, *Australian Book Review*, August:
34-37.
Australia’, *Media History* (UK), vol. 8, no. 1, pp.89-102.

**Packer, Clyde**

**Packer, Frank (Sir)**
*Media International Australia*, no. 77, August, pp.35-45.
Robert Menzies’, *Media International Australia*, No. 99, May: 23-34. [Griffen-Foley and
David McKnight co-edited this issue of MIA; the theme was ‘Australian Media History’.]
Australia’, *Media History* (UK), vol. 8, no. 1, pp.89-102.

**Packer, James**
Guillat, Richard (2003), ‘Shadow over the son’, *Good Weekend* magazine in *Sydney Morning Herald*
and *Age*, 3 May, p.20. About James Packer.

**Packer, Kerry**
on the life of media magnate Kerry Packer by an historian who had become the specialist
on the Packer family.
May, pp.22-26.

**Packer, Robert Clyde**
*Media International Australia*, no. 77, August, pp.35-45.
Griffen-Foley, Bridget (1999), *The House of Packer: The making of a media empire*, Sydney: Allen and
Unwin.
1999*, eds Graeme Osborne and Deborah Jenkin, University of Canberra, Canberra,
pp.40-6.
Vol. 11. *Smith’s Weekly; Guardian; Women’s Weekly*.

**Parkes, Henry (Sir)**
Parkes, Sir Henry (1892), Fifty Years in the Making of Australian History. London. 4: ‘Seven Years as a journalist’. The Empire.

People’s Printing & Publishing Co. (W.A.)
People’s Printing and Publishing Company of Western Australia (Limited), Prospectus. Perth, n.d.
People’s Printing and Publishing Company of Western Australia (Limited), Collection of printed documents relating to this Company, including Prospectus, Articles of Association, Reports and Balance Sheets and the ‘Worker’ campaign notes from 1915-1923.
People’s Printing and Publishing Company of Western Australia (Limited) (1915), Memorandum and Articles of Association. Perth.

Pickering, George F.

Pinchin, Henry

Prendergast, George Michael

Prior, Samuel Henry & family

Prston, George W.

Provincial Newspapers (Qld.) Ltd.
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2006), “Dynasties end with a whimper, not a bang”, PANPA Bulletin, September, pp.43-44. The final part of a three-part article on the birth and death of PNQ – Provincial Newspapers (Qld.) Ltd., established on 1 April 1968 by the combining of the interests of six Queensland newspaper families.

Publishing & Broadcasting Ltd. (PBL)
Pulsford, Edward

Püttmann, Herman

Queensland Newspapers Ltd

Queensland Press Limited
Queensland Press Limited (1956), Memorandum of Offer for Sale .... (with historical information).

Ray, Edgar

Reay, William Thomas
Langmore, Diane (1988), ‘Reay, William Thomas (1858-1929), journalist, politician’, ADB, Vol. 11. Included owner Coleraine Albion (Vic), Port Melbourne Standard; editor Hamilton Spectator (Vic) 1887-1890, Daily Telegraph (Melbourne), Weekly Times (Melbourne), Herald (Melbourne); accompanied first Australian contingent to South African War as correspondent for Herald and South Australian Register.

Roberts, John Rider

Robertson, George
Holroyd, John (1968), George Robertson of Melbourne, 1825-1898, Pioneer Bookseller and Publisher, Robertson and Mullins.

Robertson, George
(see also Angus & Robertson)

Robertson, Gilbert
Ferguson, John Alexander, True Colonist and Van Diemen’s Land Political Despatch and Agricultural and Commercial Advertiser. Hobart, Tas. 1834-1844. Folio. Hobart Town. Printed by Andrew Bent, for Gilbert Robertson, the Proprietor. No. I was issued August 5, 1834. This paper was published in continuation of the Colonist and Van Diemen’s Land Commercial and Agricultural Advertiser (q.v.). From January 2 to March 20, 1835, the paper was published daily. Ferguson states that ‘the True Colonist was therefore the first Australian daily. The Sydney Herald did not become a daily until October 1, 1840’. Ferguson gives a brief history. (Ferguson no. 158a, vol.2, 1831-1838).

Godfrey, Margaret (1967), ‘Robertson, Gilbert (1794-1851), editor, agriculturalist’, ADB, vol. 2. Editor & reporter Colonist (Hobart) (first issued 6 July 1832, owned by T.G. Gregson & George Meredith, printed by Andrew Bent). Published on 5 August 1834 True Colonist and Van Diemen’s Land Political Despatch & Agricultural & Commercial Advertiser. From 2 January 1835 became Tasmania’s first daily (after 20 march 1835 reverted to semi-weekly/weekly) Last issue 26 December 1844. Editor Victoria Colonist & Western District Advertiser (Geelong, Vic) (?-5 September 1851).

Rogers, Ted
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2007), ‘[Interview with Ted Rogers]’, Clifton Courier, 29 August, pp.1, 6. From 1 September 2007 the new owner (with his wife) trading as OurNews Pty Ltd.

Rolph, William Robert & Rolph, Gordon Burns (Sir)
Ross, James


‘Ross, James (1786-1838)’, *ADB*, vol.2, pp.396-7.


Ross, Robert Samuel


Rural Press

Myers, Paul (2008), ‘The culture that shaped Brian McCarthy’, *Australian* Media section, 4 September, p.32. An important article written by a former high-flying Rural Press insider. It provides insights into key figures in Rural Press and its culture.


Ryan, James


Sands, John & companies

Walsh, G.P. (1976), ‘Sands, John (1818-1873), engraver, printer, stationer’, *ADB*, vol. 6. Also published directories, almanacs, gazetteers. Sands & Kenny; Sands & McDougall. In 1904 his wife separated the business – John Sands Ltd (Sydney); McDougall family continued in Melbourne as Sands & McDougall.

Sceusa, Francesco


Scott, Allan


Graham Greenwood has written a biography (*A Trchie’s Dream*) of Allan Scott (owner of the *Border Watch*, Mount Gambier, SA).

Seekamp, Henry Erle

Ellery David (2006), ‘They came to report a city’s history’, ‘Seekamp a mysterious and tragic figure’, ‘Jailed for seditious libel after uprising’ and ‘Clark establishes the *Courier*, *Sovereign Hill Times*, wraparound of *Courier*, Ballarat, 9 October. Articles about early Ballarat newspapers, but mainly the *Ballarat Times* when owned and edited by Henry Seekamp during the Eureka era.

Kirkpatrick, Rod (2004), ‘Eureka and the editor: A reappraisal 150 years on’, *Australian Journalism Review*, 26 (2), pp.31-42. [Henry Erle Seekamp].

Sunter, Anne Beggs (2005), ‘Seekamp, Henry (c1829-1864), newspaper editor, nationalist and Seekamp, Clara Maria (c1819-1908), actress, newspaper editor’, *ADB*, Supplement,
pp.355-356. **Henry**: owner-editor *Ballarat Times* (*&* Southern Cross) 1854-1856; **Clara**: editor 1855.

**Shakespeare, Thomas Mitchell and Shakespeare, (A.T.) Arthur Thomas**


**Shenton, Arthur**


**Sherwell, Gary**

Wane, Greg (2007), ‘30 years of publishing … Gary Sherwell celebrates’, *Wimmera Messengers*, 7 March, pp.1, 3. How the *Nhill Free Press* survived, in one form or another, with the help of Gary Sherwell who took it over 30 years ago.

**Sinnett, Frederick**


**Skalkos Theo**


**Sleeman, John Harvey Crothers**

Nairn, Bede (1988), ‘Sleeman, John Harvey Crothers (1880-1946), journalist’, *ADB*, vol. 11. Included sub-editor *Sun* (Kalgoorlie, WA), journalist *Sun* (Brisbane) 1921-1926, managing director of Beckett’s Newspapers Ltd (Sydney) 1927 which took over *Sunday Times* (Sydney) in April, losing deals with W.J. Beckett included the publication of Beckett’s *Budget* (Sydney) 1927-1930 which combined soft pornography with hard politics.


**Small, Jabez W.**


**Smith, Brian F.**

**Smith, James**

**Smith, James MacCallum**

Grant, Donald (1988), ‘Smith, James MacCallum (1868-1939), newspaper proprietor, company director’, *ADB*, vol. 11. Part owner, Coolgardie, WA Golden Age, Western Australian Goldfields Courier, Goldfields Morning Chronicle; Kalgoorlie Sun (first Sunday paper on the goldfields); owner Sunday Times (Perth).

**Smith, Joynton (Sir)**


**Solomon, Vaiben Louis**

**Sommerlad, Ernest Christian**


**Stephen, Harold**

**Stephens, Edward James**

**Stephens, James Brunton**

**Stephens, John**

**Stephens, Thomas Blacket**

**Stephensen, P.R. (“Inky”)**


**Stevenson, George**

Ferguson, John Alexander, *South Australian Gazette and Colonial Register*. Vol. II. No. 79. Adelaide, 2nd January, 1847. Printed and published by George Stevenson. This newspaper was first published in 1845. Its name was changed on 9th October, 1847 to *South Australian Gazette and Mining Journal*. Ferguson gives a brief history. (Ferguson no. 4655a, Addenda 1784-1850, Vols. 1 to 4).


**Strode, George**


**Stout, Stephen Montagu**


**Syme, David**


Bridges, Roy (1934), *One Hundred Years: The Romance of the Victorian People*. Melbourne. Ch.47: ‘Birth of The Herald’; Ch.81: ‘Mr. Syme’.


‘David Syme’ (1906?), *Imperial Review*, No. 44, pp.67-68.

‘David Syme’ (1907), *Lone Hand*, 1 (2), June, pp.17-120.


**Syme family**

Syme Family 1856-1957, papers, La Trobe Australian Manuscripts Collection, State Library of Victoria, MS 9751.


**Tait, James McAlpine**


**Tegg, James & Samuel Augustus**


**Theodore, E.G.**


Thomas, Albert Edward & family

Thomas, Robert, & Thomas, William Kyffin & Thomas, Robert Kyffin

Thomas, George Edward

Thomas, James

Thornton, W.

Torpy, James

Traill, William Henry

Treflé, John Louis

Truth & Sportsman Ltd.
(see also individual newspapers Truth and Sportsman)


Truth & Sportsman Ltd. (1926), Annual Report, 1.

Tucker, Thomas William

Vardon, Joseph
Vardon & Pritchard (later Vardon & Sons Ltd) 1871 – large Adelaide printing & publishing company (eventually absorbed by Advertiser).

**Varley, George Henry Gisborne**

**Vincent, Roy & Reginald & family**

**Vogel, Julius (Sir)**
Burdon, R.M. (1948), *The Life and Times of Sir Julius Vogel*, Christchurch, NZ.

**Vogt, George Leonard & John**

**Vosper, Frederick Charles Burleigh**

**Waddell, J.S.**

**Walch, Garnet**

**Wane, Greg**
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2001), ‘History buff revives old-style newspaper in Victoria [Queenscliff, Ocean Grove]’, *PANPA Bulletin*, April, 32-34. [Greg Wane].

**Wanliss, T.D.**

**Warnecke, George**

**Watson family**


**Watt, A.F.**


**West Australian Newspapers Ltd**


‘The big shift is over’ (1959), *Newspaper House News* (Perth, W.A.), June, p.3.


West Australian Newspapers (1933), *Centenary Issue: an historic souvenir marking also the opening of the new building, Newspaper House*, *West Australian*, 5 January. Perth.


West Australian Newspapers Ltd., *Newspaper House News*. Periodical house journal of W.A. Newspapers Ltd. prepared by cadet journalists and apprentice printers.

West Australian Newspapers Ltd., *Quarterly Bulletin*. A magazine for shareholders and friends of the company, devoted to company activities, history, developments and related subjects.

**West, John**


Ratcliff, Patricia Fitzgerald (2003), *The Usefulness of John West: Dissent and Differences in the Australian Colonies*, Launceston: Albernian Press. A biography of John West, editorial writer of the Launceston * Examiner* from its foundation in 1842 until he became the first designated editor of the *Sydney Morning Herald* in 1854.


**Westacott, Godfrey (George)**

White, Earl

White, Eric

White, John Charles & family

Whitington, Bertram Lindon

Whyte, James

Wight, George

Willis, William Nicholas
Rutledge, Martha (1990), ‘Willis, William Nicholas (1858-1922), politician, newspaper proprietor, publisher’, ADB, vol. 12. Included owner Central Australian & Bourke Telegraph (Bourke, NSW) 1888; founded (with George McNair, and A.G. Taylor as editor) Truth (Sydney) 1890 (sold out to John Norton 1896).

Wilmot, Frank
Anderson, Hugh (1997), Frank Wilmot: Printer & Publisher, North Melbourne: Red Rooster Press. Includes a checklist of Wilmot’s printing & publishing output including Birth (magazine of the Melbourne Literary Club), Spinner (monthly magazine of the Institute of Arts) and Verse (magazine of the Australian Literary Society).
Frank Wilmot papers – Mitchell Library (Sydney), MS 4.

Wilson, Edward
Wilson, Edmund: (1854), ‘The Editor of the Argus, a sketch from the Portrait Gallery of the Express’, Melbourne

**Wilson, John Noble**


**Wimble, Frederick Thomas**

McQueen, Humphrey (2005), ‘Wimble, Frederick Thomas (1846-1936), ink-maker, type-founder, printers’ furnisher, politician’, ADB, Supplement, p.408. Also founded Cairns Post (Cairns, Qld) 1883.

**Winspear, William Robert**


James, B. (1986), Anarchism and State violence in Sydney and Melbourne, 1886-1896, Newcastle, NSW.

**Winter, Samuel Vincent**


**Woods, Jim**


**Wren, John**


**Wroblewski, Charles Adam Marie**


### 2.3 Printers

#### 2.3.1 General


Craig, Clifford (1984), *More Old Tasmanian Prints*, Launceston: Foot and Playsted. Includes chapters on Illustrated Newspapers Published in Melbourne and in Launceston, Illustrated Newspapers Published in Sydney and in New Zealand, and Illustrated Newspapers Published in England.


Davis, I.H. (1944), *Printing, the career that beckons: an illustrated technical outline of the graphics arts industry*, Sydney: Printing & Allied Trades Employers’ Federation of Australia. I.H. Davis, technical editor; George Mackaness, literary editor.


Ferguson, John Alexander, *Melbourne Advertiser*. Printed and published at Port Phillip, by J.P. Fawkner. From 1 January to 23 April 1838, began as a handwritten sheet. Ferguson
notes ‘This was the first printed issue of the first newspaper published in Melbourne, Victoria. The issue was contemporaneously produced also in manuscript. The paper is notable as being the first printing done in Melbourne, March 5, 1838.’ He also gives a history. (Ferguson no. 2547, Vol. 2, 1831-1838).


2.3.2 Individual Printers
(For women printers, see 2.6.2 Individual women)

**Abbott, Edward**

Abbott, Edward (1841), ‘Letter from Edward Abbott (of 9 September 1841) to the Colonial Secretary with Montagu’s reply to him of 14th September 1841, about the printing of the Colonial Magazine and the Tasmanian Journal, both private periodicals, at the Government Printing Office’, Hobart Town. (Ferguson no. 3126d, Addenda, 1784-1850, Vols. 1 to 4).

**Anderson, Andrew Canning & family**


**Australian Government Publishing Service**

**Brady, E.J.**


**Cook, B.S. Baxter**


**Cook, Samuel**

Cook, Samuel (1903), ‘Mr. Samuel Cook’s Reminiscences. From Compositor to General Manager of the *Sydney Morning Herald*, *Old Times*, 1 (3), June, pp.225-228.

**Cugley, Robert Cecil**


**Dadswell, Ken**


**Degotardi, John**


**Dowsett, Samuel**

Ferguson, John Alexander, *Cornwall Press, and Commercial Advertiser*. Launceston, Tasmania, (17 February 1829 - 30 June 1829). Weekly. Printed and published by Samuel Dowsett, at the Cornwall Press Office, Brisbane Street, Launceston’. Ferguson gives details of history including references to Type bought into the Colony by N. Olding and Mr. Fawkner and Mr. Bent. (Ferguson no. 1252a, vol.1, 1784-1830).

**Dunstan, Douglas Avon**


**East, W.H.**


**Ferres, John**


**Government Printing Office (Sydney)**


**Griffin Press**


**Grocott, Alonzo**


**Harris & Son**

Rutland, Suzanne D. (1983), ‘Harris, Alfred (1870-1944), journalist’, ADB, Vol. 9. Included father’s company Harris & Son (Sydney) publisher & printery; editor *Freemason’s Chronicle of Australasia* published & printed by Harris & Son until 1909; editor, printer first issue *Hebrew Standard of Australasia* 1895, 1897-1908 (owned by his sister Amelia c1925); owned *Brisbane Valley Advertiser* & printery 1921-1924

**Hassell Press**


Hassell & Son (1915), *Specimens of the type faces in use at the house of G. Hassell & Son, letterpress printers, publishers*. Adelaide: G. Hassell.


**Hicks, David William**

Hicks, D[avid] W[illiam] (1941), *A Printer’s Retrospection: being a memoir of the first forty years of federation*. Brighton (Vic.): D.W. Hicks, printer.

**Hussey, Henry**


**Jackson & O’Sullivan Pty Ltd**


**Kelly, John Edward**


**Laurie family**

**Lothian, Thomas**


**McPherson, John Abel**


**Massina, Alfred H. & Company**


**Matters family**


**Modern Printing Co.**


**Niven, Francis Wilson**


Smith, James, ed. (1905), *Cyclopedia of Victoria*, vol. 3, Melbourne. Includes biography of F.W. Niven.

**O’Reilly, Michael**


**Penfold, W.C.**


**Prendergast, George Michael**


**Püttmann, Herman**


**Ross, James**


‘Ross, James (1786-1838)’, *ADB*, vol.2, pp.396-7.


Sands, John & companies

Sapsford, N.
Sapsford, N. (1904), Why Printers Should Combine: excerpt from retiring President’s address, Brisbane: Master Printers’ Association. Pamphlet.

Stephens, John

Stewart, Gordon

Tegg, James & Tegg, Samuel

Vardon, Joseph

Webb, Vardon & Pritchard (later Vardon & Sons Ltd)

Westacott, Godfrey (George)

Williams, George
Ferguson, John Alexander, Australian. Volume I. Thursday, October 14, 1824. Price One Shilling. Folio. Pp. 4. Published weekly, then twice weekly, then daily, then once a week. Colophon: Sydney: George Williams, Printer. Ferguson includes a note on history and says, for a fuller history of the paper see G.B. Barton’s Literature in New South Wales (Sydney, 1866), pp.21-24, an the Australian Encyclopedia (1958 ed.) Vol. 6, pp.326-327. (Ferguson no. 931, Vol. 1, 1784-1830; and Ferguson no. 931(rev), Addenda 1784-1850, Vols. 1 to 4).

Wills, Horatio
Ferguson, John Alexander, Australian Almanack for 1833. Compiled by E.W. O’Shaughnessey, printed and published by Horatio Wills, for the Executors of R. Howe, at the Gazette Office, George Street, Sydney. Ferguson quotes from the preface which contains a statement of the difficulties in the Gazette Office due to the scarcity of labour. (Ferguson no. 1621, vol.2, 1831-1838).


Wimble, Frederick Thomas
McQueen, Humphrey (2005), ‘Wimble, Frederick Thomas (1846-1936), ink-maker, type-founder, printers’ furnisher, politician’, ADB, Supplement, p.408. Also founded Cairns Post (Cairns, Qld) 1883.

Wroblewski, Charles Adam Marie

2.4 Editors and Journalists

2.4.1 General
Adelaide Advertiser (2008), One Hundred & Fifty Years Anniversary on 12 July, Advertiser 4 page liftout, 24 June. Sections on Early History; The First Edition; The technology then & now; Milestones (a chronology); and Editors (including pictures).


Alomes, Stephen (1999), When London Calls: The Expatriation of Australian Creative Artists to Britain, Cambridge Univ. Press. Chap. 3 ‘Sydney or Fleet Street’; Chap. 10 ‘Journalists’ Journeys’.


Browning, Julie and Critchley, Laurie (2001), Dynasties, ABC Books.


Cayre, Denis, ed. (1997), Disreputable Profession: Journalists and Journalism in Colonial Australia, Rockhampton, Queensland: Central Queensland University Press.

D’Arcy, John (2005), Media Mayhem: Playing with the Big Boys in Media, Brolga Publishing, Melbourne.


Devine, Frank (2008), ‘It takes a dedicated team to enervate a once mighty organ’, Australian, 25 April, p.11. Discusses the problems that confront newspaper editors.


‘Editors versus Directors’ (1890), Bulletin, 10 May, p.6. cf. correction 24 May, p.5.

Falla, R P, ed. (1976), Knocking about with the travelling correspondent of the St Arnaud Mercury 1874-1876. Donald: The Group.


Frost, A.C. (ca 1880), ‘Early West Australian Newspapers and Their Editors’, unpublished typescript, held by State Library of Western Australia, 142pp.


Kirkpatrick, Rod (1980), ‘A different breed of editor’, *Central Queensland News*, Emerald, 2 October. [Various editors].


Kirkpatrick, Rod (1980), ‘Rough and tough editors always ready with their fists or facing irate readers with horse-whips’, *Journalist* (December), p.6. [Various editors].


Miller, E. Morris (1940), Australian Literature from its beginnings to 1935. A descriptive and bibliographical survey of books by Australian authors in poetry, drama, fiction, criticism and anthology, with subsidiary entries to 1938. Melbourne.


Miller, E. Morris (1952), Pressmen and Governors: Australian editors and writers in early Tasmania. Sydney: Angus & Robertson.


Oosterman, Allison (2005), ‘Inky Wayfarers: New Zealand Journalism and the Australian Connection in the early 20th century’, Australian Journalism Review, 27 (1), pp.77-91. During the early part of the 20th century, New Zealand journalists were highly mobile, moving about the country and across the Tasman in a ceaseless quest for work. They became known as ‘inky wayfarers’.


Pelly, Michael (2005), ‘Power and Pain in Old Sydney’, Sydney Morning Herald, 1 February, p.12. The NSW governor had absolute authority in the colony’s early years, until judges and newspaper editors took him on.


Pretty, Kate (1993), ‘Dusting off the grass roots: a survey of Australian country journalists’, Australian Studies in Journalism, 2, pp.75-123.


Smith, C.P., Men who made the Argus and the Australasian, Australian Manuscripts Collection, State Library of Victoria.
Solly, Rose, Isbister, Helen & Birtles, Bill (2007), Journalism: Jobs That Make the News, Australia: Career FAQs Pty Ltd. Wide ranging career advice including profiles of Australian journalists working here and overseas.
Usher, Jim (1999), The Argus: Life and Death of a Newspaper, Melbourne: Jim Usher.
Usher, Jim ed. (2007), The Argus: Life and Death of a Newspaper, Australian Scholarly Publishing. Second edition. It has 50 new pages with several new stories & coloured pictures and has been heavily edited.
Ware, Jean (1973), ‘A pioneer editor, miner, preacher’, Canberra Times, 4 October. About Yr Australydd (the Australian), printed in Melbourne in 1871 for Welsh readers.


### 2.4.2 Individuals by name
(For women editors and journalists, see 2.6.2 Individual women)

**Adams, David**


**Archdall, M.**


**Argles, Theodore Emile**


**Armstrong, David**


**Astley, William (‘Price Warung’)**


**Ayling, Jack ‘Ace’**


**Bailie, John Hunter**


**Bardolph, Douglas Henry**


**Barton, Charles Hastings**


**Bateson, Charles Henry**


**Baume, Eric**


**Baxter, Harry**


**Becke, Louis**


**Bedford, Randolph**


**Bednall, Colin Blore**


**Beeby, Warren**

Simper, Errol (2007), ‘Envelope sums up an editor’s generosity’, *Australian*, Media section, 2 August, p.36. A nostalgic reflection on the editorship of Warren Beeby at the *Australian*.

**Bennett, Alfred**


**Bennetts, Richard John**


**Bingham, Colin William Hughie**


**Birtwistle, Ivor Treharne**


**Black, George Mure**


**Blaubaum, Elias**


Blazey, Peter

Blunden, Peter
Jackson, Sally (2003), “‘Hun’ warlord chases new Age win’. A study of Herald Sun editor Peter Blunden’, in Australian, Media section, 10 March.

Bonney, Edmund Garnet

Boote, Henry Ernest

Boyle, Tim
Bowden, Tim (2004), Spooling Through: an Irreverent Memoir. Allen & Unwin. Bowden, best known for presenting Backchat on ABC-TV for eight years from 1986, began his journalistic career with the Hobart Mercury. This book includes reminiscences of his times at the Mercury, especially in Chapter 2, ‘Hot metal and copy paper’, and, more briefly, at the Launceston Examiner. Newspaper people will also be interested in his reflections on his experiences reporting the Vietnam war.

Boy, Bill
Boy, Bill (1999), The Final Word, Courier-Mail, Brisbane, 30 July, p.15. A national affairs commentator writes his final weekly column after 38 years.

Brady, E.J.

Bright, Charles

Brodzky, Maurice

Brown, Wallace

Browne, Reginald Spencer
Browne, Reginald Spencer (1927), A Journalist’s Memories, Brisbane: Read Press.

Browne, Thomas Frederick de Courcy

Burchett, Wilfred


Meray, Tibor (2008), ‘Writings wrongs of Wilfred’, *Weekend Australian*, 22-23 March, p.23. Wilfred Burchett obliged his hosts with his reports from communist countries for decades, according to a one-time comrade, award-winning Hungarian journalist, Tibor Meray.

Meray, Tibor (2008), *On Burchett*, Callistemon Publications. Author had extensive personal knowledge of Burchett and attacks the truth of Burchett’s reportage.


Burrowes, Ken

Jewel Brown, Jen (2006), ‘Subbing the daily news’, *Mediaweek*, 4 December, p.9. Demanding sub-editing roles at daily newspapers are often shared, Mediaweek finds when it talks to two major metro subs, Ken Burrowes, assistant night editor of the *Herald Sun*, Melbourne, and Jane Richards, co-chief sub-editor of the *Sydney Morning Herald*.

Burgess, Francis Patrick


Campbell, Harold Alfred Maurice (Sir)


Campbell, Ross


Carrington, (Tom) Francis Thomas Dean


Carrington, R.N.


Case, James Thomas


Cavenagh, George


Champion, H.H. (Henry Hyde)


**Chappel, Charles Barclay**

**Chase, Steve**

**Cizzio, Joseph**

**Clarke, Barry**

**Clarke, Marcus**

**Clarke, Tom**
Clarke, Tom (1923), Marriage at 6 a.m. London. ch.: ‘The Press Gang – Melbourne experiences’.

**Coleman, Peter**

**Congreve, Henry John**

Wall, Barbara (2005), ‘Congreve, Henry John (1829-1918), adventurer, journalist, preacher’, ADB, Supplement, p.75. Included journalist, editor Inglewood Advertiser (Inglewood, Vic) 1863-1880; editor Standard then Bunyip (Gawler, SA) 1885-1890.

**Connolly, Roy Neville**

**Coombes, ‘Dick’**

**Coote, William**

**Coulter, Jack**

**Courtney, Victor**
Courtney, Victor (1956), All I May Tell: A Journalist’s Story. London.

**Cowley, Ken**

**Craigie, Walter**

**Cronquist, Carl**

**Cunningham, Edward**
‘[Profile of Edward Cunningham]’ (1914), Melbourne Punch, August. Editor Argus.

**Curnow, William**

**Curthoys, Roy Lancaster**

**Curtin, John Joseph**


**Dadswell, Ken**

**Dapin, Mark**

**Deakin, Alfred**


**Deamer, Sydney Harold**


**Deniehy, Daniel**

Martin, E.A. (1884), Life and Speeches of Daniel Henry Deniehy, Melbourne: George Robertson.

**Dennis, C.J.**
   Included (with A.E. Martin) launched Gadfly (Adelaide) 1906.

Drummond, D.H.

Duffy, Charles Gavan

Dumas, Sir Lloyd

Dunbabin, Thomas
   Thomas Dunbabin.

Dunstan, Keith
Dunstan, Keith (1966), Supporting a Column, Melbourne, Cassell.
Dunstan, Keith (1990), No brains at all: an autobiography, Melbourne: Viking.

Edwards, Cecil

Edwards, P.D.

Ellis, Bob
Ellis, Bob (1992), The Inessential Ellis, Sydney: Angus & Robertson.

Ellis, Ulrich
Ellis, Ulrich (2007), A Pen in Politics, Canberra: Ginninderra Press. Ulrich Ellis was a familiar figure through the 1950s delivering his handouts for Sir Earle Page (then health minister), the Country Party or the New England New State Movement. As a lobbyist he was in a class of his own (see review by John Farquharson in Canberra Times, 18 August 2007).

Evans, William Meirion
Jones, Bill (2005), ‘Evans, William Meirion (1826-1883), Wesleyan minister, editor’, ADB, Supplement, p.118. Driving force behind, and joint or sole editor of, the only two Welsh-language periodicals published in 19th-century Australia: Yr Austrałydd (the Australian) 1866-1872 and Yr Ymweyled (the Visitor) 1874-1876.

Favenc, Ernest

Ferrall, R.A.

Fink, Theodore

Fisher, Andrew
Fitchett, Ian Glynn

Fitzgerald, John

Fletcher, C. Brunsdon
Fletcher, C. Brunsdon (1924), Standards of Empire: the making of a journalist. Sydney: Angus & Robertson. An address before the Australian English Association at the University of Sydney, 18 August. Includes bibliographical references.
Fletcher, C. Brunsdon (1927), Life and Education. Sydney: Commercial Educational Society of Australia. A lecture.
Fletcher, C. Brunsdon (1940), The Great Wheel: an editor’s adventures. Sydney: Angus & Robertson. Included Brisbane Courier, Sydney Morning Herald and other newspapers.

Foley, Steve

Fraser, Jim
‘It’s in the Blood’ (2005), About the House, November, p.46. Pen picture of Canberra Times parliamentary bureau chief, Andrew Fraser, son of former Labor MP, Jim Fraser.

Fulton, John Walker

Garran, Andrew
Bramsted, E.K. (1972), ‘Garran (Gamman), Andrew (1825-1901) journalist, editor, politician’, ADB, Vol. 4. Included co-editor South Australian Register 1853-1856; editor Sydney Morning Herald from 1873.

Gilks, Edward

Gill, Samuel

Glassop, Jack Lawson

Gottliebsen, Robert

Grey, Harold – See Argles, Theodore Emile
Grey, Steele – See Robertson, J. Steele
Grover, Montague

**Grubstreet, Theodore (pseud)**


**Gullett, Henry (Sir)**

Gullett, Sir Henry (1940), *Journalism in the War*, Melbourne.

**Hall, Edward Smith**


**Harrison, A.L. ‘Red’**
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Mack, Louise (1915), A Woman’s Experiences in the Great War, London. Eye-witness account of German invasion of Antwerp.


Makler, Iris
Makler, Iris (2003), Our Woman in Kabul, Milsons Point: Bantam Australia.

Manning, Emily Matilda (‘Australie’) (1845-1890)


Marlow, Mary (1884-1962)

Marlowe, Mary (1990), That Fragile Hour: An Autobiography, Sydney: Angus and Robertson.


Masters, Olga


Miller, Marion – See Knowles, Marion

Morrison, Joan

Onians, Edith Charlotte (1866-1955)


Osborn, Betty

Palmer, Nettie (1885-1964)


Palmer, Vance & Nettie, Papers, National Library of Australia Manuscript Collection, MS 1174.


**Prichard, Katharine Susannah (1883-1969)**


**Richards, Jane**

Jewel Brown, Jen (2006), ‘Subbing the daily news’, *MediaWeek*, 4 December, p.9. Demanding sub-editing roles at daily newspapers are often shared, *MediaWeek* finds when it talks to two major metro subs, Ken Burrowes, assistant night editor of the *Herald Sun*, Melbourne, and Jane Richards, co-chief sub-editor of the *Sydney Morning Herald*.

**Roberts, Victoria**

Knight, Mark (2005), ‘The Sting in the Tail’, *Walkley Magazine*, Issue 32, April/May, pp.14-16. Does political cartooning still influence opinion or does it just titillate sadomasochistic poliies with burgeoning art collections? The author says there is ‘still room to be a pain in the arse’. [This issue of the magazine focuses on cartooning. There are articles by Michael Leunig, Victoria Roberts, Rosina Di Marzo, Andrew Dyson, and Lindsay Foyle.]

**Robertson, Connie**


**Roland, Betty**


**Rolfe, Patricia**


**Seekamp, Clara Maria (c1819-1908)**

‘Seekamp, Clara Maria - Obituary’ (1908), *Age*, 25 January.

Shand, Kathy

Shaw, Flora
Clarke, Patricia (2004), ‘Colonial Connections with the London Times: A Woman of Empire (Flora Shaw) and a Radical Australian (Jessie Couvreur)’, Canberra Historical Journal, September.

Simons, Margaret

Spence, Catherine Helen (1825-1910)

Helen Gunton, Elizabeth, comp. (1967), Bibliography of Catherine Helen Spence, Adelaide: S.A. Public Library Board.


Stevenson, Margaret (c1807-1874)


Stumm, Lorraine
Stumm, Lorraine (2000), I Saw Too Much: A Woman Correspondent at War, Write On Group, Coopernook NSW.

Symes, Agnes


Tabberer, Maggie

Thomas, Mary (1787-1875)

Duncan, Beth (2008), Mary Thomas: Founding Mother, Wakefield Press. She aided her husband Robert Thomas in setting up the first printing press and newspaper in the South Australian colony.

Todd, Ellen Joy (Mrs Robert Henry Todd) (1860-1948)


Turner, Ethel (1870-1958)

Stevens, Bertram (1915), [‘Ethel Turner’], Lone Hand. Contains biographical details.

Wallace, Theodosia Ada, née Britton (1872-1953)

**Warner, Peggy**


**Wearne, Margaret (1893-1967)**


**Weigl, Johanna Wilhelmine (Madame) (1847-1940)**


‘[Obituary – Johanna Weigel (Madame)]’ (1940), Madame Weigel’s Journal of Fashion, 1 February, p.487.

**Wheeler, Elizabeth Reseigh**


**Wildman, Alexina Maude (1867-1896)**


**Wolstenholme, Maybanke Susannah – See Anderson, Maybanke Susannah**

### 2.7 Sports journalists and journalism


Heads, Ian (1989), Backpage: Australia’s Greatest Sporting Moments, Lester-Townsend Publishing. (75% of the reproductions are from Sydney newspapers and 20% are from Melbourne newspapers).


Rowe, David (1999), Sport, Culture and the Media: The Unruly Trinity, Open University Press.


2.8 Illustrations, Photography, Cartoons, etc.

2.8.1 General

Associated Business Services Ltd. (193?), Illustrated newspaper features and fashion services. Sydney.


Butler, Roger (2007), Printed Images in Colonial Australia 1801-1901, Canberra: National Gallery of Australia. Contents include: Artisans and artists; illustrations for books and periodicals; the illustrated press & wood engraving; printmaking & the application of photography. A detailed history with quotes from original sources and extensive notes, and lavishly illustrated.


Collings, J.W. (1943), Thomas Ham, Pioneer Engraver, Publisher, etc.. Melbourne.


Craig, Clifford (1961), The Engravers of Van Diemen’s Land, Tasmanian Historical Research Association. Includes chapter on Goodwin and the Cornwall Chronicle Series.


Craig, Clifford (1984), More Old Tasmanian Prints, Launceston: Foot and Playsted. Includes chapters on Illustrated Newspapers Published in Melbourne and in Launceston, Illustrated Newspapers Published in Sydney and in New Zealand, and Illustrated Newspapers Published in England.


Cultural Defence Committee (Founded by Fellowship of Australian Writers) (1935), Mental Rabbish from Overseas: A Public Protest. Sydney.


Darragh, Thomas A. (1990), The Establishment and Development of Engraving and Lithography in Melbourne to the Time of the Gold Rush, Willow Bend, NSW.


Fabian, Suzanne (1982), Mr. Punch Down Under: A Social History of the Colony from 1856 to 1900 via Cartoons and Excerpts from Melbourne Punch, Greenhouse Publications, Richmond Vic.


Foyle, Lindsay (2005), ‘Good Grief! It’s the Disappearing Comic’, Walkley Magazine, Issue 32, April-May, p.24. Comics are a dying breed in Australia’s newspapers. So who has lost the plot?


Foyle, Lindsay (2008), ‘The art of selling a magazine’, Weekend Australian, 16-17 August, p.29. The story of the Bulletin was the story of Australian media cartooning, after the cartoons stopped, so did the magazine.


Haskell, Dennis (1992), The Heroism of Comedy: Smith’s Weekly in the 1930s’, pp.107-119, in Bennett, Bruce and Haskell, Dennis, eds, Myths, Heroes and Anti-heroes: Essays in Literature and Culture of the Asia-Pacific Region, Centre for Studies in Australian Literature, University of Western Australia.


Isaacs, Victor (2007), Looking Good: The Changing Appearance of Australian Newspapers. Brisbane: Australian Newspaper History Group. Examines the changing format of Australian newspapers since their beginnings in 1803. There are chapters on the changing front page, the changes from broadsheet to tabloid, the use of the British Coat of Arms in Australian mastheads, the use of illustrations in newspapers, and the coming of colour (this chapter by Kenneth Sanz).


Lord, Gillian (2006), ‘Truly the pen is mightier’, *Canberra Times*, Panorama section, 10 June. A brief history of newspaper cartooning in Australia and the influence of cartoonists.


Newspaper Cartoonists Association of Queensland (1916?), *As we see ’em*, 1916. Brisbane, n.d.


Smith, Neil (2008), 'Argh me boy, it’s a jungle out there now', Photographic Trader, no. 134, September-October, pp.16-20. Part 2. Discusses the history of photo-engraving. Includes a list of 15 sources.


Stivens, Dal (1947), 'The Social Significance of Comic Strips', Meanjin, 6 (2), Winter, pp.82-92.


2.8.2 Individuals by name
(Includes women cartoonists, illustrators)

Abbott, C.A.


**Balcombe, Thomas**


**Ballantyne, Colin Sandergrove**


**Bancks, James Charles**


**Barnes, W. Rodney**


**Bradley, Luther**


**Calvert, Samuel**


**Campbell, Oswald Rose**


**Carrington, Tom**

M. (1896), ‘Popular Pressmen, No. 7: Tom Carrington’, *Free Lance*, 1 (8), 11 June, p.3.


**Case, James Thomas**


**Chevalier, Nicholas**


Chinner, J.H.


Clarke (Ismir), Cuthbert Charles

Clint, Alfred
‘Clint, Alfred (1843-1923)’, in Kerr (1992), Dictionary, pp.166-167. Included chief cartoonist Mirror (Adelaide) 1873, Lantern (Adelaide) 1874-1875; Sydney Punch 1875-1880s alternating with E. Montagu Scott, and for a short time in 1875, with William Macleod; in 1880 became one of the original artists on Bulletin (Sydney).

Cottman, Stan – See Gibbs, May
Counihan, Noel

Cousins, Thomas Selby
‘Cousins, Thomas Selby (1840-1897)’, in Kerr (1992), Dictionary, pp.176-177. Included chief cartoonist 1869-1870 Henry Kendall’s Touchstone (Melbourne) and Marcus Clark’s Humbug (Melbourne).

Cross, Stan

Degotardi, John – see ‘2.3.2 Printers’
D’Emden, Henri James


Dyson, Ambrose (Amby)

Dyson, Ruby

Dyson, Will


**Finey, George**


**Gall, Ian Stuart**


**Gibbs, Cecilia May (1877-1969)**


**Gilks, Edward**


**Gill, John**


**Goodwin, Sophia**


‘Goodwin, William Lushington (1798?-1862)’, in Kerr (1992), *Dictionary*, pp.309-310. Included briefly editor *Independent* (Launceston), owner, editor *Cornwall Chronicle* (Launceston) April 1835 then also printer, publisher and illustrator; launched *The Trifler and Literary Gleaner* (Launceston) 1842 with his wood-cuts as illustrations; 1853 printed his newspaper on first steam printing press in the colony. Remained editor *Cornwall Chronicle* to his death – his widow continued to produce the paper to 1869.

**Goodwin, William Lushington**


‘Goodwin, William Lushington (1798?-1862)’, in Kerr (1992), *Dictionary*, pp.309-310. Included briefly editor *Independent* (Launceston), owner, editor *Cornwall Chronicle* (Launceston) April 1835 then also printer, publisher and illustrator; launched *The Trifler and Literary Gleaner* (Launceston) 1842 with his wood-cuts as illustrations; 1853 printed his newspaper on first steam printing press in the colony. Remained editor *Cornwall Chronicle* to his death – his widow continued to produce the paper to 1869.

**Grosse, Frederick**


**Gurney, Alexander George**


**Hopkins, Livingston (‘Hop’)**

**Horsemann, Marie Compston**

**Hurley, Frank**

**Jonsson, Nils Josef**

**Knight, Mark**

Does political cartooning still influence opinion or does it just titillate sadomasochistic pollies with burgeoning art collections? The author says there is ‘still room to be a pain in the arse’. [This issue of the magazine focuses on cartooning. There are articles by Michael Leunig, Victoria Roberts, Rosina Di Marzo, Andrew Dyson, and Lindsay Foyle.]

**Krischock, Henry Ludwig Frank**
Gibberd, Joyce (2000), ‘Krischock, Henry Ludwig Frank (1875-1940), photographer’, *ADB*, vol. 15, pp.42-43. Included *Critic* (Adelaide) 7 March 1903 published a page of his photographs of a Melbourne race-meeting, remained prominent there to 1907; South Australian photographer (1906-1909) for *Australasian and Garden & Field*.

**Leak, Bill**

The delights and problems facing cartoonists as they confront a change of national government, and ‘how to draw Kevin Rudd’.

**Leunig, Michael**

**Lindsay, Norman**
Smith, Bernard (1986), ‘Lindsay, Percival Charles (1870-1952), Lindsay, Lionel Arthur (Sir) (1874-1961), Lindsay, Norman Alfred Williams (1879-1969), Lindsay, Ruby (1885-1919), and Lindsay, Ernest Daryl (Sir) (1889-1976)’, *ADB*, Vol. 10.

**Low, David (Sir)**
Low, David (1915), *Caricatures*, collected from the Sydney *Bulletin* and other sources. Sydney.

**Mcleod, William**

Mahony, Francis

Manly, John Henry
‘Manly, John Henry (1843-1871)’, in Kerr (1992), Dictionary, pp.508-509. Included co-proprietor (with Major Lloyd Hood) & drew majority of cartoons in Tasmanian Punch (21 July-29 December 1866); Hood proprietor of re-named Hobart Town Punch from December 1866. Manly set-up Fun, or, the Tasmanian Charivari (Hobart) 13 April-28 September 1867.


Marquet, Claude


Mason, Walter George

May, Phil

Mercier, Emile

Minns, Benjamin Edwin

Moore, E.C.

Morrison, Joan

Newall, Thomas Agar


Nicholls, Sydney Wentworth

Nutt, Ernest Arthur

Priston, George W.

**Pryor, Geoff**


**Pryor, Oswald**


Pryor, Oswald (1966), *Cousin Jacks and Jennys*, Rigby.

**Roberts, John Rider**


**Scorfield, Ted**


**Scott, (Monty) Eugene Montagu**


**Short, Gordon Herbert**


**Souter, David Henry**


**Spooner, J.**


**Strange, Benjamin Edward**


**Thomas, George H.**


**Walter, Carl (Charles)**


**Wilson, William H.**

3 Journalism

3.1 Journalists: General


‘Adelaide Journalism’ (1879), Lantern, 21 June, p.7.


Alomes, Stephen (1999), When London Calls: The Expatriation of Australian Creative Artists to Britain, Cambridge Univ. Press. Chap.3 ‘Sydney or Fleet Street’; Chap.10 ‘Journalists’ Journeys’.


Cryle, Denis, ed. (1997), *Disreputable Profession: Journalists and Journalism in Colonial Australia*, Central Queensland University Press. Contains a variety of articles from around Australia.


Cumpston, J.H.L. (1914?), *The History of Medical Journalism in Australia*. Sydney: Shipping Newspapers.


Dawes, Allan (1946), *Caesar’s Ghost: the journalist, the statesman, the spokesman*. Melbourne: Trustees of the Arthur Norman Smith Memorial. The Tenth Arthur Norman Smith Memorial Lecture in Journalism.


Falla, R.P., ed. (1976), Knocking about with the travelling correspondent of the St Arnaud Mercury 1874-1876. Donald: The Group.

Finch, Alan (1965), Pens and Em: Stories of Australian Newspapers, Adelaide: Rigby.


Fletcher, C. Brunsdon (1924), Standards of Empire: the making of a journalist. Sydney: Angus & Robertson. An address before the Australian English Association at the University of Sydney, 18 August, 1924. Includes bibliographical references.


Gawenda, Michael (2008), ‘Let me tell you a story: newspapers that shrink will grow’, Sydney Morning Herald, 7 October, p.18. An extract from his A.N. Smith Lecture in Journalism, 7 October, Melbourne. Gawenda is a former editor-in-chief of The Age.

Gawenda, Michael (2008), ‘Newspapers must return to core business’, Australian, 7 October, p.10. An extract from his A.N. Smith Lecture in Journalism, 7 October, Melbourne. Gawenda is a former editor-in-chief of The Age.


Greenop, Frank S. (1965), ‘The Historical Background of Australian Journalism’, First Summer School of Professional Journalism, February, Canberra, pp.3-12.

Griffen-Foley, Bridget (2002), ‘The crumbs are better than a feast elsewhere’: Australian journalists on Fleet Street, Journalism History (USA), vol. 28, no. 1, Spring, pp.26-37.


Hull, Crispin (2008), ‘High hopes for journalism despite the latest threat to jobs’, *Canberra Times*, 30 August, p.B7. Argues that the future of journalism is bright, and that there are encouraging signs that newspapers and quality journalism are managing the online revolution.


‘Journalism in Melbourne’ (1859), *My Note Book*, 20 April, p.971.


‘Journalism in Western Australia: The West Australian and The Western Mail’ (1914), *Australia Today*, p.68.


Lack, Clem (n.d.), History of Australian Journalism, 4 lectures, Journalism B Course, University of Queensland. n.d. Roneoed


‘Local Journalism’ (1906?), Imperial Review, 44, pp.62-63.


Oosterman, Allison (2005), ‘Inky Wayfarers: New Zealand Journalism and the Australian Connection in the early 20th century’, Australian Journalism Review, 27 (1), , pp.77-91. During the early part of the 20th century, New Zealand journalists were highly mobile, moving about the country and across the Tasman in a ceaseless quest for work. They became known as ‘inky wayfarers’.


‘Our Journalism’ (1903?), Imperial Review, 38, pp.40-41.

‘A paper run by journalists wanted’ (1893), Bulletin, 1 July, p.5.


Pretty, Kate (1992), ‘Kicking up dust in the grass roots: a survey of Australian country newspaper journalists’, Australian Studies in Journalism, 2, pp.75-123.

Pretty, Kate (1993), ‘Dusting off the grass roots: a survey of Australian country journalists’, Australian Studies in Journalism, 2, pp.75-123.


Schultz, Julianne (1990), Accuracy in Australian Newspapers, Australian Centre for Independent Journalism, Working Paper No. 1, October, University of Technology, Sydney.


‘The Scribes’ (1920), Triad, 6 (2), November, p.5. Criticism of A.J.A.


‘Studies in Style’ (1924), Triad, 9 (10), 11 August, p.54. How six papers would present the same item.

Tebbutt, Geoffrey (1941), Journalism under Fire. Melbourne.
Turner, Graeme (1995), Literature, Journalism and the Media, Townsville: James Cook University Foundation for Australian Literary Studies.
Van Heekeren, Margaret (2006), ‘The Bulletin and the New Journalism from 1880 to 1918’, Australian Studies in Journalism, No. 16, pp.4-20. The author argues that the Bulletin, from its first issue, was an early exponent of many of the features that distinguished the New Journalism of the late 19th century.
Van Nickerk, Mike (2006), ‘Breaking news gets caught in web’, PANPA Bulletin, October, p.18. Journalists are now generating their own leads and getting the news to audiences as soon as it happens, thanks to the interactive news desk.
White, Sally (1991), Reporting in Australia, MacMillan Education.
‘Why PR is capturing our top journalists’ (1958), Advertising, December, pp.8-9, 22.
Yaldwyn, W.B. (1886), ‘Ladies as Reporters’, Women’s World (Melbourne), May.

3.2 Journalists: Education and training
Advertising Institute of Australia (n.d.), Towards a more efficient advertising staff: some important facts about qualifications and training. Sydney.
Austin, John (2006), ‘Scrutiny missing from within’, Courier-Mail, 29 June, p.32. The Journalist-in-Residence at the University of Queensland’s School of Journalism and Communication says we’re not training indigenous journalists who could expose scandals in remote Australia.


Bennets, John (1965), ‘Apprentices or Academics?’, *First Summer School of Professional Journalism*, February, Canberra, pp.46-52. Education of journalists.


Day, Mark (2008), ‘Readers want a good yarn regardless of the method’, *Australian*, Media section, 3 April, p.36. A columnist discusses the basics of journalism.


Mayer, Henry (1965), ‘Higher Education for Journalism?’, First Summer School of Professional Journalism, February, Canberra, pp.35-45.


Sommerlad, Ernest C (1950), Mightier Than The Sword: a handbook on journalism, broadcasting, propaganda, public relations and advertising. Sydney: Angus & Robertson.


Tanner, Stephen, ed. (2002), Journalism Investigation & Research, Frenchs Forest, NSW: Longman


3.3 Journalists: Ethics, influence and bias

“Anonymity” of Journalists’ (1859), My Note-Book, 30 March, p.947. cf. also ‘Our Own Correspondents’ (1857), ibid, 7 February, p.43.


Austin, John (2006), ‘Scrutiny missing from within’, Courier-Mail, 29 June, p.32. The Journalist-in-Residence at the University of Queensland’s School of Journalism and Communication says we’re not training indigenous journalists who could expose scandals in remote Australia.


Griffin, Georgina (1993), 'Re-inventing Journalistic Ethics for the 90s: A study of the effects of the recession on advertiser pressure and freebies in the Victorian media', B.A. final year research project, Melbourne: RMIT.


Henningham, John (1993), 'Australian journalists’ attitudes to education', *Australian Journalism Review*, vol. 15, no. 2, pp.77-90.


Henningham, John (1996), 'Australian Journalists' Political and Ethical Values', *Journalism and Media and Communications Quarterly*, vol. 73, no. 1, pp.206-218.


Lumby, Catharine & Probyn, Elspeth, eds. (2003), Remote Control: New Media New Ethics, Melbourne: Cambridge University Press. Discusses the way new technologies and genres are challenging traditional frameworks for understanding media ethics.


Marshall, John (1835), A Refutation of the Slanders and wilful Misrepresentation published at Sydney, by Dr. Lang in the 'Colonist' Newspaper, belonging to him, etc. London.


'Menacing the Press' (1881), Bulletin, 19 November, p.2. [Sydney Morning Herald].


‘On the Principles that should govern Public Writers, Illustrated from the Recent Libel Cases, Hill, v. Parker, etc.’ (1851), Politician, April, pp.13-18.


Palethorpe, Nigel (1959), ‘Can the journalist get closer to the advertiser?’ Advertising, Jan, pp.8-9, 45.


‘Radical Journalism’ (1881), Bulletin, 25 June, p.3. [The Age].


Contents include: Newspapers and the mixed business model; The Journalists: Credo and community, Ethics and the boys; The Owners: Power and its limits.
Sensationalism detracts from attention to advertisements.
‘Why not a World Press Ethics Code?’ (1946), Labor Digest, 1 (10), March, pp.31-32.
3.4 Journalists: Status and role


Angel, Don (1985), The History of the Journalists’ Club [Sydney], Sydney: Journalists’ Club.

“‘Anonymity’ of Journalists” (1859), My Note-Book, 30 March, p.947. cf. also ‘Our Own Correspondents’ (1857), ibid, 7 February, p.43.

Anti-Freemason (1862), Index, 18 October. 2: Attack on Press; 7: Attack on Advertisements.

Arius (C. von Hagen? von Hager?), (1919), Social Unrest (Universal and Local), And its Causes. Sydney, Ch.6: ‘The Independent Press’.

‘The Australian Press’ (1922), New Outlook, 31 May, pp.87-88. Bias; yellow press; newsagents.


Baker-Dowdell, Johanna (2006), ‘Newspapers vs the others: When readers and advertisers are spoilt for choice’, P.A.N.P.A Bulletin, June, pp.14, 16. Many community newspapers are now fighting with metropolitan dailies and glossy magazines for readers and advertisers, with some publications willing to steal stories and advertisers to get ahead in the market.

Barlow, Genevieve (2007), ‘It’s news to them’, Age, 12 February, p.14. They might be referred to as the ‘local rag’ or ‘gossip sheet’, but community newspapers can be much more.


Castle, Tim (2007), ‘Constructing death: Newspaper reports of executions in colonial New South Wales, 1826-1837’, Journal of Australian Colonial History, Vol. 9, pp.51-68. This article examines how the ongoing series of articles on public executions in Sydney – 337 prisoners were hanged between 1826 and 1837 – contributed to public attitudes and conversation in the colony.


Chulov, M. (2002), ‘Hacks or Flacks – Media economics are blurring the lines between journalism and public relations’, The Australian, 22 August.


Day, Mark (2008), ‘Readers want a good yarn regardless of the method’, Australian, Media section, 3 April, p.36. A columnist discusses the basics of journalism.


‘[Herald’s hatred of the Irish]’ (1882), *Bulletin*, 10 June, p.2. [Sydney Morning Herald].


‘Our Opening Page’ (1851), Politician, April, p.1. Functions of newspapers vs. magazines.

‘Our Own Correspondents’ (1857), My Note-Book, 7 February, p.43. cf. ‘“Anonymity” of Journalists’ (1859), My Note-Book, 30 March, p.947.


‘The Political Economy of Daily Journalism’ (1893), Bulletin, 8 April, p.5. S.M.H.

‘Press Franks’ (1873), Critic, 8 November, pp.85-86. Press should not receive free passes.

Reid, Alan (1965), ‘The Role of the Journalist’, First Summer School of Professional Journalism, February, Canberra, 26-34.


Turner, Graeme (1995), Literature, Journalism and the Media, Townsville: James Cook University Foundation for Australian Literary Studies.


3.5 Amateur journalism


Emu, The: The Official Magazine of the Golden Hours Correspondence Club, 1 (2), 21 May, 1894. See also The Kangaroo. Amateur journalism.


French, Jackie (2007), The Shaggy Gully Times. Harper Collins. Children’s book that takes on the format of a local paper for Shaggy Gully, the scene of some of French’s earlier books such as Diary of a Wombat, and Josephine Loves to Dance; large format hardback, 32pp of news, letters, advertising and even Horror Scopes. French prefaced the book with ‘A Tribute to Country Weeklies’ saying that ‘a country town’s newspaper is the heart of its community’.

Hardy, Frank (1950), Power Without Glory. Melbourne.


Howard, William Stewart McPhee (1934), You’re Telling Me, Sydney. Novel by journalist Howard centred on a party involving a group of thinly disguised Smith’s Weekly journalists.

Johnston, George, My Brother Jack, various editions published from 1965 to 2001. This novel includes a recreation of working on the Argus (disguised as the ‘Morning Post’) in the 1930s.


Stead, Christina (1934), Seven Poor Men of Sydney. Novel can be read as an ironic tribute to Australian printers.


Uhlmann, Mark (2006), Stink of a Journalist. Canberra: Maniform Press. This latest novel by former Canberra Times journalist is said to be a revealing expose of life behind the scenes at a Canberra daily newspaper. It also happens to be a fine and comically presented tale.

3.6 Novels about journalism

## 4 Industrial

### 4.1 Australian Journalists’ Association


Australian Journalists’ Association (1913), *Constitution, Rules and By-laws*. Sydney, 1913.


Australian Journalists’ Association, Authors’ and Artists’ Section (1940), *Complaint to Federal Government ... (Sydney?)*. Against imported syndicated material.


Australian Journalists’ Association (1991), *Submission to the House of Representatives Select Committee on the Print Media*. Sydney: AJA.

Black, David (1995), *In His Own Words: John Curtin’s Speeches and Writings*, Bentley, WA: Paradigm Books, Curtin University. Chapter 2: Editor of the [*Westralian Worker* – Revolutionary Years 1917-1922, pp. 17-47; also ‘Labor and the Press’, pp. 44-46. Curtin was president of the Western Australian District of the Australian Journalists’ Association between 1920 and 1925 and gave considerable emphasis to the education of journalists.


*Clerion*. Newspaper published on behalf of Australian Journalists’ Association (NSW District) and the Printing Industry Employees’ Union (NSW Branch) during the 1955 Sydney strike. (1) 13 July; (2) 14 July; (3) 15 July, 1955.


4.2 Other Industrial Matters

Australian Trade Union Archives (University of Melbourne), ‘NSW Typographical Association (1882- )’, at www.atua.org.au/biogs/ALE1154b.htm


Cunneen, Chris (1986), ‘McIntosh, Hugh Donald (1876-1942), entrepreneur, newspaper proprietor’, *ADB*, vol. 10. *Sunday Times* company (Referee and other papers) 1916-1927; president Weekly Newspapers’ Association of NSW.
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Metropolitan Female Printing Employees' Union of Workers of W.A. (1920), *Rules of the Union*. Perth: The Union.


Noel Butlin Archives Centre, Archives of Business, Industry and Unions, Australian National University. At www.archives.anu.edu.au/nbac/html, or email butlin.archives@anu.edu.au


Printing Industry Employees' Union of Australia (W. A. Branch) (1920), *A Record in Arbitration*, Perth. The Branch.


Sydney Morning Herald Chapel (1931), *Souvenir of the Chapel: Sydney Morning Herald & Sydney Mail Centenary Celebration, 1931*, Sydney: John Fairfax & Sons Ltd. A brochure compiled by members of the Herald Companionship as an office record, for circulation among fellow companions in other newspaper offices.


---

**5 Technology & Technical aspects**

**5.1 Newspaper Production**


‘The big shift is over’ (1959), Newspaper House News (Perth, W.A.), June, p.3.


Isaacs, Victor (2007), Looking Good: The Changing Appearance of Australian Newspapers. Brisbane: Australian Newspaper History Group. Examines the changing format of Australian newspapers since their beginnings in 1803. There are chapters on the changing front page, the changes from broadsheet to tabloid, the use of the British Coat of Arms in Australian mastheads, the use of illustrations in newspapers, and the coming of colour (this chapter by Kenneth Sanz).


Isaacs, Victor, and Kirkpatrick, Rod (2007), ‘Sunraysia Daily has a Makeover’, ANHG Newsletter, 45, (December), pp. 10-11. The final regional daily newspaper in Australia changes from broadsheet to tabloid on 15 September 2007. It was also completely redesigned.


‘[New Building Supplement]’ (1959), Advertiser, 26 March.


Northern Territory News (1991), NT News, 30 July. Supplement about the NT News to commemorate its conversion from afternoon to morning publication.


Shoebridge, Neil (2006), ‘Newspapers rise to challenge of the internet’, Australian Financial Review, 15 May, pp.50-51. Doomsayers have been predicting the death of newspapers, but the industry is fighting back. In-depth report on readership trends in newspapers compared with the fragmenting of the audience for other media.


5.2 Journalism and the Internet


Chadwick, Paul (2007), ‘Journalism must adapt to change’, Age, 17 September. Technology has brought a new transparency to the publication of news in a wide range of formats.


Hull, Crispin (2008), ‘High hopes for journalism despite the latest threat to jobs’, Canberra Times, 30 August, p. B7. Argues that the future of journalism is bright, and that there are encouraging signs that newspapers and quality journalism are managing the online revolution.


McKnight, David & O’Donnell, Penny (2008), ‘The winter of journalism’s content: Full-blooded political reporting will be hit as newspapers struggle to adapt to the net age, with troubling implications for society’, Australian, 3 September, p. 23.


Quinn, Stephen (2006), ‘Blogs: a publishing revolution?’, PANPA Bulletin, March, p.50. An examination of the growing phenomenon of blogs and how journalists and editors can use them to their advantage; and how to find out about blogs and other methods of sharing information electronically.


Robinson, Wayne (2006), ‘Newspapers in state of flux’, Australian Printer, December, pp.32-34. Newspapers are currently the printing industry’s hotspot, with takeovers, mergers and buyouts in the air, the internet to deal with and new technologies to consider.

Shoebridge, Neil (2006), ‘Newspapers rise to challenge of the internet’, Australian Financial Review, 15 May, pp.50-51. Doomsayers have been predicting the death of newspapers, but the industry is fighting back. In-depth report on readership trends in newspapers compared with the fragmenting of the audience for other media.


Tanner, Stephen, ed. (2002), Journalism Investigation & Research, Frenchs Forest, NSW: Longman


Journalists are now generating their own leads and getting the news to audiences as soon as it happens, thanks to the interactive news desk.

Waterford, Jack (2007), ‘Ten million words and a digital revolution in newspapers’, Canberra Times, 13 January. Many new tools have been introduced into journalism over the author’s 35 years with the Canberra Times, and there is very much more to digest.


5.3 Ink, Machines, Paper, Printing

Adelaide Advertiser (2008), One Hundred & Fifty Years Anniversary on 12 July, Advertiser 4 page liftout, 24 June. Sections on Early History; The First Edition; The technology then & now; Milestones (a chronology); and Editors (including pictures).


Advertiser Newspapers Ltd. (1942), The Griffin: a printer’s device adopted by the Advertiser printing office. Adelaide.


Argus & Australasian Ltd. (1934?), Victoria as an advertising field: The Argus typefaces; together with some facts compiled and issued with the compliments of the proprietors of The Argus. Melbourne: The Argus and Australasian.


Australian Newsprint Mills Ltd. (1939, 1940), Newsprint from Tasmanian Hardwoods: a great new industry for Australia. Boyer (Tas): Australian Newsprint Mills Ltd.


Australian Pulp and Paper Industry Technical Association, Proceedings, 1947 -.

Ball, B.J. Pty Ltd. (1942), The B.J. Ball Free Lending Library – Melbourne. Melbourne: B.J. Ball. ‘Books are available to those interested in Printing and the Allied Crafts’.


Coleman, Peter (2008), ‘Fairfax looks to turn the heat on’, *gxpress*, March, pp.12-14. A program of upgrades has put Fairfax’s coldest capacity in good shape, so the group is looking to expand into heatset.

‘Conversion to Offset’ (1975), *Ballarat Courier* supplement, 17 November.


Davis, I.H. (1944), *Printing, the career that beckons: an illustrated technical outline of the graphic arts industry*, Sydney: Printing & Allied Trades Employers’ Federation of Australia. I.H. Davis, technical editor; George Mackaness, literary editor.

Degotardi, John (1982), *The Art of Printing in Its Various Branches: With Specimens and Illustrations*, (1861), facsimile reprint, Sydney: Brandywine Press and Archive. Said to be the first Australian work on printing, the twenty-four page booklet is in essence an ambitious prospectus for Degotardi’s printing house and the services there available. It includes descriptions of the processes of photo-lithography, nature printing and electrotyping.


‘Goodwin, William Lushington (1798?–1862)’, in Kerr (1992), *Dictionary*, pp. 309-310. Included briefly editor *Independent* (Launceston), owner, editor *Cornwall Chronicle* (Launceston) April 1835 then also printer, publisher and illustrator; launched *The Trifler and Literary Gleaner* (Launceston) 1842 with his wood-cuts as illustrations; 1853 printed his newspaper on first steam printing press in the colony. Remained editor *Cornwall Chronicle* to his death – his widow continued to produce the paper to 1869.


Hassell & Son (1915), *Specimens of the type faces in use at the house of G. Hassell & Son, letterpress printers, publishers*. Adelaide: G. Hassell.


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2004), ‘Hot Metal: Last Man Standing’, *ANHG Newsletter*, 26 (February): 14. Mention of *Don Dorrigo Gazette and Gay Fawkes Advocate*, *Manilla Express*, *Lachlander* [Condobolin], *Koondrook and Barham Bridge*, *Bellinger Courier-Sun* and *Seaboard Valley Star* [Urunga].


McQueen, Humphrey (2005), ‘Wimble, Frederick Thomas (1846-1936), ink-maker, type-founder, printers’ furnisher, politician’, *ADB*, Supplement, p. 408. Also founded *Cairns Post* (Cairns, Qld) 1883.


‘[New premises and printing plant]’ (1923), *Herald*, 26 February, supplement to commemorate new premises and printing plant.


‘[Prejudice against cheap paper]’ (1845), *Age*, 2 February. Editorial.

Ramsay Publishing (1930), *Handbook of Type Faces Containing Specimens of Types, Borders, Rules, Decorations, etc. for Better Printing*. Melbourne: Ramsay Publishing.


Sandilands, Jane (2005), ‘Collie Name Lives on in Printing Industry Trust’, *PANPA Bulletin*, August, p.52. The Collie name is closely linked with two important aspects of the printing industry: printing inks and excellence. The author recently completed a history of The Collie Print Trust.


*Structure and Capacity of Australian Manufacturing Industries* (1952), Melbourne. Includes newsprint.


Wimbles Ltd. (1901), *Specimen of Types and Borders. Wimble’s Australian Type Foundry*. Sydney: F.T. Wimble & Co.


6 National newspapers

6.1 General


6.2 Individual Newspapers

Australian

(This relates to the national newspaper founded in 1964, not to the Sydney newspaper of 1824 to 1848, for which see section 7.1.2 below).


Cryle, Denis (2008), Murdoch’s Flagship: Twenty-five Years of the Australian Newspaper. Melbourne University Publishing.

Cryle, Denis (2007), ‘A Wild Idea: Rupert Murdoch, Maxwell Newton and the foundation of the Australian newspaper’, Media International Australia, no 123 May, pp.49-60. Outlines the particular difficulties faced by the Australian in its critical start-up period and documents the competitive forces and dominant personalities which shaped its dramatic birth.

Day, Mark (2004), ‘Striking story of the day the national daily nearly died: For years The Australian battled substantial losses and industrial disputes – and it can thank Ken Cowley for its survival’, Australian, 8 July: 16.


‘[Facsimiles of significant front pages]’ (1994), Australian 30th anniversary supplement, 16 July.


‘[Facsimiles of significant front pages from past]’ (2004), Australian, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 & 17 July.

Gare, Shelley (2006), *The Triumph of the Airheads and a Retreat from Common Sense*, Sydney: Parkstreet Press. Includes comments on her time as editor of *Good Weekend* and *Sunday Life* and deputy editor of *The Australian*.

Kelly, Paul (1989), ‘From the start the pacesetter brought the best and brightest’, *Australian*, 15 July.


Newton, Maxwell (1989), ‘It was a wild idea, a mistake, a dream of such compulsion … a once-in-a-lifetime chance’, *Australian*, 15 July.


Richardson, Nick (2004), ‘Mirror on a youthful nation: Nick Richardson looks at 40 years of Australia’s national daily’, *Australian*, 8 July: 15.

Simper, Errol (2007), ‘Envelope sums up an editor’s generosity’, *Australian*, Media section, 2 August, p.36. A nostalgic reflection on the editorship of Warren Beeby at the *Australian*.


Waterford, Jack (2004), ‘Hats off to an old sparring partner [the *Australian*]’, *Canberra Times*, 17 July.

**Australian Financial Review**


**Bulletin**


‘Clint, Alfred (1843-1923)’, in Kerr (1992), Dictionary, pp. 166-167. Included chief cartoonist Mirror (Adelaide) 1873, Lantern (Adelaide) 1874-1875; Sydney Punch 1875-1880s alternating with E. Montagu Scott, and for a short time in 1875, with William Macleod; in 1880 became one of the original artists on Bulletin (Sydney).


Foyle, Lindsay (2008), ‘Bullet out of ‘toon’, If Walkley Magazine, Issue 50, April/May, pp.43-44. The author traces the Bulletin’s proud history of cartooning, and finds its mixed fortunes related to the number of gags it published.

Foyle, Lindsay (2008), ‘The art of selling a magazine’, Weekend Australian, 16-17 August, p. 29. The story of the Bulletin was the story of Australian media cartooning, after the cartoons stopped, so did the magazine.


Inson, Graeme and Ward, Russel (1971), The glorious years of Australia Fair from the birth of the Bulletin to Versailles, Jacaranda Press
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‘Jubilee Number’ (1930), Bulletin, 29 January.
Lindsay, Norman (1965), Bohemians of the Bulletin, Sydney.
Palmer, Vance (1941), A.G. Stephens: His Life and Work, Melbourne: Robertson & Mullens.
‘Rising Sales’ (1962), Bulletin, 29 December, p.5.


Van Heekeren, Margaret (2006), ‘The *Bulletin* and the New Journalism from 1880 to 1918’, *Australian Studies in Journalism*, No. 16, pp.4-20. The author argues that the *Bulletin*, from its first issue, was an early exponent of many of the features that distinguished the New Journalism of the late 19th century.


**Daily Commercial News [and Shipping List]**


**Lone Hand**


**Nation**


McQueen, Humphrey (1982), ‘*Nation: a magazine which helped us wake from the Great Australian silence*,’ *Sydney Morning Herald*, 17 July, p. 30. A useful overview of *Nation*.

**Nation Review**
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National Times (Times on Sunday)


Punch
(see also Punch in Adelaide, Ballarat, Brisbane, Melbourne, Sydney, Tasmania)


Smith’s Weekly


Haskell, Dennis, ed. (1992), The Heroism of Comedy: Smith’s Weekly in the 1930s, pp. 107-119, in Bennett, Bruce and Haskell, Dennis, eds, (1992), Myths, Heroes and Anti-heroes: Essays in Literature and Culture of the Asia-Pacific Region, Centre for Studies in Australian Literature, University of Western Australia.


McKay, Claude (1961), This is the Life: The Autobiography of a Newspaperman, Angus and Robertson. Largely about Smith’s Weekly & the Daily Guardian.


**Sportsman**


*Steele Rudd’s Magazine*


*Times on Sunday*


*Truth*


Truth & Sportsman Ltd. (1926), Annual Report, 1.


7 Capital-city Newspapers

7.1 Sydney


Baume, Eric (1941), I Lived These Years. London. pp.16, 102-158: Sydney Journalism in the 1920s.


Consolidated Press Ltd., Sydney, Subject index to all Sydney metropolitan newspapers, 1940- (In 1964 located in the office of Consolidated Press Ltd.).

Craig, Clifford (1984), More Old Tasmanian Prints, Launceston: Foot and Playsted. Includes chapters on Illustrated Newspapers Published in Melbourne and in Launceston,
Illustrated Newspapers Published in Sydney and in New Zealand, and Illustrated Newspapers Published in England.


New South Wales Legislative Assembly (1835), *Report from the Select Committee on the Conduct of General Darling*. Folio. Includes the inquiry into his treatment of the Public Press, together with papers explanatory of the charges brought against Lieut. General Darling by William Charles Wentworth, Esq. Folio, 1830.


New South Wales Parliament Library (1900), Index to Sydney daily and Sunday newspapers (late editions), and a selection of entries from the political weeklies.

‘The Newspaper Press of New South Wales’ (1893-94), *Table Talk*, Melbourne, 20 articles on each week from 6 October 1893 to 20 February 1894.


Richards, Thomas, comp. (1882), *New South Wales in 1881*, Sydney. Appendix 9, 142-144; List of newspapers.


‘[Sensationalism and sex in evening papers]’ (1889), *Bulletin*, 20 July, p.5.


### 7.1.2 Individual Newspapers

**Arrow** – see ‘10.4.1 Labor press’

**Atlas**


**Australasian Critic**


**Australian (1824-1848)**


Ferguson, John Alexander, *Australian*. Volume I. Thursday, October 14, 1824. Price One Shilling. Folio. Pp.4. Published weekly, then twice weekly, then daily, then once a week.

Colophon: Sydney: George Williams, Printer. Ferguson includes a note on history and says, for a fuller history of the paper see G.B. Barton’s *Literature in New South Wales* (Sydney, 1866), pp.21-24, an the *Australian Encyclopaedia* (1958 ed.) Vol. 6, pp.326-327. (Ferguson no. 931, Vol. 1, 1784-1830; and Ferguson no. 931(rev), Addenda 1784-1850, Vols. 1 to 4).


**Australian Era**


‘The immediate cause of cessation of publication, however, was the discovery of gold!’. (Ferguson no. 5276, Vol. 4, 1846-1850).

**Australian Magazine**


**Australian Star**


**Australian Temperance Magazine** – see ‘10.8 Other Specialist Press’

**Australian Town & Country Journal**
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Australian Women’s Weekly – see ‘10.7 Women’s Press’

Australische Deutsche Zeitung


Beckett’s Budget

Cunneen, Chris (1986), ‘McIntosh, Hugh Donald (1876-1942), entrepreneur, newspaper proprietor’, ADB, vol. 10. Sunday Times company (Referee and other papers) 1916-1927; president Weekly Newspapers’ Association of NSW.

Nairn, Bede (1988), ‘Sleeman, John Harvey Crothers (1880-1946), journalist’, ADB, vol. 11. Included sub-editor Sun (Kalgoorlie, WA), journalist Sun (Brisbane) 1921-1926, managing director of Beckett’s Newspapers Ltd (Sydney) 1927 which took over Sunday Times (Sydney) in April, losing deals with W.J. Beckett included the publication of Beckett’s Budget (Sydney) 1927-1930 which combined soft pornography with hard politics.


Bell’s Life in Sydney

Ferguson, John Alexander, Bell’s Life in Sydney, and Sporting Reviewer. Sydney (1845 - 1871). Ferguson gives a brief history. (Ferguson no. 3983a, Addenda 1784-1850, Vols. 1 to 4).

‘A New(s) Idea’ (1865), Sydney Punch, 15 April, pp.370-371. Skit on SMH, Empire, Bell’s Life, Freeman’s Journal.


Bent’s News and New South Wales Advertiser


Catholic Times – see ‘10.5 Religious Press’

Christian Advocate & Wesleyan Record – see ‘10.5 Religious Press’

Colonial Observer


The Colonist


Marshall, John (1835), A Refutation of the Slanders and wilful Misrepresentation published at Sydney, by Dr. Lang in the ‘Colonist’ Newspaper, belonging to him, etc. London.

Currency Lad

Daily Guardian – see ‘10.4.1 Labor press’

Daily Mail – see ‘10.4.1 Labor press’

Daily Mirror
Baume, Eric (1941), I Lived These Years. London. pp.16, 102-158: Sydney Journalism in the 1920s.


Mirror Newspapers Ltd., Provisional Manual for guidance of Editorial Composing and Reading staffs.

Mirror Newspapers Ltd., and associated companies.


Daily News – see ‘10.4.1 Labor press’

Daily Telegraph

Barry, Paul (1993), The rise and rise of Kerry Packer, Bantam and ABC Books.


Daily Telegraph (Sydney) (1898), The Attainment of Federation. What was lacking in the Convention Bill. Reprint of eight articles in the Sydney Daily Telegraph. Sydney.


‘[Dispute between Echo, SMH vs. Daily Telegraph]’ (1882), Bulletin, 8 July, p.2. re cribbing.


Griffen-Foley, Bridget (2001), ‘The press proprietor and the politician: Sir Frank Packer and Sir Robert Menzies’, *Media International Australia*, No. 99, May: 23-34. [Griffen-Foley and David McKnight co-edited this issue of MIA; the theme was ‘Australian Media History’.]


‘The Late Mr. Farley, Dr. Vause and the Daily Telegraph’ (1880), Bulletin, 26 June, p.2. Sensationalism.


‘A Liberal Organ’ (1884), Bulletin, 15 September, p.6. Reporting of SMH vs. that of Daily Telegraph.

Maiden, Samantha (2005), Be brash, be bold, and make it sell. A profile of the Daily Telegraph’s new editor, David Penberthy. Australian, Media section, 7 April.


Obiter Dicta (1916), ‘These Great Dailies’, Triad, 1 (10), 10 July, pp.4-5. The Age and Argus lack humour. Sydney Daily Telegraph has a humorous side.


Packer, Clyde (1984), No Return Ticket, Angus & Robertson.


Sun Newspapers Ltd (1929), The Sun 1910-1929, Sun Newspapers Ltd. (The Daily Telegraph was then controlled by this company).


‘Sydney Daily Telegraph and need for ‘brighter’ papers’ (1893), Bulletin, 1 July, p.5.
Telegus – Produced by the cadets of the Australian Consolidated Press.


Dawn – see ‘10.7 Women’s Press’

Dead Bird


Echo


‘Dispute between Echo, SMH vs. Daily Telegraph’ (1882), Bulletin, 8 July, p.2. re cribbing.


Empire

‘American Journalism’ (1864), Sydney Punch, 5 November, p.191. Denounces Empire.


Parkes, Sir Henry (1892), Fifty Years in the Making of Australian History. London. 4: ‘Seven Years as a Journalist’. The Empire.


Evening News

‘Attack on Evening News and Henniker Heaton’ (1887), Bulletin, 4 June, p.5.


Evening News newspapers and publishing company limited (1896), *Memorandum of association and articles of association of the 'Evening News' newspaper and publishing company limited*. Melbourne.

Foyle, Lindsay (2000), 'Nicholls, Sydney Wentworth (1896-1977), cartoonist', *ADB*, vol. 15, pp.472-473. Included first drawing in *International Socialist* 1912, then various other journals; senior artist *Evening News* (Sydney) 1923; created comic strip 'Fatty Finn' 1923.


*Express – see Illustrated Express*

*Freemason's Journal*

'A New(s) Idea' (1865), *Sydney Punch*, 15 April, pp.370-371. Skit on *SMH*, *Empire*, *Bell's Life*, *Freeman's Journal*.

*Freemason's Chronicle of Australasia – see '10.8 Other Specialist Press'*

*Hebrew Standard of Australasia – see '10.8 Other Specialist Press'*

*Illustrated Express*

Daly, R.A. (1957), 'The *Catholic Times* (1877-79) and the *Express* (1880-84)', *Australasian Catholic Record*, XXXIV (2): 112-122.

*Illustrated Sydney News*


Clarke, Patricia (1990), *Pioneer Writer: The Life of Louisa Atkinson, Novelist, Journalist, Naturalist*, Allen & Unwin. She was the first woman to have a long-running column published in a major Australian newspaper – 'A Voice from the Country' was published in the *Sydney Morning Herald* 1 March 1860-2 May 1865 and 1870-1872. She was also published in the *Sydney Mail* from 1860 and *Illustrated Sydney News*, 1853-1855.


*Irish and Australian World*

'A Gorgeous Journal' (1884), *Bulletin*, 30 December, p.5. [re *Irish and Australian World*].

*Judy's Journal*

Lennon, Jane (1992), 'Newall, Thomas Agar, illustrator, journalist, publican', in Kerr (1992), *Dictionary*, pp.569-570. Included raised capital to begin *Empire* (Sydney) for (Sir) Henry Parkes 1851; worked with Thomas Balcombe as an illustrator on *Judy's Journal* (Sydney) 1851, editor R. Johnson, published by engraver, printer Alonzo Grocott.

*Labor Daily – see '10.4.1 Labor press'*

*Land*

Monitor – see Sydney Monitor

Month


New South Wales Examiner


NSW Literary, Political & Commercial Advertiser


New South Wales Magazine


New South Wales Pocket Almanack


Omnibus and Sydney Spectator


Paddy Kelly’s Budget

Ferguson, John Alexander, Paddy Kelly’s Budget. Sydney (1844). Ferguson gives a history of this obscene publication. (Ferguson no. 3884, vol.3, 1839-1845).

Press


Referee

Cunneen, Chris (1986), ‘McIntosh, Hugh Donald (1876-1942), entrepreneur, newspaper proprietor’, ADB, vol. 10. Sunday Times company (Referee and other papers) 1916-1927; president Weekly Newspapers’ Association of NSW.


Reformer

Satirist and Sporting Chronicle

Satirist and Sydney Spectator

Southern Queen
Ferguson, John Alexander, *Southern Queen*. A newspaper for the City and the Bush; and *The Chronicle of the National Church*. Sydney (1845). Ferguson gives a brief history. (Ferguson no. 4159a, Addenda 1784-1850, Vols 1 to 4).

Spirit of the Age

Splashes
‘Fotheringhame, Pattie Lewis’ in Baldwin (1988), *Unsung Heroes*. Editor, journalist – social & music pages ('Mab') *Bulletin* 1881-1886, publisher, editor? *Splashes* (Sydney)1899-1917, owner, editor *Young Australia and Junior Australians* (Sydney), editor *Sphere*.

Star, and Working Man’s Guardian – see ‘10.4.1 Labor press’

Stock & Station Journal (Country Life)

Stockwhip – see ‘10.4.1 Labor press’

The Sun
Associated Newspapers Ltd., Sydney, *Address given by ... chairman of directors at the annual general meeting*, 20 (1949) +. [The Sun].


Sun Newspapers Ltd (1929), *The Sun 1910-1929*, Sun Newspapers Ltd. (The *Daily Telegraph* was then controlled by this company).


Sunday Guardian – see ‘10.4.1 Labor press’

Sunday Mirror
Truth, Sydney, Index: 1941 – (October 1958 inc. in *Sunday Mirror*). In 1964 on cards at Sydney Mirror office.

**Sunday News**


**Sunday Sun**


**Sunday Times**

Cunneen, Chris (1986), ‘McIntosh, Hugh Donald (1876-1942), entrepreneur, newspaper proprietor’, *ADB*, vol. 10. *Sunday Times* company (Referee and other papers) 1916-1927; president Weekly Newspapers’ Association of NSW.

Nairn, Bede (1988), ‘Sleeman, John Harvey Crothers (1880-1946), journalist’, *ADB*, vol. 11. Included sub-editor *Sun* (Kalgoorlie, WA), journalist *Sun* (Brisbane) 1921-1926, managing director of Beckett’s Newspapers Ltd (Sydney) 1927 which took over *Sunday Times* (Sydney) in April, losing deals with W.J. Beckett included the publication of Beckett’s *Budget* (Sydney) 1927-1930 which combined soft pornography with hard politics.


**Sydney Coronal**


**Sydney Gazette**


Blair, Sandy (2005), ‘Howe, Ann (née Bird) (c.1802-1842), newspaper proprietor’, *ADB*, Supplement, p. 190. From 1829, active & public role in running the *Sydney Gazette*.


Connor, Michael, ed. (2003), *Pig Bites Baby: Stories from Australia’s First Newspaper 1803-1810*, Duffy and Snellgrove. Articles extracted from the first few years.


Ferguson, John Alexander, *Australian Almanack for 1833*. Compiled by E.W. O'Shaughnessey, printed and published by Horatio Wills, for the Executors of R. Howe, at the Gazette Office, George Street, Sydney. Ferguson quotes from the preface which contains a statement of the difficulties in the Gazette Office due to the scarcity of labour. (Ferguson no. 1621, vol.2, 1831-1838).


*Sydney General Trade List* – see ‘10.8 Other Specialist Press’
Sydney Jewish News – see ‘10.8 Other Specialist Press’

Sydney Mail


Clarke, Patricia (1990), Pioneer Writer: The Life of Louisa Atkinson, Novelist, Journalist, Naturalist, Allen & Unwin. She was the first woman to have a long-running column published in a major Australian newspaper – ‘A Voice from the Country’ was published in the Sydney Morning Herald 1 March 1860-2 May 1865 and 1870-1872. She was also published in the Sydney Mail from 1860 and Illustrated Sydney News, 1853-1855.


Sydney Morning Herald (n.d.), Record of Service. Members of staff of SMH and Sydney Mail who served in the Great War.

Sydney Morning Herald Chapel (1931), Souvenir of the Chapel: Sydney Morning Herald & Sydney Mail Centenary Celebration 1931, Sydney: John Fairfax & Sons Ltd. A brochure compiled by members of the Herald Companionship as an office record, for circulation among fellow companions in other newspaper offices.

Sydney Monitor


Sydney Morning Herald


‘At It Again’ (1865), Sydney Punch, 17 June, p.447. Sydney Morning Herald’s ‘slip-slop style’.

‘The Australian Loafer’ (1888), Sydney Morning Herald, 21 January, p.5. SMH as organ of the rich.


‘[Bias of SMH]’ (1849), People’s Advocate and New South Wales Vindicator, 13 January.


Bramsted, E.K. (1972), ‘Garran (Gamman), Andrew (1825-1901) journalist, editor, politician’, ADB, Vol. 4. Included co-editor South Australian Register 1853-1856; editor Sydney Morning Herald from 1873.

‘Camilla Urso’s Thanks to the Press’ (1880), Bulletin, 21 February, p.4. Press reviewing, esp. in SMH.


‘Centenary Supplement’ (1931) Sydney Morning Herald, 18 April.

‘[Character of SMH]’ (1897), Bulletin, 5 June, p.7.

Clarke, Patricia (1990), Pioneer Writer: The Life of Louisa Atkinson, Novelist, Journalist, Naturalist, Allen & Unwin. She was the first woman to have a long-running column published in a major Australian newspaper – ‘A Voice from the Country’ was published in the Sydney Morning Herald, 1 March 1860-2 May 1865 and 1870-1872. She was also published in the Sydney Mail from 1860 and Illustrated Sydney News, 1853-1855.

Clune, Frank (1960), Journey to Canberra: by road from Sydney, with deviations in search of history, geography and curios along the Canberra Highway, Angus & Robertson. Chapter 12 is a deviation discussing the Fairfax family and SMH.

Coleman, Peter (2008), ‘Fairfax looks to turn the heat on’,gxpress, March, pp.12-14. A program of upgrades has put Fairfax’s coldest capacity in good shape, so the group is looking to expand into heatset.


Cook, Ian (1948), From Paper to Papers. Sydney: The Sun; Associated Newspapers Ltd.

Cook, Samuel (1903), ‘Mr. Samuel Cook’s Reminiscences. From Compositor to General Manager of the Sydney Morning Herald’, Old Times, 1 (3), June, pp.225-228.


D’Arcy, John (2005), Media Mayhem: Playing with the Big Boys in Media, Brolga Publishing, Melbourne.


Day, Mark (2005), ‘Fairfax chief’s wobbly kick-off’, Australian, Media section, 8 October.
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‘[Dispute between Esbo, SMH vs. Daily Telegraph]’ (1882), Bulletin, 8 July, p.2. re cribbing.
Fairfax, James (1991), My Regards to Broadway, Angus and Robertson. A candid inside account.
Fitzgerald Ratcliffe, Patricia – see Ratcliffe, Patricia Fitzgerald
Fletcher, C. Brunsdon (1940), The Great Wheel: an editor’s adventures. Sydney: Angus & Robertson. Included Brisbane Courier, Sydney Morning Herald and other newspapers.
‘Granny: An Appreciation’ (1916), Triad, 1 (8), 1 May, pp.57-58. [Sydney Morning Herald].
The Herald and the Irish’ (1881), Bulletin, 13 August, p.1. SMH’s anti-Catholicism.
‘[Herald’s hatred of the Irish]’ (1882), Bulletin, 10 June, p.2.
‘Herald Logic’ (1883), Bulletin, 17 March, p.1. Anti-Irishness of SMH
‘The Herald’s Paris Stella’ (1867), Sydney Punch, 20 July, p.69.
‘The Herald and the Natives’ (1868), Sydney Punch, 7 March, p.111. Attacks Leader.
‘Herald High Falutin’ (1872), Sydney Punch, 14 September, p.185.
‘Herald versus George’ (1884), Bulletin, 6 September, p.4. SMH’s blundering over a review of Henry George.
‘The Herald’s Funny Dogs’ (1866), Sydney Punch, 14 July, p.60.


Huxley, John (2007), ‘Ghost of the past finally laid to rest’, Sydney Morning Herald, 15-16 September, p.10. An unusual story of an aircraft owned by the Herald that crashed on 14 September 1954 on a flight during which it was to deliver newspapers to Taree, Kempsey, Armidale, Glen Innes, Inverell and Bingara.


In Memoriam. Obituary Notices and Funeral Services having reference to the late Hon. John Fairfax, Esq. MLC who died 16th June 1877, by members of the literary staff of the Sydney Morning Herald, J. Reading and Co. Printers and Foster and Fairfax, 1877.


John Fairfax and Sons, Ltd. (1927?), The ‘Sydney Morning Herald’ and ‘The Sydney Mail’: The Two Greatest Papers in Australia. Sydney: John Fairfax and Sons, Ltd.. A record of the years from 1831.

John Fairfax and Sons Ltd. (1931), A Century of Journalism: The Sydney Morning Herald and its record of Australian Life 1831-1931, John Fairfax and Sons Ltd, 1931. A massive history of the Company and of Australian history as recorded in the SMH up to 1931.


Johnston, Robert (1990), 160 Years of the Sydney Morning Herald, Sydney: John Fairfax Group.

Keane, Kim (1953), ‘To Granny – A Sun but is it legitimate?’ A.M., 15 September, pp.60-61. Battle between John Fairfax and Consolidated Press over the acquisition of Associated Newspapers, publishers of the Sun, told from Consolidated Press angle.


Kepert, L.V., ed. (1981), The Sydney Morning Herald: History as it happened: 150 years of news and pictures from our oldest newspaper, Nelson.

Kirkpatrick, Rod (2004), ‘Granny George calls it a day [re SMH’s Column 8]’, ANHG Newsletter, 26 (February): 5.
‘A Liberal Organ’ (1884), Bulletin, 2 August, p.4. Reporting of SMH vs. that of Daily Telegraph.
‘[Lord Bracey, SMH and Argus]’ (1887), Bulletin, 16 July, p.5.
‘Menacing the Press’ (1881), Bulletin, 19 November, p.2. [Sydney Morning Herald].
‘Observer’s Diary: Dr. Evatt and The Sydney Morning Herald’ (1960), Observer, 23 January, p.9. SMH and lack of comment on Evatt’s appointment as Chief Justice. Herald and desire to see re-united ALP.
‘Our Discrete Journal’ (1861), Sydney Punch, 8 June, p.22. [SMH].
‘The Political Economy of Daily Journalism’ (1893), Bulletin, 8 April, p.5. SMH
‘Political Plagiarism’ (1867), Sydney Punch, 29 June, p.45. Skit on leader of SMH.
Pringle, John Douglas (1973), Have Pen: Will Travel, Chatto and Windus.
Prisk, Max, Stephens, Tony, and Bowers, Michael, eds. (2005), The Big Picture: Diary of a Nation, Doubleday, Sydney. Commemorates the 175th anniversary of the SMH.
Ratcliff, Patricia Fitzgerald (2003), *The Usefulness of John West: Dissent and Differences in the Australian Colonies*, Launceston: Alberman Press. A biography of John West, editorial writer of the Launceston Examiner from its foundation in 1842 until he became the first designated editor of the *Sydney Morning Herald* in 1854.


Semmler, Clement (1988), ‘Paterson, Andrew Barton (1864-1941), poet, solicitor, war correspondent, soldier’, *ADB*, vol. 11. War correspondent (Boer War) for *Sydney Morning Herald* and Melbourne *Age*.


Simpson, Caroline (1977), *John Fairfax*, Sydney: D.S. Ford. Some genealogy of the family of the patriarch of the Fairfax newspaper dynasty and their descendants, written to commemorate the centenary of his death.


*Sydney Morning Herald* (n.d.), *Record of Service*. Members of staff of *SMH* and *Sydney Mail* who served in the Great War.


‘Sydney Morning Herald’ - 175th Anniversary supplement (2006), *Sydney Morning Herald*, 18 April. Extracts form the SMH since 1831 presented in the format of a contemporary issue of the SMH. Also includes a reproduction of the first issue.


Sydney Morning Herald Chapel (1931), *Souvenir of the Chapel: Sydney Morning Herald & Sydney Mail Centenary Celebration* 1931 (1931), Sydney: John Fairfax & Sons Ltd. A brochure compiled by members of the Herald Companionship as an office record, for circulation among fellow companions in other newspaper offices.


‘What means This Herald?* (1867), *Sydney Punch*, 2 February, p.79. Platitudinous leaders.

‘What should we do without the Herald?* (1866), *Sydney Punch*, 2 February, p.706.


Sydney Morning Herald.


**Sydney Punch**


Sydney Times

Town & Country Journal – see Australian Town & Country Journal

Trumpeter

Weekly Times

Woman's Budget – see ‘10.7 Women's Press'
Woman's Day – see ‘10.7 Women's Press’

7.2 Melbourne

7.2.1 General
Button, Marion Button Index, Useful for Victorian people in mid 19th century, many references to items in the Argus.
Cannon, Michael, and Macfarlane, Ian, eds. (1985), Historical Records of Victoria: Foundation Series, Volume 4: Communications, Trade and Transport 1836-1839, Victorian Government Printing Office, 1985, Chapter 23 ‘First Newspapers and Printers’ and Chapter 24 ‘George Strode’s Reminiscences’. This is a very rich source of material, but for a very limited period. The volumes includes illustrations, including reproductions of early Melbourne newspapers.
Clarke, Tom (1923), Marriage at 6 a.m. London. ch.: The Press Gang – Melbourne experiences.
Collings, J.W. (1943), Thomas Ham, Pioneer Engraver, Publisher, etc., Melbourne.
Commemoration of the boon of the separation of the province of Victoria from the colony of New South Wales ... 1850. Includes chronology of newspapers published in Victoria, 1836-1850.
Craig, Clifford (1984), More Old Tasmanian Prints, Launceston: Foot and Playsted. Includes chapters on Illustrated Newspapers Published in Melbourne and in Launceston, Illustrated Newspapers Published in Sydney and in New Zealand, and Illustrated Newspapers Published in England.
various acts for Port Phillip and Victoria from 1838 to 1924. Full names, addresses and professions of all personnel mentioned are given. Titles, proprietors of publications, firms, printers, publishers, places of printing, sureties, and witnesses to documents are fully indexed. A substantial introduction provides a history of the development of legislation in NSW to control printers and the publication of newspapers and its application in Victoria.


Holroyd, John (1968), George Robertson of Melbourne, 1825-1898, Pioneer Bookseller and Publisher, Robertson and Mullins.

‘Journalism in Melbourne’ (1859), My Note Book, 20 April, p.971.


McCombie, Thomas (1858), The History of the Colony of Victoria. Melbourne. chs.: 22-23.


Public Library of Victoria, Federation Index file: Australian Manuscripts Collection, State Library of Victoria, including references to Argus articles 1897-98.


Selby, Isaac (1924), The Old Pioneers’ Memorial History of Melbourne. Melbourne.

‘Sunday Newspapers’ (1889), Bulletin, 9 November, p.5; 18 November 1889, p.5; 2 August, 1890, p.7. Forces behind their ban in Melbourne.

Twopenny, Richard (1973), *Town Life in Australia*, originally published in 1883 and in facsimile by Penguin in 1973, includes a description of the Australian newspaper scene in the early 1880s, and in particular a long flattering review of the *Argus*.


Oct 1897: ‘The Port Phillip Gazette’ Apprentices

Nov and Dec 1897: Fawknor and the ‘Port Phillip Patriot’

Jan 1898: A Few Corrections

Feb 1898: Cavenagh and the ‘Port Phillip Herald’

March 1898: Cavenagh’s successors on ‘The Herald’

April 1898: ‘The Herald’ Job-Printing Office

May, June and July 1898: Brief Notices of Some of the ‘Herald’ employees

Aug 1898: Boursiquot and the ‘Melbourne Daily News’

Oct, Nov and Dec 1898 and Feb and March 1899: Early Job Printing Offices

7.2.2 Individual Newspapers

**Advocate**


Oct 1897: ‘The Port Phillip Gazette’ Apprentices

Nov and Dec 1897: Fawknor and the ‘Port Phillip Patriot’

Jan 1898: A Few Corrections

Feb 1898: Cavenagh and the ‘Port Phillip Herald’

March 1898: Cavenagh’s successors on ‘The Herald’

April 1898: ‘The Herald’ Job-Printing Office

May, June and July 1898: Brief Notices of Some of the ‘Herald’ employees

Aug 1898: Boursiquot and the ‘Melbourne Daily News’

Oct, Nov and Dec 1898 and Feb and March 1899: Early Job Printing Offices

**Age**

(See also David Syme and Fairfax under ‘2.2.2 Individual Proprietors & Publishers’)


‘[The Age is “the Catline of Australian politics”]’ (1892), *Bulletin*, 20 February, p.7.


Age Education Unit (1998), *Newspapers – A Source of History: Selected Articles and Front Pages from the Age*, 1854 to 1983, Melbourne: Age Education Unit.


Jost, John (1980), ‘Ranald Macdonald: The knight at the Age assails the Fairfax citadel’, *Australian Playboy*, April, pp.35-52.


‘[Prejudice against cheap paper]’ (1845), *Age*, 22 February. Editorial.

‘[Profile of Gottlieb Schuler]’ (1914), *Melbourne Punch*, June. Editor *Age*.


Semmler, Clement (1988), ‘Paterson, Andrew Barton (1864-1941), poet, solicitor, war correspondent, soldier’, *ADB*, vol. 11. War correspondent (Boer War) for *Sydney Morning Herald* and *Melbourne Age*.


**Argus, and Australasian**


*Argus & Australasian Ltd.* (1924), *Argus and The Australasian 1846-1923*, Melbourne, 2 vols: Historical Records and General Information; Men Who made *The Argus* and *The Australasian*


Gresford, A.G. (1972), 'The Argus and Australasian'.


Button, Marion ‘Button Index’, Useful for Victorian people in mid 19th century, many references to items in the Argus.

‘Centenary Issue’ (1946), Argus, 3 June.


Gibberd, Joyce (2000), ‘Krischock, Henry Ludwig Frank (1875-1940), photographer’, ADB, vol. 15, pp.42-43. Included Critic (Adelaide) 7 March 1903 published a page of his photographs of a Melbourne race-meeting, remained prominent there to 1907; South Australian photographer (1906-1909) for Australasian and Garden & Field.


Graham, Elise C., Births, Deaths and Marriages from the Argus newspaper 1846-1853, 4 volumes.
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Jefferson, Bruce, Melbourne Argus Index to birth notices 1914-1925 (fiche).

Jefferson, Bruce, Melbourne Argus Index to marriage notices 1931-1940 (fiche).

Johnston, George, My Brother Jack, various editions published from 1965 to 2001. This novel includes a recreation of working on the Melbourne Argus (disguised as the ‘Morning Post’) in the 1930s.


Obiter Dicta (1916), ‘These Great Dailies’, Triad, 1 (10), 10 July, pp.4-5. The Age and Argus lack humour.


Public Library of Victoria, Federation Index file: Australian Manuscripts Collection, State Library of Victoria, including references to *Argus* articles 1897-98.


‘Souvenir of a Century of Progress’ (1934), *Argus*, 16 October.


Torney-Parlicki, Prue (2005), *Behind the News: A Biography of Peter Russo*, University of Western Australia Press.

Twopenny, Richard, *Town Life in Australia*, originally published in 1883 and in facsimile by Penguin in 1973, includes a description of the Australian newspaper scene in the early 1880s, and in particular a long flattering review of the *Argus*.

Usher, Jim (1999), *The Argus: Life and Death of a Newspaper*, Melbourne: Jim Usher. Published by a former *Argus* journalist (PO Box 52, St Andrews 3761).


Wilson, Edmund: (1854), *The Editor of the Argus*, a sketch from the Portrait Gallery of the *Express*, Melbourne.

**Armchair**

**Australasian – see Argus, and Australasian**

**Australasian: a Quarterly Reprint of Articles…**


**Australasian Schoolmaster – see ‘10.8 Other Specialist Press’**

**Australasian Sketcher**

M. (1896), ‘Popular Pressmen, No. 7: Tom Carrington’, *Free Lance*, 1 (8), 11 June, p.3.


**Australia Felix Monthly Magazine**


**Australian Jewish Outlook – see ‘10.8 Other Specialist Press’**

**Australian Journal**


**Australian News for Home Readers**


**Banner**


**Book Lover**


**Building Times**

**Cakes and Ale**


**Champion**


**Clarion**


**Commonweal & Workers’ Advocate – see ‘10.4.1 Labor press’**

**Daily Telegraph**

‘The Daily Telegraph (Melbourne)’ (1887), Bulletin, 23 April, p.5.


**Deutsche Monatschrift für Australien**


**Evening Mail**


**Evening News**


Evening News newspapers and publishing company limited (1896), Memorandum of association and articles of association of the ‘Evening New’ newspaper and publishing company, limited. Melbourne.

**Evening Standard**


**Evening World**

M. (1896), ‘Popular Pressmen, No. 7: Tom Carrington’, Free Lance, 1 (8), 11 June, p.3.


Examiner

Express

Hawklet

Herald-Sun – see The Herald
The Herald (& Weekly Times)
(See also Murdoch under ‘2.2.2 Individual Proprietors & Publishers’)


D’Arcy, John (2005), Media Mayhem: Playing with the Big Boys in Media, Brolga Publishing, Melbourne.


Dunstan, Keith (1966), Supporting a Column, Melbourne, Cassell

Dunstan, Keith (1990), No brains at all: an autobiography, Viking.


‘Fictions About Us’ (1859), My Note Book, 23 March, p.942. The Age and Herald depreciate the colony by catching at unfavourable remarks in English papers.

Game, Peter (2007), ‘The road to Mahogany Alley’, Walkley Magazine, Issue 44, April/May, pp.31-32. The former Herald & Weekly Times building in Flinders Street, Melbourne, is now an up-market office and apartment complex. Game recalls when it hummed as the headquarters of the Herald and the Sun News-Pictorial.


Gaylard, G. (1990), One Hundred and Fifty Years of News from The Herald, Southbank, Melbourne.


Herald (1933-1940), Centenary Number. Herald, 3 January.

Herald (1940-), Chairman’s Speech, 1940 –.
Herald and Standard Newspapers Co., Reports, 1897-1901.
Herald-Sun (2005), The Mark Knight Collection – a lifetime of cartoons and drawings. Herald-Sun Shop.
A book devoted to the Herald-Sun's main cartoonist.
‘The Herald’s New Home’ (1923), Herald, 26 February.
Herald and Weekly Times Ltd. (1929), House News – staff journal. November – (quarterly and two-monthly in some years, now monthly).
Jackson, Sally (2003), “‘Hun” warlord chases new Age win. A study of Herald Sun editor Peter Blunden’, Australian, Media section, 10 March.
Langmore, Diane (1988), ‘Reay, William Thomas (1858-1929), journalist, politician’, ADB, Vol. 11. Included owner Coleraine Albion (Vic), Port Melbourne Standard; editor Hamilton Spectator (Vic) 1887-1890, Daily Telegraph (Melbourne), Weekly Times (Melbourne), Herald (Melbourne); accompanied first Australian contingent to South African War as correspondent for Herald and South Australian Register.
‘[Murdoch, Sir Keith]’ (1952), *Herald*, 6 October, obituary and tributes to Sir Keith Murdoch.

‘[New premises and printing plant]’ (1923), *Herald*, 26 February, supplement to commemorate new premises and printing plant.

*Obiter Dicta* (1916), ‘These Great Dailies’, *Triad*, 1 (10), 10 July, pp.4-5. [Melbourne Herald].


**Humbug**


**Illustrated Australian Mail**


**Illustrated Australian Magazine (Ham’s Magazine)**

Collings, J. (1943), *Thomas Ham, Pioneer Engraver, Publisher, etc.*. Melbourne.


**Illustrated Australian News**


Illustrated Family News

Illustrated Melbourne News

Illustrated Melbourne News

Illustrated Melbourne News

Illustrated Melbourne Post

Illustrated Melbourne Post

Interpreter

Jewish Herald – see ‘10.8 Other Specialist Press’

Journal of Australasia

Labour Call – see ‘10.4.1 Labor press’

Leader


Lyceum Leader

Melbourne Advertiser


Ferguson, John Alexander, Melbourne Advertiser. Printed and published at Port Phillip, by J.P. Fawkner. From 1 January to 23 April 1838, began as a handwritten sheet. Ferguson notes 'This was the first printed issue of the first newspaper published in Melbourne, Victoria. The issue was contemporaneously produced also in manuscript. The paper is notable as being the first printing done in Melbourne, March 5, 1838.' He also gives a history. (Ferguson no. 2547, Vol. 2, 1831-1838).


Melbourne Daily News


Melbourne Extraordinary of The Port Phillip Journals

Melbourne Morning Herald


Melbourne Punch


Fabian, Suzanne (1982), Mr. Punch Down Under: A Social History of the Colony from 1856 to 1900 via Cartoons and Extracts from Melbourne Punch. Melbourne: Greenhouse Publications.


M. (1896), 'Popular Pressmen, No. 7: Tom Carrington', Free Lance, 1 (8), 11 June, p.3.


Smith, J. (1907), 'The origins of Melbourne Punch', Melbourne Punch Jubilee: Fifty Years in Australia, 27 August.


Tipping, Marjorie J. (1976), 'Sinnett, Frederick (1830-1866), journalist, literary critic', ADB, vol. 6. Included (with Edgar Ray) helped found Melbourne Punch in 1855, editor 1856-1859 and Daily News (Geelong, Vic) 1858, editor 1858-1859; produced Daily Telegraph 1862, Adelaide's first evening newspaper.

My Note Book


‘Our Own Correspondents’ (1857), My Note-Book, 7 February, p.43. c.f. “‘Anonymity” of Journalists’ (1859), My Note-Book, 30 March, p.947.


Once a Week


Port Melbourne Standard

Langmore, Diane (1988), ‘Reay, William Thomas (1858-1929), journalist, politician’, ADB, Vol. 11. Included owner Coleraine Albion (Vic), Port Melbourne Standard; editor Hamilton Spectator (Vic) 1887-1890, Daily Telegraph (Melbourne), Weekly Times (Melbourne), Herald (Melbourne); accompanied first Australian contingent to South African War as correspondent for Herald and South Australian Register.

Port Phillip Gazette

Cooper, C.A. Port Phillip Gazette, Melbourne: Index: October 1838 – April 1845. On cards.

**Port Phillip Herald**
Cooper, C.A. Port Phillip Herald, Melbourne, Index: 1840-1845. On cards.

**Port Phillip Magazine**

**Port Phillip Patriot**

**Ross’s Monthly of Protest, Personality & Progress – see ‘10.4.1 Labor press’**

**Socialist – see ‘10.4.1 Labor press’**

**Southern Phonographic Harmonica**

**Star**

**Sun, Sun News-Pictorial**
Tate, Audrey (1996), Fair Comment: The Life of Pat Jarrett 1911-1990 (Sun’s women’s editor), Melbourne University Press.


**Table Talk**


**Touchstone**


**Triad**


‘History of the *Triad*, *Triad*, 7 (7), April 1922, pp.5-6; 9 (9), July, 1924, pp.3-4; 11 (2), December, 1925, pp.62-63, 78; 11 (4), February, 1926, p.3; 11 (10), August, 1926, pp.3-4. Items relevant to its history.


**Victoria Illustrated**


**Victorian Review**


**Weekly Times – see The Herald & Weekly Times**

### 7.3 Brisbane

**7.3.1 General**


7.3.2 Individual Newspapers

Boomerang – see ‘10.4.1 Labor press’

Brisbane Courier and Courier-Mail

- Courier-Mail (1926), Courier-Mail, 80th Birthday Special, Commemoration number of the first Moreton Bay Courier, 22 June.
- Courier-Mail (1946), Courier-Mail, One Hundred Years of News – The Courier-Mail, 20 June.
- Courier-Mail (1983), Courier-Mail: 50th Anniversary Souvenir, Courier-Mail, August.
- Ferguson, John Alexander, Brisbane Courier (1896), ‘Half-a-Century of newspaper work, 1846-1896 ... genesis of a daily paper ... a history of the Courier’, Brisbane Courier, 20 June, pp.7-8. [from Ferguson no. 4352a, Addenda, 1784-1850, Vols. 1 to 4].
- Ferguson, John Alexander, Moreton Bay Courier (1896). The first Queensland newspaper. A reduced facsimile of the first number was issued in the Brisbane Courier, 20 June 1896; and a full-size facsimile of the same in the Brisbane Courier, 22 June 1926. [from Ferguson no. 4352a, Addenda, 1784-1850, Vols. 1 to 4].
- Fletcher, C. Brunsdon (1940), The Great Wheel: an editor’s adventures. Sydney: Angus & Robertson. Included Brisbane Courier, Sydney Morning Herald and other newspapers.


Brisbane Herald

Brisbane Valley Advertiser
Rutland, Suzanne D. (1983), ‘Harris, Alfred (1870-1944), journalist’, ADB, Vol. 9. Included father’s company Harris & Son (Sydney) publisher & printery; editor Freemason’s Chronicle of Australasia published & printed by Harris & Son until 1909; editor, printer first issue Hebrew Standard of Australasia 1895, 1897-1908 (owned by his sister Amelia c1925); owned Brisbane Valley Advertiser & printery 1921-1924

Courier Mail – see Brisbane Courier and Courier Mail

Daily Mail


Moreton Bay Courier

Ferguson, John Alexander, Moreton Bay Courier (1896). The first Queensland newspaper. A reduced facsimile of the first number was issued in the Brisbane Courier, 20 June 1896; and a full-size facsimile of the same in the Brisbane Courier, 22 June 1926. [from Ferguson no. 4352a, Addenda, 1784-1850, Vols. 1 to 4).

Ferguson, John Alexander, Moreton Bay Courier. Brisbane (1846 – 1896). The first Queensland newspaper. Ferguson gives a history and mention 2 facsimiles of the first issue. (Ferguson no. 4352a, Addenda, 1784-1850, Vols. 1 to 4).
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Morton Bay Free Press

Morton Mail

Observer

Queensland Figaro

Queensland Grazier

Queensland Guardian

Queensland Punch

Queenslander


Spectator

Sun
Nairn, Bede (1988), ‘Sleeman, John Harvey Crothers (1880-1946), journalist’, ADB, Vol. 11. Included sub-editor Sun (Kalgoorlie, WA), journalist Sun (Brisbane) 1921-1926, managing director of Beckett’s Newspapers Ltd (Sydney) 1927 which took over Sunday....
Times (Sydney) in April, losing deals with W.J. Beckett included the publication of Beckett's Budget (Sydney) 1927-1930 which combined soft pornography with hard politics.

**Sunday Mail**

**Telegraph**


**Worker – see ‘10.4.1 Labor press’**

### 7.4 Perth

**7.4.1 General**


Early Days of Western Australian Newspapers’ (1927), *Advertising in Australia*, n.s., 1 (3), April, pp.37, 39.


Moore, George Fletcher (n.d.), *Diary of Ten Years of an Early Settler in Western Australia*.


‘[Western Australia - Special State Centenary Number]’ (1929), *Western Mail*, July.

### 7.4.2 Individual Newspapers

**Broadcaster**


**Call**


**Daily News**


O'Sullivan, Dan (1962), ‘Daily News' Looks at the next ten years in Western Australia. Perth.

Inquirer

Leschenault Sun-Beam
Ferguson, John Alexander, Leschenault Sun-Beam. Bunbury, Western Australia (1844 - ?). Published in manuscript. Ferguson quotes from the Inquirer of January 31, 1844 which gives details. (Ferguson no. 3854, Vol. 3, 1839-1845).

Mirror


Morning Herald


Perth Gazette & Independent Journal of Politics & News

Perth Gazette and Western Australian Journal
Ferguson, John Alexander, Fremantle Observer, Perth Gazette and Western Australian Journal, No. 7, 11 June 1831. Edited and Printed by Charles Macfau[il] at the Gazette Office, Fremantle. The first formal newspaper printed and published in Western Australia (there were three earlier manuscript newspapers). Ferguson quotes ‘Pen’ (1929), 'The Past and the Press’, Western Mail Centenary Number, p.66, - which gives the story of this and other pioneer newspapers of Western Australia. (Ferguson no. 1428, Vol. 2, 1831-1838).


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2008), ‘Are we celebrating our 175th birthday early?’, West Australian, 29 August, p.20. Author argues that the Perth daily cannot trace its roots to the Perth Gazette of 1833, but only to the beginning of the title, the West Australian, in 1879. Based on part of the paper he presented at a WA media histories workshop in Perth in June.

Perth Gazette & West Australian Times

Record or Pastorals for Guildford

**Sunday Times**


**Swan River Guardian**


**Truth (Perth)**


**West Australian**

*(see also 2.2.2 Individual Proprietors & Publishers)*


‘Centenary Supplement’ (1979), *West Australian*, 17 November.


Egan, Colleen (2003), ‘War on the western front’, *Australian*, Media supplement, 17 April. Reviews the recent editorship of the *West Australian*.

‘Former West editor looks back’ (1972), *Newspaper House News*, 4, April-June.

Gaylard, Geoff and Savvas, Adrian (1993), *One hundred and sixty years of news from the West Australian*, Frewville (South Australia): Adrian Savvas.


Journals in Western Australia: The West Australian and The Western Mail’ (1914), Australia Today, p.68.

Kimberly, W.B. (1897), History of Western Australia. A Narrative of her Past Together with Biographies of her Leading Men, F.W. Niven, Perth. Pages-93 comprise a biography of John Winthrop Hackett.


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2008), ‘Are we celebrating our 175th birthday early?’, West Australian, 29 August, p.20. Author argues that the Perth daily cannot trace its roots to the Perth Gazette of 1833, but only to the beginning of the title, the West Australian, in 1879. Based on part of the paper he presented at a media histories workshop in Perth in June.


Marsh, David (2005), ‘Seven decades of sports writing at the West Australian, 1901-1971’, PhD thesis, Edith Cowan University, Perth. Traces the evolution of sports journalism at the West Australian during the first seven decades of last century. The thesis also addresses the influences of reporting by the sporting editors, the ‘tyranny of distance’, the two world wars and technological change.


‘One Hundred & Fifty Years’ anniversary supplement’ (1983), West Australian, 5 January.


Public Library of Western Australia (1949), West Australian, Perth, Index: 1850-1884, 1949 - Compiled by the State Library of Western Australia. On cards.

Savvas, Adrian and Gaylard, Geoff, eds. (1993), One Hundred and Sixty Years of News From the West Australian, Adrian Savvas. Facsimiles from the West Australian.


‘The West Australian’ (1956), Newspaper House News (Perth, W.A.), April, pp.3-5.


Wilson, J. Graham, ed. (1929), *Western Australia's Centenary 1829-1929*. pp.431-435: ‘The State’s Press: Historical Summary’. Lists who acquired what and when papers were set up. Includes also information on staff and contributors to the *West Australian*.

**Western Australian Monthly Magazine**


**Western Mail**


‘Centenary Number’ (1933), *Western Mail*, January.

Ferguson, John Alexander, *Fremantle Observer, Perth Gazette and Western Australian Journal*, No. 7, 11 June 1831. Edited and Printed by Charles Macfaul [sic] at the Gazette Office, Fremantle. The first formal newspaper printed and published in Western Australia (there were three earlier manuscript newspapers). Ferguson quotes ‘Pen’ (1929), ‘The Past and the Press’, *Western Mail* Centenary Number, p.66, – which gives the story of this and other pioneer newspapers of Western Australia. (Ferguson no. 1428, vol.2, 1831-1838).

‘Journalism in Western Australia: *The West Australian* and *The Western Mail*’ (1914), *Australia Today*, p.68.


‘[Western Australia - Special State Centenary Number]’ (1929), *Western Mail*, July.

**Westralian Worker – see ‘10.4.1 Labor press’**

### 7.5 Adelaide

#### 7.5.1 General


*Centenary History of South Australia* (1936). Adelaide, pp.118-120.


Day, Mark (2002), ‘Independence key to media credibility’, *Australian*, Media supplement, 1 August. About the Adelaide newspaper market.


Parsons, Ronald (1998) – see Marquis, Leonard


Wood, R (1954), ‘Newspapers of South Australia, October 1831 to December 1837 as seen against the historical background of the years 1851-1855’, BA Hons thesis, Adelaide University.

7.5.2 Individual Newspapers

**Adelaide Morning Chronicle**


**Adelaide Observer**


**Adelaide Punch**


M. (1896), ‘Popular Pressmen, No. 7: Tom Carrington’, *Free Lance*, 1 (8), 11 June, p.3.


**Adelaide Times**

Adelaiderner Deutsche Zeitung

Advertiser
(see also 2.2.2 Individual Proprietors & Publishers)
Adelaiderner Advertiser (2008), One Hundred & Fifty Years Anniversary on 12 July, Advertiser 4 page liftout, 24 June. Sections on Early History; The First Edition; The technology then & now; Milestones (a chronology); and Editors (including pictures).
Adelaiderner Newspapers Ltd. (1936?), The Advertiser Type Book, Adelaide: Adelaiderner Newspapers.

Adelaiderner Pi, staff paper, bi-monthly, May-June, 1946 +.
'The Centenary of the Adelaide Advertiser' (1958), Mary's Own Paper, August, pp.3-4.
'[Centenary Issue]' (1958), Advertiser, 12 July.
'[Facsimile of the first issue & a brief history]' (1997), Advertiser, 31 October.
'Herald of the News' (1936), Special South Australia Centenary Issue, Advertiser, 1 September.
'[Jubilee issue]' (1908), Advertiser, 11 July.
Lord, Peter, ed. (1983), 125 Years of The Advertiser, Adelaide: Advertiser.
'[New Building Supplement]' (1959), Advertiser, 26 March.
'[New Building supplement]' (2005), Advertiser, 17 November. Commemorates opening of new building
Saunders, Malcolm (1990), 'Vardon, Joseph (1843-1913), printer, politician', ADB, vol. 12. Included published Southern Argus (Strathalbyn, SA) 1870-1874; established Webb,
Vardon & Pritchard (later Vardon & Sons Ltd) 1871 – large Adelaide printing & publishing company (eventually absorbed by Advertiser).

[‘Seventy-Fifth Anniversary Supplement’] (1935), Advertiser, 12 July.


Australische Zeitung

 Chronicle


 Critic
Gibberd, Joyce (2000), ‘Krischock, Henry Ludwig Frank (1875-1940), photographer’, ADB, vol. 15, pp.42-43. Included Critic (Adelaide) 7 March 1903 published a page of his photographs of a Melbourne race-meeting, remained prominent there to 1907; South Australian photographer (1906-1909) for Australasian and Garden & Field.

Daily Herald

Daily Telegraph

Evening Journal

Evening Standard
‘[Comment on Adelaide Evening Standard]’ (1896), Bulletin, 11 April, p.6.

Express

Farm & Garden

Gadfly
**Herald**

**Independent Weekly**


**Lantern**


**Mail**

Included editor Adelaide *News and Mail*, Melbourne *Argus*, director-general Department of Information – censorship battles with newspapers.


**Mirror**

**Monthly Almanac and Illustrated Commentator**


Included co-proprietor (& illustrator) *Monthly Almanac & Illustrated Commentator* (Adelaide) 1850; illustrator for *The Armchair* (Melbourne) 1853-1854; illustrations appeared in many Melbourne illustrated newspapers.

**News**


Included editor Adelaide *News and Mail*, Melbourne *Argus*, director-general Department of Information – censorship battles with newspapers.


Savvas, Adrian, ed. (1992), *Sixty Nine Years of Events From The Pages of The News*, Adrian Savvas. Contains facsimiles of pages from the *News* from its first to its last issue.


**Pasquin**

Register – see South Australian Register
South Australian Advertiser – see Advertiser
South Australian Gazette and Colonial Register
Duncan, Beth (2008), Mary Thomas: Founding Mother, Wakefield Press. She aided her husband Robert Thomas in setting up the first printing press and newspaper in the South Australian colony.
Ferguson, John Alexander, South Australian Gazette and Colonial Register. Vol. I. No. 1. Saturday, June 18, 1836. Published by L. Wild, London. Vol. I, No. 2 is dated 3rd June 1837, and was published in Adelaide, the first South Australian newspaper. Ferguson gives a history and extracts. He also notes: ‘Some confusion was caused by the publication by George Stevenson of another South Australian Gazette and Colonial Register, which appeared from July 1845 to October 1847, when the title was changed to South Australian Gazette and Mining Journal (q.v.). (Ferguson no. 2184, Vol. 2, 1831-1838).’
South Australian Gazette and Mining Journal
Ferguson, John Alexander, South Australian Gazette and Colonial Register. Vol. II. No. 79. Adelaide, Saturday, 2nd January, 1847. Printed and published by George Stevenson. This newspaper was first published in 1845. Its name was changed on 9th October, 1847 to South Australian Gazette and Mining Journal. Ferguson gives a brief history. (Ferguson no. 4655a, Addenda 1784-1850, Vols. 1 to 4).
South Australian Magazine
South Australian Record
South Australian Register
Bramsted, E.K. (1972), ‘Garran (Gamman), Andrew (1825-1901) journalist, editor, politician’, *ADB*, Vol. 4. Included co-editor *South Australian Register* 1853-1856; editor *Sydney Morning Herald* from 1873.
Bridge, Cari (1990), ‘Sowden, William John (Sir) (1858-1943), journalist, newspaper editor’, *ADB*, vol. 12. Included editor *South Australian Register* 1897-1922; visited Western Front with Australian press delegation 1919.
Hussey, H. (1897), *Colonial Life and Christian Experience*. Adelaide. Experiences as printer of *Observer* and *Register* and his own religious papers.

**Southern Australian**

*Prospectus of The ‘Southern Australian’, a weekly newspaper ....* Adelaide, 1838. Also in its first issue, 2 June, 1838.

**Sunday Mail**

News Ltd., Adelaide (1962), Sunday Mail, Fiftieth Birthday. 5 May.

**Sunday Times**


**Weekly Herald**


### 7.6 Canberra


Day, Mark (2006), ‘Dumbing down days are over in Canberra’ in Australian, Media section 1 June. About appointment of Mark Baker as editor of the Canberra Times.

‘[Facsimiles of wartime issues]’ (1995), Canberra Times, 7 May and 13 August.

‘[Facsimile of first issue]’ (1996), Canberra Times, September.

‘[Facsimiles of VE issues of 8, 9 and 10 May]’ (2005), Canberra Times, 8, 9 and 10 May.


‘[Fiftieth Anniversary Supplement]’ (1976), Canberra Times, 3 September.


‘[Seventieth Anniversary supplement 1926-2001]’ (2001), Canberra Times, 3 September.


Uhlmann, Mark (2006), *Stink of a Journalist*. Canberra: Maniform Press. This latest novel by former *Canberra Times* journalist is said to be a revealing expose of life behind the scenes at a Canberra daily newspaper. It also happens to be a fine and comically presented tale.


### 7.7 Hobart

#### 7.7.1 General


Bent, Andrew. *Address to, and correspondence with His Excellency, Lieutenant Governor Arthur, upon the subject of the recent colonial acts, imposing a license upon the free press of Van Diemen’s Land*. Hobart Town, A. Bent.


Button, Henry (1909?), *Flotsam and Jetsam*. Hobart, n.d.


*Cyclopedia of Tasmania 1931*, pp.188-190. Hobart press.


Ferguson, John Alexander, ‘[Pamphlet printed by Grace Burnet, Collins Street, Hobart, 1855]’, (Ferguson no. 17634, Vol. 7, 1851-1900).


‘Literature in Van Diemen’s Land’ (1831), *Van Diemen’s Land anniversary and Hobart Town Almanack*, Hobart Town. pp.96-100.


Robson, L.L. (1954), ‘Press and Politics: A study of elections and political issues in Tasmania from 1856, when Self Government came into effect, to 1871’. M.A. (History), University of Tasmania. Not mainly on the Press, but has incidental information on bias and protests against it and on newspaper owners and candidate.


### 7.7.2 Individual Newspapers

**Bent's News and Tasmanian Threepenny Register**


**Colonial Advocate and Tasmanian Monthly Review and Register**


**Colonial Times**

Bent, Andrew (1827?), *Correspondence between the local government of Van Diemen’s Land, and the proprietors of the ‘Colonial Times’, respecting the suspension of that newspaper*. Hobart Town. A. Bent.


Green, F.C. (1966), ‘Gregson, Thomas George (1798-1874), politician’, *ADB*, vol.1. Also supported the anti-government newspaper *Colonial Times* until, under the Press Licensing Act of 1827, the lieut-governor (Arthur) withdrew its licence. Launched his own newspaper, the *Colonist* (July 1832), financed jointly with George Meredith.

Hodgson, David (1967), ‘Meredith, George (1777-1856), settler’, *ADB* vol. 2. Included strong connections with the Tasmanian press in 1820s and 1830s, including *Colonist* with Thomas George Gregson.


**Colonist and Van Diemen’s Land Commercial and Agricultural Advertiser**

Ferguson, John Alexander, *Colonist and Van Diemen’s Land Commercial and Agricultural Advertiser*. Hobart, Tas, 1832. Folio. No. I was issued July 6, 1832, from Andrew Bent’s Printing Office, Hobart Town. Ferguson gives a brief history. The title was changed on 5 August 1834 to the *True Colonist and Van Diemen’s Land Political Despatch and Agricultural and Commercial Advertiser* (q.v.). (Ferguson no. 1524a, vol.2, 1831-1838).

Ferguson, John Alexander, *True Colonist and Van Diemen’s Land Political Despatch and Agricultural and Commercial Advertiser*. Hobart, Tas. 1834-1844. Folio. Hobart Town. Printed by Andrew Bent, for Gilbert Robertson, the Proprietor. No. I was issued August 5, 1834. This paper was published in continuation of the *Colonist and Van Diemen’s Land Commercial and Agricultural Advertiser* (q.v.). From January 2 to March 20, 1835, the paper was published daily. Ferguson states that ‘the True Colonist was therefore the first Australian daily. The Sydney Herald did not become a daily until October 1, 1840’. Ferguson gives a brief history. (Ferguson no. 1858a, vol.2, 1831-1838).

Green, F.C. (1966), ‘Gregson, Thomas George (1798-1874), politician’, *ADB*, vol.1. Also supported the anti-government newspaper *Colonial Times* until, under the Press Licensing Act of 1827, the lieut-governor (Arthur) withdrew its licence. Launched his own newspaper, the *Colonist* (July 1832), financed jointly with George Meredith.

Godfrey, Margaret (1967), ‘Robertson, Gilbert (1794-1851), editor, agriculturalist’, *ADB*, vol.2. Editor & reporter *Colonist* (Hobart) (first issued 6 July 1832, owned by T.G. Gregson & George Meredith, printed by Andrew Bent). Published on 5 August 1834 True Colonist and Van Diemen’s Land Political Despatch & Agricultural & Commercial Advertiser. From 2 January 1835 became Tasmania’s first daily (after 20 march 1835 reverted to semi-weekly/weekly) Last issue 26 December 1844. Editor *Victoria Colonist & Western District Advertiser* (Geelong, Vic) (?-5 September 1851).

**Daily Courier**


**Daily Post**


**Fun, or, the Tasmanian Charivari**

‘Manly, John Henry (1843-1871)’, in Kerr (1992), *Dictionary*, pp.508-509. Included co-proprietor (with Major Lloyd Hood) & drew majority of cartoons in *Tasmanian Punch* (21 July-29 December 1866); Hood proprietor of re-named *Hobart Town Punch* from December 1866. Manly set-up *Fun, or, the Tasmanian Charivari* (Hobart) 13 April-28 September 1867.

**Hobart Town Advertiser**


**Hobart Town Chronicle**

Ferguson, John Alexander, *Hobart Town Chronicle*. Hobart Town (1833). Ferguson gives a history and quotes from it. (Ferguson no. 1661c, Addenda, 1784-1850, Vols. 1 to 4).

**Hobart Town Courier**


**Hobart Town Gazette**


**Hobart Town Gazette and Southern Reporter**

Ferguson, John Alexander, *Hobart Town Gazette and Southern Reporter*. Hobart Town, (1 June 1816 - January 1824 - ?). Printed by Andrew Bent. Published: ‘By Authority’. Ferguson includes a review of the periodical by the *Sydney Gazette*, 12 September 1818, and details of Bent’s last years. (Ferguson no.649, vol.1, 1784-1830).


‘Ross, James (1786-1838)’, *ADB*, vol.2, pp.396-7.


**Hobart Town Magazine**


Miller, E. Morris (1951), ‘The Hobart Town Magazine (1833-34)’, *Biblionews*, 4, July, pp.2-29.

**Hobart Town Punch**


‘Manly, John Henry (1843-1871)’, in Kerr (1992), *Dictionary*, pp.508-509. Included co-proprietor (with Major Lloyd Hood) & drew majority of cartoons in *Tasmanian Punch* (21 July-29 December 1866); Hood proprietor of re-named *Hobart Town Punch* from December 1866. Manly set-up *Fun, or, the Tasmanian Charivari* (Hobart) 13 April-28 September 1867.


**Hobarton Guardian**


**Hobarton Mercury**

‘Miller, Maxwell (1832-1867), journalist, politician, author’, ADB, vol. 5. Published Tasmanian Daily News (Hobart) 1855-1858 when incorporated in Hobarton Mercury.

Irish Exile & Freedom’s Advocate


Mercury
Bowden, Tim (2004), Spoiling Through: an Irreverent Memoir. Allen & Unwin. Bowden, best known for presenting Backchat on ABC-TV for eight years from 1986, began his journalistic career with the Hobart Mercury. This book includes reminiscences of his times at the Mercury, especially in Chapter 2, ‘Hot metal and copy paper’, and, more briefly, at the Launceston Examiner. Newspaper people will also be interested in his reflections on his experiences reporting the Vietnam war.


‘Centenary supplement’ (1954), Mercury, 5 July. Hobart.

‘[Facsimile of issue of 1 January 1900]’ (2000), Mercury, 1 January. Hobart.


Mercer, Peter (1999), Two centuries of Printing and Communications. A history of printing and news gathering with emphasis on the Mercury’s printing museum. Mercury, Hobart.

‘The Mercury and the Tasmanian Mail: the new printing offices’ (1902?), Mercury, Hobart.


‘[Seventieth anniversary number, 1854-1924]’ (1924). Special supplement to the Mercury, 5 July, Hobart: Mercury. 70pp. Includes information on its history and staff.

Observer


Penny Magazine
Spectator & Van Diemen's Land Gazette


Tasmanian


‘Howe, George Terry (1806-1888), printer, publisher’, ADB, Vol. 1, p.559. Included founded Tasmanian & Port Dalrymple Advertiser (Launceston, Tas) 1825; re-established Tasmanian (Hobart) 1827 (handed over to J.C. Macdougall later that year).

Tasmanian & Austral-Asiatic Review


Tasmanian Daily News


‘Miller, Maxwell (1832-1867), journalist, politician, author’, ADB, vol. 5. Published Tasmanian Daily News (Hobart) 1855-1858 when incorporated in Hobarton Mercury.


Tasmanian Mail


‘Centenary Souvenir, 1803-1903’ (1903), Tasmanian Mail.


Tasmanian News


Tasmanian Punch


December 1866); Hood proprietor of re-named Hobart Town Punch from December 1866.
Manly set-up Fun, or, the Tasmanian Charivari (Hobart) 13 April-28 September 1867.

Tasmanian & Southern Literary & Political Journal

Tasmanian Tribune

True Colonist – see Colonist
Trumpeter

Trumpeter General – see Trumpeter
We

7.8 Darwin

7.8.1 General
Hogan, John (1989), ‘High-profile editors help market the total newspaper’, PANPA Bulletin, February: 61-63. Partly focuses on the legal situation that arose when two Sunday newspapers with the same name were published in Darwin in the early 1980s.
Isaacson, Peter (2006), ‘Re-writing the business end of making news’, PANPA Bulletin, August, p.17. The author reflects on his experiences of newspaper ownership in Melbourne and Darwin in competition with News Ltd. Particular mention of Sunday newspapers and also the implications of the proposed new media ownership laws.

7.8.2 Individual Newspapers
Northern Standard

Northern Territory News


Northern Territory News (1991), NT News, 30 July. Supplement about the NT News to commemorate its conversion from afternoon to morning publication.

Northern Territory Times
[Brief history of Northern Territory Times]’ (1932), Northern Territory Times, 28 June, p.2. Note: incorrectly names Joseph Skelton as founder but lists subsequent owners.


Sunday Territorian

8 Provincial Newspapers

8.1 General


‘The country press of Australasia: Its trials, transitions and triumphs’ (1907), Review of Reviews, no. 1, November.


‘The “Editors” of Country Journals versus the Postage on news papers’ (1864), Sydney Times, 7 May, p.2.


Country Newspaper; the *Sun News-Pictorial;* the *Sydney Morning Herald;* Other Newspapers*, pp. 1382-1399.


### 8.2 New South Wales

#### 8.2.1 General


‘The Newspaper Press of New South Wales’ (1893-94), *Table Talk*, Melbourne, 20 articles, one each week from 6 October 1893 to 20 February 1894.


Richards, Thomas, comp. (1882), *New South Wales in 1881*, Sydney. Appendix 9, 142-144; List of Newspapers.


8.2.2 Towns

Adelong


Albury-Wodonga


‘Centenary supplement’ (2003), Albury-Wodonga *Border Mail*, 24 October. Also reproductions of significant front pages.


‘Jubilee supplement’ (1953), Albury *Border Morning Mail*, 24 October.


**Armidale**


**Barham**


**Bathurst**

‘Amalgamation of former *National Advocate* and *Western Times* (1963), *Western Advocate* (Bathurst), 1 April, Special Supplement in first issue following the amalgamation.


**Bega**


**Bellingen**


Braithwaite, Norman (1989), *And Here is the News - From the Bellinger Valley: 100 Years of Local Newspapers*, Bellinger Valley Historical Society.

[Condobolin], Koondook and Barham Bridge, Bellinger Courier-Sun and Seaboard Valley Star [Urunga].

**Blue Mountains**


**Boorowa**


**Bourke**


Rutledge, Martha (1990), ‘Willis, William Nicholas (1858-1922), politician, newspaper proprietor, publisher’, ADB, vol. 12. Included owner Central Australian & Bourke Telegraph (Bourke, NSW) 1888; founded (with George McNair, and A.G. Taylor as editor) Truth (Sydney) 1890 (sold out to John Norton 1896).

**Braidwood**

Kirkpatrick, Rod (1996), ‘It’s official - the first Australian provincial daily was in Braidwood’, PANPA Bulletin, March, pp.10-11. [It wasn’t, of course. It was in Geelong.]

Lea-Scarlett, E.J. (1972), ‘Gale, John (1831-1929), journalist’, ADB, Vol. 4. Includes started Golden Age & General Advertiser (Quarneck, NSW) 1860 (Quarneck Age & Recorder from 1864) – 1887 sold it to 4 of his children; started Braidwood Independent (NSW) 1867; started Gunning Leader (NSW) 1876; started (with Harold Stephen) Manly Spectator 1887; started Democrat (Junee, NSW) c1890-1894; editor Quaranbean Observer 1894 (owned by his son-in-law Edward Henry Fallick). Includes Annie Mercy Gale (Fallick).

**Brewarrina**


**Broken Hill**
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**Bungendore**


**Camden**


Willis, Ian (2006), ‘Looking at Regional Identities on the Homefront’, a paper presented at the Australian Historical Association 2006 Biennial Conference at the Australian National University on Genres of History. It was concerned with the role of country newspapers as an important historical source. He used the case study of the *Camden News* and *Camden Advertiser*, during World War II. The paper examined the regional identity of conservatism and its representation in the wartime reporting in Camden press as patriotism.

**Campbelltown**


**Canowindra**


**Central Coast**


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2006), ‘When the gloves are off: The Central Coast newspaper fight’, *Australian Journalism Review*, 28 (2), December, pp.53-65. An examination of the daily-newspaper war between Fairfax and News on the Central Coast of New South Wales.

**Condobolin**


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2000), ‘Newspaper history search has been a trip through time [Dorrigo, Hillgrove, Condobolin, Tenterfield]’, *PANPA Bulletin*, November, pp.35, 37-38.


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2004), ‘Hot Metal: Last Man Standing’, *ANHG Newsletter*, 26 (February): 14. Mention of *Don Dorrigo Gazette* and *Guy Fawkes Advocate, Manilla Express, Lachlander [Condobolin]*, *Koondrook and Barham Bridge, Bellinger Courier-Sun* and *Seaboard Valley Star [Urunga]*.

**Cooma**


**Cootamundra**


**Dorrigo**
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2000), ‘Newspaper history search has been a trip through time [Dorrigo, Hillgrove, Condobolin, Tenterfield]’, PANPA Bulletin, November, pp.35, 37-38.


Dungog

Forbes

Glen Innes


Gloucester


Gosford
Jackson, Sally (2003), ‘Hardly coasting, Herald opts for name change, [Gosford]’, Australian, Media supplement, 12 June: 3.

Goulburn


Wyatt, Ransome T. (1941), The History of Goulburn, NSW. Goulburn. See ‘Newspapers’, pp.231-244.

Grafton


Grenfell
O’Farrell, P.J. (1964), Harry Holland, Militant Socialist, Canberra. Editor Vedette (Grenfell, NSW), owner Queanbeyan Leader (NSW); International Socialist Review (Sydney).

Goulburn
Grenfell O’Farrell, P.J. (1964), Harry Holland, Militant Socialist, Canberra. Editor Vedette (Grenfell, NSW), owner Queanbeyan Leader (NSW); International Socialist Review (Sydney).

Gundagai

Gunning
Fallick, R.J.S. (1960), ‘Brief history of the growth of the Age’, Queanbeyan Age Centenary supplement, 16 September. Includes Miss Annie Mercy Gale (editor – Gunning Leader)

Illawarra

Junee
Lea-Scarlett, E.J. (1972), ‘Gale, John (1831-1929), journalist’, ADB, Vol. 4. Includes started Golden Age & General Advertiser (Queanbeyan, NSW) 1860 (Queanbeyan Age & Recorder from 1864) – 1887 sold it to 4 of his children; started Braidwood Independent (NSW) 1867; started Gunning Leader (NSW) 1876; started (with Harold Stephen) Manly Spectator 1887; started Democrat (Junee, NSW) c1890-1894; editor Queanbeyan Observer 1894 (owned by his son-in-law Edward Henry Fallick). Includes Annie Mercy Gale (Fallick).

Jerilderie


Lea-Scarlett, E.J. (1972), ‘Gale, John (1831-1929), journalist’, ADB, Vol. 4. Includes started Golden Age & General Advertiser (Queanbeyan, NSW) 1860 (Queanbeyan Age & Recorder from 1864) – 1887 sold it to 4 of his children; started Braidwood Independent (NSW) 1867; started Gunning Leader (NSW) 1876; started (with Harold Stephen) Manly Spectator 1887; started Democrat (Junee, NSW) c1890-1894; editor Queanbeyan Observer 1894 (owned by his son-in-law Edward Henry Fallick). Includes Annie Mercy Gale (Fallick).


Hillgrove

Hunter Valley

Inverell

Illawarra


started *Gunning Leader* (NSW) 1876; started (with Harold Stephen) *Many Spectator* 1887; started *Democrat* (Junee, NSW) c1890-1894; editor *Queanbeyan Observer* 1894 (owned by his son-in-law Edward Henry Fallick). Includes Annie Mercy Gale (Fallick).

**Katoomba**


**Kempsey**


**Kiama**


**Kiandra**


**Lismore**

Kirkpatrick, Rod (2000), ‘Publish (daily), or be damned! [particularly about Lismore]’, *PANPA Bulletin*, February.


**Lithgow**


**Lockhart**


**Maitland**


Gow, Rod and Gow, Wendy (1998), *Index to Maitland Mercury for 1843*, Maitland, NSW. Available on microfiche from Rod and Wendy Gow, PO Box 73, Cundletown, NSW, 2430. Also at email rgow@turboweb.net.au.

Gow, Rod and Gow, Wendy (1999), *Index to Maitland Mercury for 1844*, Maitland, NSW. Available on microfiche from Rod and Wendy Gow, PO Box 73, Cundletown, NSW, 2430. Also at email rgow@turboweb.net.au.
Gow, Rod and Gow, Wendy (2000), *Index to Maitland Mercury for 1845*, Maitland, NSW. Available on microfiche from Rod and Wendy Gow, PO Box 73, Cundletown, NSW, 2430. Also at email rgow@turboweb.net.au.


Manilla


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2004), ‘Hot Metal: Last Man Standing’, *ANHG Newsletter*, 26 (February): 14. Mention of *Don Dorrigi Gazette and Guy Fawkes Advocate*, *Manilla Express*, *Lachlander* [Condobolin], *Koondrook and Barham Bridge, Bellinger Courier-Sun* and *Seaboard Valley Star* [Urunga].

Manning Valley


Molong


Monaro


Moruya & District


Moss Vale


Mudgee


Mungindi

Kirkpatrick, Rod (2001), ‘Starting a Newspaper at Mungindi’, *ANHG Newsletter*, 13 (July), 16.

Murrurundi
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Narrabri

New England


Newcastle
‘One hundred & twenty-five years supplement’ (1983), Newcastle Herald, 6 October.

North

Orange
Kirkpatrick, Rod (1985), ‘[Series of articles for 40th anniversary publication of Central Western Daily (Orange)]’, Central Western Daily.


Parramatta


Peak Hill

Port Macquarie

Queanbeyan

Fallick, R.J.S. (1960), ‘Brief history of the growth of the Age’, Queanbeyan Age Centenary supplement, 16 September. Includes Miss Annie Mercy Gale (editor – Gunning Leader)

Frei, Patricia M. (2005), Calamities, Fatalities and Realities: local and regional anecdotes from the Golden Age 1860-1864 Queanbeyan NSW, Duffy, ACT: Patricia M. Frei. Contains a lively selection of news items from the first years of the Golden Age (now the Queanbeyan Age). It includes a comprehensive account of the early years of the Age and its style of reporting. It is thoroughly indexed.


Lea-Scarlett, E.J. (1972), ‘Gale, John (1831-1929), journalist’, ADB, Vol. 4. Includes started Golden Age & General Advertiser (Queanbeyan, NSW) 1860 (Queanbeyan Age & Recorder from 1864) – 1887 sold to 4 of his children; started Braidwood Independent (NSW) 1867; started Gunning Leader (NSW) 1876; started (with Harold Stephen) Manly Spectator 1887; started Democrat (Junee, NSW) e1890-1894; editor Queanbeyan Observer 1894 (owned by his son-in-law Edward Henry Fallick). Includes Annie Mercy Gale (Fallick).

O’Farrell, P.J. (1964), Harry Holland, Militant Socialist, Canberra. Editor Vedette, owner Queanbeyan Leader (NSW); International Socialist Review (Sydney).

O’Farrell, Patrick (1983), ‘Holland, Henry Edmund (1868-1933), Labor leader’, ADB, Vol. 9. Also joint-owner (with Tom Batho), editor Socialist (Sydney) later Socialist Journal of the Northern People (Newcastle, NSW); editor People (Sydney), Queanbeyan Leader 1905, launched International Socialist Review for Australasia (Sydney) 1907

Withycombe, Susan (2001), Gale Force: John Gale and the Siting of the National Capital, Queanbeyan and District Centenary of Federation Committee. Includes details of Gale’s involvement with the Queanbeyan Age and other newspapers.


Riverina

Singleton
1885+, Tenterfield Star (NSW) 1870-1880, Murrurundi Times 1874-1880s, Singleton Argus (NSW; with Henry Pinchin) 1874-1878, Manning River Times (Taree, NSW) 1886+, continued by his sons.

Tamworth

Taree

Temora

Tenterfield
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2000), ‘Newspaper history search has been a trip through time [Dorrigo, Hillgrove, Condobolin, Tenterfield]’, PANPA Bulletin, November, pp.35, 37-38.

Tumut

Upper Hunter

Urunga

Wagga Wagga
‘Centenary Supplement’ (1968), Wagga Wagga Daily Advertiser, 29 October.
‘One Hundred & Twentieth Anniversary Supplement’ (1989), Wagga Wagga Daily Advertiser, 14 March.

Walcha

Wauchope
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2007), ‘Wauchope Gazette Celebrates Centenary’, ANHG Newsletter, 45, (December), p. 13. A 100-page centenary edition was included with the usual edition on 18 October. It was loaded with historical articles about the town, district & the newspaper.

Wellington

Windsor

Wingham

Wollongong

Young
8.3 Victoria

8.3.1 General

Bowd, Kathryn (2007), ‘A voice for the community: local newspaper as local campaigner’, *Australian Journalism Review*, Vol. 29 (2), December, pp.77-89. Many regional editors and journalists see campaigning on local issues as an essential part of their role, as a valuable means of maintaining and extending community spirit and as a service to their community of circulation. This paper examines views on community campaigning among journalists employed by several regional papers in South Australia and Victoria.

*Commemoration of the boon of the separation of the province of Victoria from the colony of New South Wales ...*. 1850. Includes chronology of newspapers published in Victoria, 1836-1850.


Hughes, Sue (2003), *A Gazetteer of Newspapers from the Central Victorian Goldfields (1851-1901)*, Johnstone Centre Report no. 198, Charles Sturt University, Albury.


Morrison, Elizabeth (1992), ‘Reading Victoria’s newspapers 1838-1901’, *Australian Cultural History* (11), pp.128-140.


8.3.2 Towns
(For Wodonga see *New South Wales: Albury-Wodonga*, section 8.2.2 above).

**Ararat**


Hughes, Sue (2003), ‘The cultural heritage of colonial newspaper production: Case studies of two Central Victorian goldfields’ newspapers (1851-1901), The *Avoca Mail* and the *Ararat Advertiser*, BAppSci (Hons) thesis, Charles Sturt University, Albury.


Avoca

Hughes, Sue (2003), ‘The cultural heritage of colonial newspaper production: Case studies of two Central Victorian goldfields’ newspapers (1851-1901), The *Avoca Mail* and the *Ararat Advertiser*, BAppSci (Hons) thesis, Charles Sturt University, Albury.


‘Jubilee issue’ (1913), *Avoca Mail*, 23 December.

Bairnsdale


Includes brother John. Both founded Victorian country newspapers including *Bairnsdale Courier*, *Gippsland Daily News*.


Ballarat


‘Christmas Supplement’ (1904), *Ballarat Courier*, 14 December.

Clarke, Jan (1992), *Speak Out Boldly: The first 125 Years of the Ballarat Courier*, Ballarat, Vic.: Ballarat Courier.


‘Conversion to Offset’ (1975), *Ballarat Courier* supplement, 17 November.


Ellery David (2006), ‘They came to report a city’s history’, ‘Seekamp a mysterious and tragic figure’, ‘Jailed for seditious libel after uprising’ and ‘Clark establishes the *Courier*, *Sovereign Hill Times*, wraparound of *Courier*, Ballarat, 9 October. Articles about early Ballarat newspapers, but mainly the *Ballarat Times* when owned and edited by Henry Seekamp during the Eureka era.


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2004), ‘Eureka and the editor: A reappraisal 150 years on’, Australian Journalism Review, 26 (2), pp.31-42. [Henry Erle Seekamp].


‘Ninetieth anniversary supplement’ (1957), Ballarat Courier, 10 June.


‘One Hundredth anniversary supplement’ (1967), Ballarat Courier, 10 June.


Sunter, Anne Beggs (2005), ‘Seekamp, Henry (c1829-1864), newspaper editor, nationalist and Seekamp, Clara Maria (c1819-1908), actress, newspaper editor’, ADB, Supplement, pp. 355-356. Henry: owner-editor, Ballarat Times (and Southern Cross) 1854-1856; Clara: editor 1855.


Beechworth


Benalla

Bendigo
Bendigo Advertiser (2003), 150 years, Bendigo Advertiser.

‘Centenary supplement’ (1953), Bendigo Advertiser, 9 December.


Cockerill, George (1943), Scribblers and Statesmen, Melbourne: printed by Roy Stevens.

‘Jubilee supplement’ (1928), *Bendigo Advertiser*, 8 December.


‘Newspapers abound: Goldfields were host to colourful history’ (2007), *Bendigo Miner*, 4 January, p.9. Deals with early Bendigo newspapers, relying on research by Sue Hughes and Rod Kirkpatrick.


**Berwick**


**Castlemaine**


**Chiltern**


**Colac**


**Coleraine**

accompanied first Australian contingent to South African War as correspondent for Herald and South Australian Register.

Dandenong


Donald


Dunolly


Echuca


Geelong


Godfrey, Margaret (1967), ‘Robertson, Gilbert (1794-1851), editor, agriculturalist’, ADB, vol. 2. Editor & reporter Colonist (Hobart) (first issued 6 July 1832, owned by T.G. Gregson & George Meredith, printed by Andrew Bent). Published on 5 August 1834 True Colonist and Van Diemen’s Land Political Despatch & Agricultural & Commercial Advertiser. From 2 January 1835 became Tasmania’s first daily (after 20 march 1835 reverted to semi-weekly/weekly) Last issue 26 December 1844. Editor Victoria Colonist & Western District Advertiser (Geelong, Vic) (?,5 September 1851).


**Gippsland**


**Goulburn Valley**


**Hamilton**

Hindhaugh, Christina, ed. (1984), *Conversation Pieces: the news and views of the Hamilton district 125 years ago*, Hamilton Heritage Festival Committee and the *Hamilton Spectator*.


**Heathcote**


**Horsham**


Lockwood, Allan (1985), *Ink in His Veins*, Melbourne: Allan Lockwood. A biography of Alfred Wright Lockwood, pioneering country newspaper owner and editor in Natimuk, Victoria. His newspaper, the *West Wimmera Mail*, moved to Horsham and outgunned the *Horsham Times* – with a little help from a friend called Rupert Murdoch.

**Inglewood**
Burdon, R.M. (1948), *The Life and Times of Sir Julius Vogel*, Christchurch, NZ.


Kilmore


Koondrook

Kirkpatrick, Rod (1999), ‘Ninety years of the Koondrook and Barham Bridge’, *Koondrook and Barham Bridge* 24 September, p.1.

Koroit


Kyneton


Lancefield


Lockwood, Allan (1985), *Ink in His Veins*, Melbourne: Allan Lockwood. A biography of Alfred Wright Lockwood, pioneering country newspaper owner and editor in Natimuk, Victoria. His newspaper, the *West Wimmera Mail*, moved to Horsham and outgunned the *Horsham Times* – with a little help from a friend called Rupert Murdoch. Started career at *Lancefield Mercury*.

Leongatha


Lilydale


Lorne

Barlow, Genevieve (2007), ‘It’s news to them’, *Age*, 12 February, p.14. They might be referred to as the ‘local rag’ or ‘gossip sheet’, but community newspapers can be much more. Among the papers featured in the article are: the *Warrandyte Diary, Waranga News, Traf News* (Trafalgar), *Lorne Independent, Talk of the Town* (Rutherglen, Wahgunyah, etc.), and the *Migrant*, which services Melbourne’s Sudanese community.

Maffra


Mansfield


Maryborough & Dunolly

Burdon, R.M. (1948), *The Life and Times of Sir Julius Vogel*, Christchurch, NZ.


Mildura
Isaacs, Victor, and Kirkpatrick, Rod (2007), ‘Sunraysia Daily has a Makeover’, *ANHG Newsletter*, 45, (December), pp. 10-11. The final regional daily newspaper in Australia changes from broadsheet to tabloid on 15 September 2007. It was also completely redesigned.


Minyip


Mirboo North


Moira

Nagambie

Nathalia

Natimuk
Lockwood, Allan (1985), *Ink in His Veins*, Melbourne: Allan Lockwood. A biography of Alfred Wright Lockwood, pioneering country newspaper owner and editor in Natimuk, Victoria. His newspaper, the *West Wimmera Mail*, moved to Horsham and outgunned the *Horsham Times* – with a little help from a friend called Rupert Murdoch. Started career at *Lancefield Mercury*.

Nhill
Wane, Greg (2007), ‘30 years of publishing … Gary Sherwell celebrates’, *Wimmera Messengers*, 7 March, pp.1, 3. How the *Nhill Free Press* survived, in one form or another, with the help of Gary Sherwell who took it over 30 years ago.

Ocean Grove
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2001), ‘History buff revives old-style newspaper in Victoria [Queenscliff, Ocean Grove]’, *PANPA Bulletin*, April, 32-34. [Greg Wane].

**Omeo**


**Ouyen**


**Pakenham**


**Port Fairy**


**Portland**


**Queenscliff**

Kirkpatrick, Rod (2001), ‘History buff revives old-style newspaper in Victoria [Queenscliff, Ocean Grove]’, *PANPA Bulletin*, April, 32-34. [Greg Wane].

Wane, Greg, ed. (2003), *Great News Stories of Queenscliff 1853-2003*, Queenscliff Herald. A general history which includes a number of references to local newspapers.

**Robinvale**


**Rupanyup**


**Rutherglen**

Barlow, Genevieve (2007), ‘It’s news to them’, *Age*, 12 February, p.14. They might be referred to as the ‘local rag’ or ‘gossip sheet’, but community newspapers can be much more. Among the papers featured in the article are: the *Warrandyte Diary*, *Waranga News*, *Traf News* (Trafalgar), *Lorne Independent*, *Talk of the Town* (Rutherglen, Wahgunyah, etc.), and the *Migrant*, which services Melbourne’s Sudanese community.

**Sale**


**Seymour**


**Shepparton**

Day, Mark (2008), ‘Reclusive media moguls the quiet achievers’, *Australian*, 22 September, pp. 33, 36. Focuses on five families that have carved out successful media enterprises. One is the McPherson family, involved in the Shepparton (Vic) media since 1888.

**St Arnaud**


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2001), ‘Ella Ebery: Still Hurdles to Jump and Wars to be Won [St Arnaud]’, *ANHG Newsletter*, 12 (May): 5.
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2001), ‘From ‘Maggie Matilda’ to editor, fixer, facilitator and doer [St Arnaud]’, *PANPA Bulletin*, December, pp.32-35. [Ella Ebery].

Falla, R P, ed. (1976), *Knocking about with the travelling correspondent of the St Arnaud Mercury 1874-1876*. Donald: The Group.

**Stawell**


**Talbot**


**Trafalgar**

Barlow, Genevieve (2007), ‘It’s news to them’, *Age*, 12 February, p.14. They might be referred to as the ‘local rag’ or ‘gossip sheet’, but community newspapers can be much more. Among the papers featured in the article are: the *Warrandyte Diary, Waranga News, Traf News* (Trafalgar), *Lorne Independent, Talk of the Town* (Rutherglen, Wahgunyah, etc.), and the *Migrant*, which services Melbourne’s Sudanese community.

**Wahgunyah**

Barlow, Genevieve (2007), ‘It’s news to them’, *Age*, 12 February, p.14. They might be referred to as the ‘local rag’ or ‘gossip sheet’, but community newspapers can be much more. Among the papers featured in the article are: the *Warrandyte Diary, Waranga News, Traf News* (Trafalgar), *Lorne Independent, Talk of the Town* (Rutherglen, Wahgunyah, etc.), and the *Migrant*, which services Melbourne’s Sudanese community.

**Wangaratta**


**Waranga**

Barlow, Genevieve (2007), ‘It’s news to them’, *Age*, 12 February, p.14. They might be referred to as the ‘local rag’ or ‘gossip sheet’, but community newspapers can be much more. Among the papers featured in the article are: the *Warrandyte Diary, Waranga News, Traf News* (Trafalgar), *Lorne Independent, Talk of the Town* (Rutherglen, Wahgunyah, etc.), and the *Migrant*, which services Melbourne’s Sudanese community.

**Warragul**


**Warrandyte**

Barlow, Genevieve (2007), ‘It’s news to them’, *Age*, 12 February, p.14. They might be referred to as the ‘local rag’ or ‘gossip sheet’, but community newspapers can be much more. Among the papers featured in the article are: the *Warrandyte Diary, Waranga News, Traf News* (Trafalgar), *Lorne Independent, Talk of the Town* (Rutherglen, Wahgunyah, etc.), and the *Migrant*, which services Melbourne’s Sudanese community.

**Warrnambool**


**Yea**
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8.4 Queensland

8.4.1 General


Kirkpatrick, Rod (1980), ‘Rough and tough editors always ready with their fists or facing irate readers with horse-whips’, *Journalist*, December; 6. [Various editors].


Kirkpatrick, Rod (1981), ‘[Sworn to No Master column]’, *Journalist* January, February, March, May, June September, October, November and December.


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2006), ‘Dynasties end with a whimper, not a bang’, PANPA Bulletin, September, pp.43-44. The final part of a three-part article on the birth and death of PNQ – Provincial Newspapers (Qld.) Ltd., established on 1 April 1968 by the combining of the interests of six Queensland newspaper families.


Queensland Country Press, Pty, Ltd. (1933), Reference book of Queensland provincial newspapers, with valuable information concerning the towns and districts served by the country press. Brisbane, Queensland Country Press.

8.4.2 Towns

Allora

Atherton

Barcaldine
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2003), ‘[Letter to editor re Blackall and Barcaldine newspaper history]’, Blackall Leader, 20 July.


Beaudesert

Blackall
Kirkpatrick, Rod (1983), ‘[Letter to editor re Blackall and Barcaldine newspaper history]’, Blackall Leader, 20 July.


Bowen


Bowen Historical Society (1967), Newspaper History at Bowen, Bowen.


Father William Henry Darwen (?-1931) owner Bowen Independent & Proserpine Agriculturalist (Bowen, Qld), on his death five sons took over the Independent with Jim as editor to 1950 when brother Henry became editor. Family sold Independent to North Queensland Newspaper Co. Ltd. 1986.


Bundaberg


Burnett


Loyau, George E., comp. (1897), The History of Maryborough and Wide Bay and Burnett districts from the year 1850-1895, pp.149-154: ‘Newspaper Enterprise’.

Cairns


‘[Facsimile of issue of Morning Post of 6 January 1900]’ (2000), Cairns Post, 1 January.

Kirkpatrick, Rod (1981), ‘[Letters to editor]’, Cairns Post, 15 June and 23 July.


Kirkpatrick, Rod (1986), ‘History of the Cairns Post: Letter to the editor’, Cairns Post, 16 August, p.16. Sets out reasons why the newspaper is not as old as it claims to be.
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2000), ‘Newspaper history search has been a trip through time [Maryborough, Rockhampton, Mackay, Gladstone, Emerald, Chinchilla, Cairns]’, *PANPA Bulletin*, November, pp.35-38.
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2002), ‘*Cairns Post* and its Origins’, *ANHG Newsletter*, 16 (February).
McQueen, Humphrey (2005), ‘Wimble, Frederick Thomas (1846-1936), ink-maker, type-founder, printers’ furnisher, politician’, *ADB*, Supplement, p. 408. Also founded *Cairns Post* (Cairns, Qld) 1883.

Central Queensland


Charters Towers

Kirkpatrick, Rod (1985), ‘So that’s how *The Miner* was born’, *Northern Miner* (23 July), p.3.


Chillagoe

Tablelands Advertiser (2001), *The Chillagoe Herald*, covering the happenings in our federated nation with emphasis placed on the locations of Mareeba, Atherton, Herberton, Irvinebank and Chillagoe, a special publication to mark the celebrations of a Centenary of Federation. Published in Tablelands Advertiser, 22 August 2001. 16pp, tabloid newspaper, colour and b/w photos.

Chinchilla

Kirkpatrick, Rod (2000), ‘Newspaper history search has been a trip through time [Maryborough, Rockhampton, Mackay, Gladstone, Emerald, Chinchilla, Cairns]’, *PANPA Bulletin*, November, pp.35-38.

Clermont

Kirkpatrick, Rod (1981), ‘[Series of articles re Clermont and Peak Downs]’, *Clermont Telegram*, 6 May.
Clifton
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2007), '[Interview with Ted Rogers]', *Clifton Courier*, 29 August, pp. 1, 6. From 1 September 2007 the new owner (with his wife) trading as OurNews Pty Ltd.
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2008), ‘Clifton: Courier Sold After 41 Years’, *ANHG Newsletter*, 46 (February), p.12. After 41 years the Graysons have sold the weekly *Clifton Courier* on the Darling Downs.

Cooktown

Dalby

Emerald
‘Emerald has had a newspaper throughout most of its history’ (1979), *Central Queensland News*, Centenary Souvenir, November.
Kirkpatrick, Rod (1981), ‘[Series of articles re Emerald newspapers]’, *Central Queensland News*, 13 May.
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2000), ‘Newspaper history search has been a trip through time [Maryborough, Rockhampton, Mackay, Gladstone, Emerald, Chinchilla, Cairns]’, *PANPA Bulletin*, November, pp.35-38.

Gladstone
Kirkpatrick, Rod (1980), ‘[Series of articles to mark the centenary of the paper]’, *Gladstone Observer*, 29 November, 2 December and 3 December.
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2000), ‘Newspaper history search has been a trip through time [Maryborough, Rockhampton, Mackay, Gladstone, Emerald, Chinchilla, Cairns]’, *PANPA Bulletin*, November, pp.35-38.

Gold Coast
Kirkpatrick, Rod (2005), ‘Bulletin struggled early but has boomed with the Gold Coast’ *PANPA Bulletin*, May, pp.56-57.

Gympie

**Herberton**

Tablelands Advertiser (2001), *The Chillagoe Herald, covering the happenings in our federated nation with emphasis placed on the locations of Mareeba, Atherton, Herberton, Irvinebank and Chillagoe: a special publication to mark the celebrations of a Centenary of Federation*. Published in *Tablelands Advertiser*, 22 August. 16pp, tabloid newspaper, colour and b/w photos.

**Home Hill**


**Innisfail**


**Ipswich**


**Irvinebank**

Tablelands Advertiser (2001), *The Chillagoe Herald, covering the happenings in our federated nation with emphasis placed on the locations of Mareeba, Atherton, Herberton, Irvinebank and Chillagoe: a special publication to mark the celebrations of a Centenary of Federation*. Published in *Tablelands Advertiser*, 22 August. 16pp, tabloid newspaper, colour and b/w photos.

**Longreach**

‘Half a century of Longreach journalism’ (1947), *Christmas Leader*, Longreach, Qld, 10 December.


**Mackay**


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2000), ‘Newspaper history search has been a trip through time [Maryborough, Rockhampton, Mackay, Gladstone, Emerald, Chinchilla, Cairns]’, *PANPA Bulletin*, November, pp.35-38.

**Mareeba**

Tablelands Advertiser (2001), *The Chillagoe Herald, covering the happenings in our federated nation with emphasis placed on the locations of Mareeba, Atherton, Herberton, Irvinebank and Chillagoe: a special publication to mark the celebrations of a Centenary of Federation*. Published in *Tablelands Advertiser*, 22 August. 16pp, tabloid newspaper, colour and b/w photos.

**Maroochy Shire**

Maryborough, Qld


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2000), ‘Newspaper history search has been a trip through time [Maryborough, Rockhampton, Mackay, Gladstone, Emerald, Chinchilla, Cairns]’, PANPA Bulletin, November, pp.35-38.


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2003), ‘APN buys competing paper in Maryborough, Qld’, ANHG Newsletter, 23 (July), pp.12.

Lack, Clem (1969), ‘Buzacott, Charles Hardie (1835-1918), publisher, journalist, politician’, ADB, Vol. 3, pp. 320-321. Also owner &/or editor of several Queensland papers including Maryborough Chronicle (Maryborough, Qld) 1860-1864, Peak Downs Telegram (Clermont, Qld), Brisbane Courier, Brisbane Daily Mail.

Loyau, George E., comp. (1897), The History of Maryborough and Wide Bay and Burnett districts from the year 1850-1895, pp.149-154: ‘Newspaper Enterprise’.


Mount Isa


Nanango

Noosa

Peak Downs
Kirkpatrick, Rod (1981), ‘[Series of articles re Clermont and Peak Downs]’, Clermont Telegram, 6 May.

Proserpine

Rockhampton

Kirkpatrick, Rod (1980), ‘If at first you don’t succeed, start another four newspapers’, *Morning Bulletin*, 7 July, p.6. [Charles Hardie Buzacott].


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2000), ‘Newspaper history search has been a trip through time [Maryborough, Rockhampton, Mackay, Gladstone, Emerald, Chinchilla, Cairns]’, *PANPA Bulletin*, November, pp.35-38.


Sunshine Coast


Toowoomba


Kirkpatrick, Rod (1978), ‘For 117 years we’ve been on the move (and we’re moving again)’, *Chronicle*, 4 July, p.4.
Kirkpatrick, Rod (1978), ‘Our press is 50 today and still going strong, but a new age is coming in 1979’, *Chronicle*, 21 November, p.4.
Kirkpatrick, Rod (1979), ‘[Series of articles for The Chronicle’s technological change and move to Ruthven St]’, *Chronicle*, 23 June.
Kirkpatrick, Rod (1984), ‘[Series of articles for the Chronicle’s 125th anniversary feature]’, *Chronicle*, 4 July.
Examines the demise of newspaper dynasties in Rockhampton, Maryborough, Toowoomba, Warwick, Mackay, Ipswich and smaller towns.
Kirkpatrick, Rod (1996), ‘Sea change underway at Toowoomba Chronicle as editor of 27 years departs’, *PANPA Bulletin*, June, p.32. [Bruce Hinchliffe].

**Townsville**


**Warwick**


Warwick Argus Ltd. (Qld) (1910), *Memorandum and articles of association of the Warwick Argus Ltd*. Warwick, Qld: Warwick Argus Ltd.


Wide Bay


Loyau, George E., comp. (1897), *The History of Maryborough and Wide Bay and Burnett districts from the year 1850-1895*, pp.149-154: ‘Newspaper Enterprise’.

### 8.5 Western Australia

#### 8.5.1 General


Frost, A.C. (ca 1880), ‘Early West Australian Newspapers and Their Editors’, unpublished typescript, held by State Library of Western Australia, 142pp.
8.5.2 Towns

Albany

*Are you clued up on Albany and the 'Albany Advertiser'.* Albany, 1962.


Coolgardie


Cue

Esperance

Geraldton


Gnowangerup


Kalgoorlie


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2005), ‘Hocking family struck a rich newspaper lode at Kalgoorlie’, PANPA Bulletin, April.

Kirwan, Sir John (1934), My Life’s Adventures, London: Eyre and Spottiswoode.

Nairn, Bede (1988), ‘Sleeman, John Harvey Crothers (1880-1946), journalist’, ADB, vol. 11. Included sub-editor Sun (Kalgoorlie, WA), journalist Sun (Brisbane) 1921-1926, managing director of Beckett’s Newspapers Ltd (Sydney) 1927 which took over Sunday Times (Sydney) in April, losing deals with W.J. Beckett included the publication of Beckett’s Budget (Sydney) 1927-1930 which combined soft pornography with hard politics.


Northam
Colebatch, Hal G. P. (2004), Steadfast Knight: A Life of Sir Hal Colebatch, Fremantle Arts Centre Press. Contains material about the history of the Northam Advertiser especially during World War II.


Wagin

Wyalkatchem
8.6 South Australia

8.6.1 General

Bowd, Kathryn (2007), ‘A voice for the community: local newspaper as local campaigner’, Australian Journalism Review, Vol. 29 (2), December, pp.77-89. Many regional editors and journalists see campaigning on local issues as an essential part of their role, as a valuable means of maintaining and extending community spirit and as a service to their community of circulation. This paper examines views on community campaigning among journalists employed by several regional papers in South Australia and Victoria.


Pitt, George (1946), The Press in South Australia 1836 to 1850, Adelaide: Wakefield Press.


8.6.2 Towns

Bordertown


Gawler


Wall, Barbara (2005), ‘Congreve, Henry John (1829-1918), adventurer, journalist, preacher’, ADB, Supplement, p. 75. Included journalist, editor Inglewood Advertiser (Inglewood, Vic) 1863-1880; editor Standard then Bunyip (Gawler, SA) 1885-1890.

**Jamestown**


**Laura**


**Millicent**


**Mount Barker**


**Mount Gambier**


Kieselbach, Stewart (1986), The Border Watch, 1861-1986, Mt Gambier, S.A.: The Border Watch Pty Ltd.


**Moonta**


**Murray Bridge**


**Pinnaroo**


**Port Augusta**


**Port Pirie**


**Renmark**
8.7 Tasmania.

8.7.1 General


Isaacs, Victor et al (2000), ‘Indexes to Australian Newspapers’, ANHG Newsletter, 4 (February), 4-8. An extensive list with town, newspaper, who prepared the index, years indexed and location(s) of the indexes.


Miller, E. Morris (1952), Pressmen and Governors: Australian editors and writers in early Tasmania. Sydney: Angus & Robertson.


Moore-Robinson, J. (1933), Chronological List of Tasmanian Newspapers from 1810 to 1933, Hobart: Monotone Art Printers.

8.7.2 Towns

Burnie


Kirkpatrick, Rod, and Tanner, Stephen (2005), ‘Tall timbers topple: End of independence for Tasmania’s daily press’, Australian Studies In Journalism, No. 14: 124-145. Main focus is Burnie & Devonport, but also deals with Launceston and the West Coast.


Devonport

Ferrall, R.A. (1996), ‘Harris, Leonard Burnie (1890-1964), newspaper publisher, printer’, ADB, Vol. 14, p. 395. Harris family included Robert Harris (d. 1903) who established Colac Reformer (Colac, Vic) 1875; joined his sons Charles James (father of Leonard) & Robert (d.1896) in setting up the Wellington (later Emu Bay Times) (Burnie, Tas) 1890; published North-Western Advocate (Devonport, Tas) 1898, papers combined 1904 (eventually The


Ferguson, John Alexander, \textit{Cornwall Press, and Commercial Advertiser}. Launceston, Tasmania, (17 February 1829 - 30 June 1829). Weekly. Printed and published by Samuel Dowsett, at the Cornwall Press Office, Patterson Street, Launceston. Ferguson gives details of history including references to Type bought into the Colony by N. Olding and Mr. Fawkner and Mr. Bent. (Ferguson no. 1252a, vol.1, 1784-1830).


Franklin


Launceston


Button, Henry (1899), \textit{Memories of Fifty Years of Courtship and Wedded Life}, 1847-1897, Launceston. 332pp. Printed at the \textit{Examiner} Office, Patterson Street, Launceston. Portrait of Mrs Button and 6 other illustrations. (Ferguson no. 7745a, Vol. 5, 1851-1900).


‘Eightieth anniversary commemorative issue’ (1922), \textit{Examiner}, Launceston, 11 March, includes reproduction of first issue.


‘[Facsimile of issue of 1 January 1901]’ (2001), \textit{Examiner}, Launceston, 1 January.


Ferguson, John Alexander, \textit{Cornwall Press, and Commercial Advertiser}. Launceston, Tasmania, (17 February 1829 - 30 June 1829). Weekly. Printed and published by Samuel Dowsett, at the Cornwall Press Office, Brisbane Street, Launceston. Ferguson gives details of history including references to Type bought into the Colony by N. Olding and Mr. Fawkner and Mr. Bent. (Ferguson no. 1252a, vol.1, 1784-1830).


‘Goodwin, William Lushington (1798-1862),’ in Kerr (1992), Dictionary pp. 309-310. Included briefly editor Independent (Launceston), owner, editor Cornwall Chronicle (Launceston) April 1835 then also printer, publisher and illustrator; launched The Trifler and Literary Cleaner (Launceston) 1842 with his wood-cuts as illustrations; 1853 printed his newspaper on first steam printing press in the colony. Remained editor Cornwall Chronicle to his death – his widow continued to produce the paper to 1869.


‘Howe, George Terry (1806-1863), printer, publisher’, ADB, Vol. 1, p. 559. Included founded Tasmanian & Port Dalrymple Advertiser (Launceston, Tas) 1825; re-established Tasmanian (Hobart) 1827 (handed over to J.C. Macdougall later that year).


‘Jubilee, 1842-1892’ (1892), Launceston Examiner, Launceston.


Ratcliff, Patricia Fitzgerald (2003), The Usefulness of John West: Dissent and Differences in the Australian Colonies, Launceston: Alberrian Press. 592pp. A biography of John West, editorial writer of the Launceston Examiner from its foundation in 1842 until he became the first designated editor of the Sydney Morning Herald in 1854.


New Norfolk

Queenstown


Scottsdale


Smithton

8.8 Northern Territory
Hogan, John (1989), ‘High-profile editors help market the total newspaper’, *PANPA Bulletin*, February, pp.61-63. Partly focuses on the legal situation that arose when two Sunday newspapers with the same name were published in Darwin in the early 1980s.

Isaacs, Victor et al (2000), ‘Indexes to Australian Newspapers’, *ANHG Newsletter*, 4 (February), 4-8. An extensive list with town, newspaper, who prepared the index, years indexed and location(s) of the indexes.


9 Suburban & Community Press

9.1 Sydney


Kirkpatrick, Rod (2007), ‘The little paper that was destined to grow’, PANPA Bulletin, February, pp.36-37. A potted history of the Manly Daily, the free suburban daily delivered to householders on Sydney’s northern beaches.

Kirkpatrick, Rod (2007), ‘Southern Courier Origins’, ANHG Newsletter, 44, (September), p. 17. Originated from Randwick, NSW, publications of 70 or so years ago.


Lea-Searle, E.J. (1972), ‘Gale, John (1831-1929), journalist’, ADB, Vol. 4. Includes started Golden Age & General Advertiser (Queanbeyan, NSW) 1860 (Queanbeyan Age & Recorder from 1864) – 1887 sold to 4 of his children; started Braidwood Independent (NSW) 1867; started Gunning Leader (NSW) 1876; started (with Harold Stephen) Manly Spectator 1887; started Democrat (Junee, NSW) c1890-1894; editor Queanbeyan Observer 1894 (owned by his son-in-law Edward Henry Fallick). Includes Annie Mercy Gale (Fallick).


Torch About to Enter 85th year: just five editors in all that time’ (2004), Mediaweek, 29 November, p.8. The Engich family has owned the Bankstown Torch (Sydney) for all of its 84 years. This article provides an historical snapshot of the family and the paper.


9.2 Melbourne

Barlow, Genevieve (2007), ‘It’s news to them’, Age, 12 February, p.14. They might be referred to as the ‘local rag’ or ‘gossip sheet’, but community newspapers can be much more. Among the papers featured in the article are: the Warrandyte Diary, Waranga News, Traf News (Trafalgar), Lorne Independent, Talk of the Town (Rutherglen, Wahgunyah, etc.), and the Migrant, which services Melbourne’s Sudanese community.


Isaacson, Peter (1953), ‘War Hero’s New Life: for Peter Isaacson the air force motto, Per Ardua ad Astra, means “Success, the hard way”’, *People*, 4(14), 9 Sept, pp.15-17. Isaacson ran Melbourne suburban papers and trade magazines.


Michell, H., ed. (1909), *Footscray’s First Fifty Years*, Footscray.

Nichols, David (2005), “‘Boiling in anger’: Activist local newspapers of the 1960s and 1970s’, *History Australia*, 2 (2). Examines the inner-city activist media and looks at the long-term impact such papers have had since the 1970s; special focus on the *Melbourne Times*.


9.3 Other Cities & General

Baker-Dowdell, Johanna (2006), ‘Newspapers vs the others: When readers and advertisers are spoilt for choice’, *PANPA Bulletin*, June, pp.14, 16. Many community newspapers are now fighting with metropolitan dailies and glossy magazines for readers and advertisers, with some publications willing to steal stories and advertisers to get ahead in the market.


### 10 Specialist Press

#### 10.1 Ethnic & Foreign Language Press


‘An “Eccentric” Paper Edited for the Unwelcome Aliens: A study of the earliest Australian Chinese Newspaper, The Chinese Advertiser’ (1999), *Australian Academic and Research Libraries (AARL)*, December. This article provides evidence of the date range of the *Chinese Advertiser* and its printing methods. It is probably the first Chinese newspaper printed by lithography, possibly the first bilingual newspaper with Chinese in the world and is the earliest remaining Australian Chinese printing.


Barlow, Genevieve (2007), ‘It’s news to them’, *Age*, 12 February, p.14. They might be referred to as the ‘local rag’ or ‘gossip sheet’, but community newspapers can be much more. Among the papers featured in the article are: the *Warrandyte Diary*, *Waranga News*, *Traf News* (Trafalgar), *Lorne Independent*, *Talk of the Town* (Rutherglen, Wahgunyah, etc.), and the *Migrant*, which services Melbourne’s Sudanese community.


Department of Immigration (1951-1956), Newspapers or Periodicals in foreign languages published, or authorised for publication in Australia, by consent granted under the Publication of newspapers in foreign languages regulations ...; 1951-1956. Canberra.


Jones, Bill (2005), ‘Evans, William Meirion (1826-1883), Wesleyan minister, editor’, ADB, Supplement, p. 118. Driving force behind, and joint or sole editor of, the only two Welsh-language periodicals published in 19th-century Australia: Yr Australydd (the Australian) 1866-1872 and Yr Ymwelyd (the Visitor) 1874-1876.


Pe-Pua, Rogeli and Morrisey, Michal (1995), *Content Analysis of Australia’s Non-English Language Newspapers: Croatian, Italian, Macedonian, Serbian, Turkish*, Office of Government Information and Advertising.


Spennemann, Dirk H.R. (2006), *Gedruckt in Samoa. A bibliographic Analysis of the Samoanisches Gouvernements-Blatt and other Printing in German Samoa (1901–1914)*. Albury, NSW. (Available free via the web from www.heritagefutures.biz). The present study of the publication output of the *Samoanische Zeitung* breaks new ground in two aspects. It is the first of its kind dealing with the situation in the German Pacific, and it is the first of its kind that tries to look holistically at the entire publication output of a single publisher.


Tenezakis, Maria (1982), *Content of Three Sydney-Based Ethnic Newspapers: A Pilot Study Commissioned by the Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs*, Macquarie University.


Ware, Jean (1973), ‘A pioneer editor, miner, preacher’, *Canberra Times*, 4 October. About *Yr Australydd* (the *Australian*), printed in Melbourne in 1871 for Welsh readers.


### 10.2 Indigenous Press

Austin, John (2006), ‘Scrutiny missing from within’, *Courier-Mail*, 29 June, p.32. The Journalist-in-Residence at the University of Queensland’s School of Journalism and Communication says we’re not training indigenous journalists who could expose scandals in remote Australia.


10.3 Little and Literary Magazines


The Bishops and *Nation*, *Nation*, 12 August 1961, p.4.


Keel, G.D. Ailwood (1977), ‘The *Sydney University Magazine* (1855)’, *Southerly*, 37, pp.341-360.


Lee, S.E. (1989), [About *Southerly* magazine], *Southerly*, vol. 49, no. 3.


Miller, E. Morris (1951), ‘The Hobart Town Magazine (1833-34)’, *Biblionews*, 4, July, pp.2-29.


‘Overland and the CLP’ (1962), *Bulletin*, 1 September, p.3.


**10.4 Political Press**

10.4.1 Labor

(a) General


Crawford, Jim (1946), How the Press Fools the People, Melbourne.
Jadeja, Raj (1994), Parties to the Award: A guide to the pedigrees and archival resources of Federally registered Trade Unions, Employer Associations and their Peak Councils in Australia, 1904-1994, Canberra: Noel Butlin Archives Centre, Australian National University.
Labor Daily Ltd. (1936), Collection of Material issued by committees of shareholding unions of the Labor Daily Ltd., in connection with the proposal to publish a Sunday newspaper, etc. Sydney. Labor Papers Ltd. (1922), Prospectus etc. M Q 079/L. Contains a number of pamphlets and leaflets re Dwyer Gray and Hobart World; Grayndler’s Report for 1922; leaflet by A.C. Willis and H.E. B(oote); Labor Daily Prospectus.
Labor Papers Ltd. (1925), Labor Papers Ltd.: a concise history of the struggle for a union owned and controlled chain of newspapers. Sydney: Labor Papers Ltd.
‘Labor’s Real Enemies. The Sole Obstacle to Reform’ (1901), Worker, 23 November, editorial.
Indifference of workers to Labor press.
‘The Labour Press and the Labour Party’ (1894), New Order, 11 August, p.3.
Spence, William Guthrie (n.d.), Australia’s Awakening: Thirty Years in the Life of an Australian Agitator, Sydney, 1st ed. ch.15: 'The Press'.
The Symptom' (1918), Triad, 3 (9), 10 June, p.7. Attack on Labor journalism.
(1912-1916), frequent editor, contributor of its newspaper *International Socialist*; after WWI worked for *Torch* (Bankstown, NSW); author.


*Australian Radical* (Newcastle), *Republican*, *Bulletin*, & *Boomerang*.


**Australian Worker** (Wagga Wagga then Sydney)


Australian Workers’ Union (1942), *Fifty Years a Labor Journal*, Supplement to *Australian Worker* (Brisbane), 4 February.


**Australian Workman** (Sydney)


**Ballarat Courier** (Vic)


**Barrier Daily Truth** (Broken Hill, NSW)


**Barrier Truth** (Broken Hill, NSW)
Dale, George (1918), The Industrial History of Broken Hill. Melbourne. Ch.36: ‘Barrier Truth’.

Bathurst National Advocate (NSW)

Bendigo Advertiser (Vic)

Bendigo Independent (Vic)

Boomerang (Brisbane)
Australian Radical (Newcastle), Republican, Bulletin, & Boomerang.

Bundaberg Guardian (Qld)

Bundaberg Patriot (Qld)

Century (Newspaper of the Australian Labor Party) (Sydney)
The Clipper (Hobart)

Commonweal & Workers’ Advocate (Melbourne)


Daily Guardian (Sydney)


Cunneen, Chris (1986), ‘ McIntosh, Hugh Donald (1876-1942), entrepreneur, newspaper proprietor’, ADB, vol. 10. Sunday Times company (Referee and other papers) 1916-1927; president Weekly Newspapers’ Association of NSW.


McKay, Claude (1961), This is the Life: The Autobiography of a Newspaperman, Angus and Robertson. Largely about Smith’s Weekly & the Daily Guardian.


Daily Herald (Adelaide)


Daily Mail (Sydney)


Daily News (Sydney)


Daily Post (Sydney)


On W.A. Woods; Daily Post; E. Dwyer-Grey and The World.


Daily Standard (Brisbane)


Evening Echo (Ballarat, Vic)

Evening News (Ballarat, Vic)

Flame (Broken Hill, NSW)

Grenfell Vedette – see Vedette
Grip (Grafton, NSW)

Gympie Truth (Qld)

Honesty (Melbourne)

Hummer (Wagga Wagga, NSW)


International Socialist Review for Australia (Sydney)


**Labour Call – see Tocsin**  
**Labor Daily (Ltd)** (Sydney)


Labor Daily Ltd. (1936), *Collection of Material issued by committees of shareholding unions of the Labor Daily Ltd., in connection with the proposal to publish a Sunday newspaper, etc.* Sydney.

Labor Daily Newspaper Company Ltd. (1912), *Memorandum and Articles of Association*. Brisbane.

Labor Papers Ltd. (1922), *Prospectus etc.* M Q 079/L. Contains a number of pamphlets and leaflets re Dwyer Gray and Hobart *World*; Grayndler’s Report for 1922; leaflet by A.C. Willis and H.E. B(oote); Labor Daily Prospectus.


**Labor Newsletter** (Sydney)


**Labor Papers Ltd** (Sydney)

Labor Papers Ltd. (1910), *To the Trade Unionists of Australia*. Sydney: Labor Papers Ltd.


Labor Papers Ltd. (1922), *Prospectus etc.* M Q 079/L. Contains a number of pamphlets and leaflets re Dwyer Gray and Hobart *World*; Grayndler’s Report for 1922; leaflet by A.C. Willis and H.E. B(oote); Labor Daily Prospectus.

Revolt (NSW)


Ross’s Monthly of Protest, Personality and Progress (Melbourne)


Socialist (Melbourne)

Socialist (Sydney)
O’Farrell, P.J. (1964), Harry Holland, Militant Socialist, Canberra. Editor Vedette, owner Queanbeyan Leader (NSW); International Socialist Review (Sydney).


Socialist Journal of the Northern People (Newcastle, NSW)
O’Farrell, P.J. (1964), Harry Holland, Militant Socialist, Canberra. Editor Vedette, owner Queanbeyan Leader (NSW); International Socialist Review (Sydney).


South Australian Worker (Adelaide)

Star, and Working Man’s Guardian (Sydney)
Ferguson, John Alexander, Star, and Working Man’s Guardian. Sydney (1844 – 1846). Ferguson says it was the first avowed working man’s paper published in Australia and gives a brief history. (Ferguson no. 3914, Vol. 3, 1839-1845).

Stockwhip (Sydney)


Sunday Guardian (Sydney)
Cunneen, Chris (1986), McIntosh, Hugh Donald (1876-1942), entrepreneur, newspaper proprietor’, ADB, vol. 10. Sunday Times company (Referee and other papers) 1916-1927; president Weekly Newspapers’ Association of NSW.


**Sunday Express – Planned (Sydney)**


**Tocsin (Melbourne)**


The Tocsin was a radical labour weekly paper published in Melbourne from 1897 until 1906 when it became the Labor Call. Tocsin was opposed to Federation. Most of this book consists of reprints of Tocsin's reporting and opinions about Federation. The book also contains a useful introduction providing a history of Tocsin, including references to the mainstream Melbourne dailies of the time.


**Vedette (Grenfell, NSW)**

O'Farrell, P.J. (1964), Harry Holland, Militant Socialist, Canberra. Editor Vedette, owner Queanbeyan Leader (NSW); International Socialist Review (Sydney).


**Weekly Herald (Adelaide)**


**Westralian Worker**


Westralian Worker, Cash Book, November 1923-March 1928.

Westralian Worker, Executive Minute Book, August, 1906 – December, 1912.

Westralian Worker, List of shareholders, August, 1922. Also in this volume:- Account Book, May, 1917-May, 124.

Worker (Brisbane)
Australian Workers’ Union (1960), *The Worker’s First 70 Years: a souvenir*, Brisbane.

World
Labor Papers Ltd. (1922), *Prospectus etc. M Q 079/L*. Contains a number of pamphlets and leaflets re Dwyer Gray and Hobart *World*, Grayndler’s Report for 1922; leaflet by A.C. Willis and H.E. B(boote); Labor Daily Prospectus.

10.4.2 Communist
‘Overland and the CLP’ (1962), *Bulletin*, 1 September, p.3.
Fitzgerald, Ross (1997), *The People's Champion. Fred Paterson: Australia's Only Communist Party Member of Parliament*, University of Queensland Press. He was also a barrister & journalist.
Includes information on communist newspapers.
from 1920 to the 1950s. Information given on many newspapers, broadsheets, newsletters, etc.


Robinson, Albert (1962), ‘May 1 is Guardian’s 25th anniversary’, *Queensland Guardian*, 17 April, p.5.


10.4.3 Other


Hall, Clifton (1946), “‘Creative State” Move – Australian Fascist Weekly Launched’, *Tomorrow*, 1 (9), Nov, pp.3-4, 30. On Denys G.M. Jackson’s *Nation*.


10.5 Religious Press, and Press & Religion


‘Campbell of the Rock’ (1951), People, 2 (19), 21 November, pp.36-39. The Rock newspaper, its history and Campbell who also runs Protestant Publications.


Included co-editor Christian Advocate & Wesleyan Record (Sydney) 1864-68, 1871-73; editor Sydney Morning Herald 1866-1903.

Included owner Balmain Reporter (Balmain, NSW) 1867 (an early suburban newspaper), editor, printer Catholic Association Reporter (Sydney) 1870-1871.

‘Magazines, Mr. Catholic?’ (1959), Southern Cross, 28 August, p.11+.


Rutland, Suzanne D. (1983), ‘Harris, Alfred (1870-1944), journalist’, ADB, Vol. 9. Included father’s company Harris & Son (Sydney) publisher & printery; editor Freemason’s Chronicle of Australasia published & printed by Harris & Son until 1909; editor, printer first issue Hebrew Standard of Australasia 1895, 1897-1908 (owned by his sister Amelia c1925); owned Brisbane Valley Advertiser & printery 1921-1924


‘What is a Religious Paper’ (1883), Bulletin, 17 March, p.11.

10.6 Scientific and Medical Press


Cumpston, J.H.L. (1914?), The History of Medical Journalism in Australia. Sydney: Shipping Newspapers.
10.7 Women’s Press


Australian Women’s Weekly (1962?), *The Australian Women’s Weekly and what it can do for any advertiser*.


See also ‘History of the Order of the Daughters of the Court’, *The Court*, 1 (1894), 2-3 (p.2).


10.8 Other Specialist Press


Anderson, Hugh (1997), Frank Wilmot: Printer & Publisher, North Melbourne: Red Rooster Press. Includes a checklist of Wilmot’s printing & publishing output including Birth (magazine of the Melbourne Literary Club), Spinner (monthly magazine of the Institute of Arts) and Verse (magazine of the Australian Literary Society).


Aronsen, Zara (1935), ‘The early days’, Sydney Morning Herald, 4 April. Includes about Pattie Lewis Fotheringham. Editor, journalist (‘Mab’), periodical owner (Young Australia and Junior Australians).


Bright, Annie (1907), A Soul’s Pilgrimage. [Mrs Charles Bright]. An autobiographical novel.

Periodical proprietor (Harbinger of Light), editor, publisher.


Burke, David, ed. (2006d), Roaring through the 20s: The writings of Richard Hughes from the Victorian Railways Magazine 1927-1930. This volume includes biographies by David Burke and Richard Hughes junior of Richard Hughes, particularly his long newspaper career. (PBPS, PO Box 451, Belgrave Vic 3160).


‘The Descent of Man – And the origin of Mr. K.G. Murray’s specie’ (1961), Nation, 21 October, pp.11-12.


‘Flood of Periodicals’ (1880), Imperial Review, 1 (4), June, pp.2-11.


‘Fotheringham, Pattie Lewis’ in Baldwin (1988), Unsung Heroes. Editor, journalist – social & music pages (‘Mab’ Bulletin 1881-1886, publisher, editor? Splashes (Sydney)1899-1917, owner, editor Young Australia and Junior Australians (Sydney), editor Sphere.
French, Jackie (2007), *The Shaggy Gully Times*. Harper Collins. Children’s book that takes on the format of a local paper for Shaggy Gully, the scene of some of French’s earlier books such as *Diary of a Wombat*, and *Josephine Loves to Dance*, large format hardback, 32pp of news, letters, advertising and even Horror Scopes. French prefaces the book with ‘A Tribute to Country Weeklies’ saying that ‘a country town’s newspaper is the heart of its community’.


Gibberd, Joyce (2000), ‘Krischock, Henry Ludwig Frank (1875-1940), photographer’, *ADB*, vol. 15, pp. 42-43. Included *Critic* (Adelaide) 7 March 1903 published a page of his photographs of a Melbourne race-meeting, remained prominent there to 1907; South Australian photographer (1906-1909) for *Australasian and Garden & Field*.


Hoban, Ruth (1972), ‘Forster, William Mark (1846-1921)*, *ADB*, vol. 4, pp. 201-202. Established the Gordon Institute Newsboys’ Try Excelsior Class and then the City Newsboys’ Try Society. Published *Australian Boys’ Paper* and later *Try Boys’ Gazette*.


Keel, G.D. Ailwood (1977), ‘The Sydney University Magazine (1855)’, *Southerly*, 37, pp.341-360.

Kent, David (1999), *From Trench and Troopship: The Experience of the Australian Imperial Force, 1914-1919*, Hale & Iremonger. About the shipboard newspapers produced on Australian troop ships and the handwritten news sheets produced in the trenches during WWI.


‘Literary Censorship’ (1857), *The Month*, 1 (3), pp.113-120. Objects to newspaper criticism of *The Month*.


McKenzie, Nick and Bartley, Patrick (2008), ‘Nags to Riches: how to make a fast buck’, *Sunday Age*, 11 May, pp. 1 & 10. Details the recent sale of *Best Bets* and *Winning Post* magazines.


Moms, Emma (2007?), ‘Time & Type’, Wartime: Official Magazine of the Australian War Memorial, no. 39. Discusses newspapers, ranging from handwritten to typeset, produced by Australian servicemen held in German prisoner-of-war camps in Europe. It also mentions a newspaper produced by the Germans for POWs.


Samandar, Lema (2007), ‘All the Bundeena PS news that’s fit to print’, St George and Sutherland Shire Leader, 11 October, p.27. Bundeena [NSW] Public School students produce the school’s new newspaper, Our School, in lead-up to 60th anniversary celebrations in 2008.
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